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FOREWORD

The study of r=ailro=adnoiseis rel=ativelynew. Most of the information =andd:_t=acontained in

this report It=asbeen generated during the past year, It is important to note that this report =andtile

proposed regulations =are=aninitial step in a continuing effort to underst=and and r,_duce railroad
noise,

The Agency wishes to acknowledge the cooperation of a multitude of particle and to extend

its appreciation for their efforts, Those parties include, but are by no means limited to, Tile

Department of Transportation, Association of American Railroads, the Department of Commerce,
and the National Bureau of Stsnd=ards.
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SECTION I

PROLOGUE

STATUTORY BASIS FOR ACTION '.

Through the Noise Control Act of 1972 (86 Slut. 1234), Congress established a nalionul

policy "to promote an environment lbr all Americans frec from noise Ihat jeopardizes their health

and welfare." In pursuit of ti_at policy, Congress stated, in Section 2 of the Act, "thai'while pri-

mary responsibility for control of noise rests with State and local governmenls, Federal action is

essential to deal with major noise sel,rces in commerce, control of which requires national unifor|nily

of treatment." As a part of this essential Federal action, Secrlon I? requires Ihe Administrator to

publish proposed noise emission rcgtflafions that "shall include noise emission standards setting such

limits on noise emissions resulting from operation of the equipment and facilities of surface carriers

entzuged in interstate commerce by railroad whirl| reflect Ihc degree of noise reduofioe achievable

through the appllcution of the bust available lechnology, taking into account tile cost of ¢ompZianceY

These two sections of the Act establish tile criteria lhe Administrator has z'olh_wedin the

development of these proposed regulations. Section 17 does not contemplale the promulgation of

regulations covering every aspect of the massive, complex interstate railroad industry, but only

those o,l noise emissions from particular equipment and facilities oI'tbut industry. The types of

equipment and facilities In bu covered by Federal regu/alions are lilosc that are "major noise

sources in commerce," which require "national uni£ormily of treatment." The need for national

unifornlity of treatment depends largely upon interference with interstate commerce that would be

caused by the lack of national uniformity. Regardless of wilcther or not there are Federal regula-

lions on noise emissions from any type of interstate railroad equipment or facility under Section 17,

the states and localities ure burred by tile Commerce Clause of the Constitution from imposing any

regulations that would constitute an nndt_e burden on interstate commerce.

Regulations under Section 17are to be promul_ted after consultation with the Secretary

el'Transportation in order Io ensan, appropriate considen_tion for sal'ety and technological uvaiI-

ahilily. They are to take el'l'ect uft_.,rsuch period us the Administrator finds necessary, ufter con-

sLdlution wlth the Se,.:retary of Transportation, to permit the development and application al"the

requisite [¢chnolop.y,giving appropriuw considerution to[hecost ofcompliance within such period.

Final regldations arc to bc pronmIgalcd wifllin 90 days after publicalion of the proposed regula-

finns and may be revised from time to time in accordance with Subsection ] 7ia)(2) of the Noise
I
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Control Acl. Tlwsc regn[afions Innler N_¢fi(_a r7 or Ih¢ Noise Ctsotrld Act shzdl be ill additi()n to

_[ny reguhlBons [)1;11Clay be prol)(_scd tlad_'r._L'¢tJoail Of the Acl.

Section 17(b) of tile Noise Control Act iL,quJreslilt Secretary of Transportation, after con-

sultation wiril the Administrator, t() i_ronuiJgalc regulations to ensLJrc¢ontl_liance wilh all standards

promulgated by the Adnlinistralt}l under Section 17. Tile Secretary (}fTransporlati_)n sh;dl carry

Otll snch regulations tllr(lllg]l the list: _)fhi,; powers aad duties or enforcenlerl( ;lad atspecliorl

atltilorizL.d by Ihe S_lfcty Appliance Act, Ihe hlterslate Conlnlerc¢ Act, and tile Departmenl of

Transportation Act. Regtdafions pr(unnigated under SecBotl 17 shall be subject t() tile provisio_

of Sections IO, I 1. 12, and I 6 of the Noise Control Act.

INTERNAL EPA PROCEDURE

The rtdemaking process of EI'A starled with the publication or an Advanced Notice of Proposed

I,_alemakfilg in the FederalRegister, AI thai time EPA inforaled the pnhlic of the rcquiremerit that

regulations he developed and re(lncstcd that pertinenl ildornlation be sahlnittud l,) dl_2Agency for
consideration. In tile case of interstate r;li[carrier regulations, a task three was relined about tile

same time and was composed or Federal, Stale. and local government officials and consul/ants.

The Office of Noise Abatement and Control considered recommendations of the ']'ask Force wiBI

the recommendations of the EPA Working Group, which is comprised of representztives from

various parts of the Agency, in developing the proposed regulation. After tile Depnty Assistant

Administrator for Noise Control Programs approved the proposed regulations, they were submitted

In tile Assistant Admiuislrator fur Air and WasteManagenlent Programs, who has responaibBty for the

Noise Control Program as well as _everal other programs. Following the Assistant Administrator's

approval, the proposed regulationa were sul)m[tted to the EPA Steering Committee, which is com-

prised of"' .he Deputy Assistant Administrator'# of EPA. Upon the Steerlng Committee's approval,

the propo"ed regulations were forwarded to the Office of Managen|ent and Budget. and other

interested Federal agencies, for review, After these comnlents were analyzed and satisfactorily

addressed, the proposed regulations were submitted through the Assistant Administrator for Air

and Waste Management Programs to tile Administrator for Iinal approval and ultimate publication

in the Federal Regiswr. The resuiting pnblic coonnents will be analyzed and a mcommendation

for the final regulalion will be prt:pared by tile Deputy Assistant Adn|inistzTitor for Noise Control

Programs. The review process followed in the case of the proposed regulation will then be initiated

again, culminating in tile promtdgation of tile regularion,

PIIEEMFTION

Under Subseclion [ 7(c)(I ) or tile Noise Control Act, after the effective date of tht_se regula-

tions no Srate or political subdivision lhercof nlay adopt or enforce any slandard :lpplicable to

noise emissions resulting from tile operation orlocomotives or railroad cars of surface carriers

I-2
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engaged in interstate commerce by railroad unless such standard is identical to the standard pre-

scribed by these regulations, Subseetiofi I 7(e)(2), hgwever, provides that this section does not

diminisb or enhance rile rights of any St_tte or political subdivision thereof to establish and enforce

standards or controls on levels of environmental noise, or to _:ontrol, license, regulate, or restrict
the use, operation, or movement of any train if the Administrator, after cor',sultation with tbe

Secretary of Transportation, determines'tibet such standard, control, license, regolatlon, or restric-
tion is necessitated by special local conditions and is not in conflict with regulations f,rolnnlgated
under Section 17,

Conversely, Subsection 17(e)(1) does not in any way preempt State or local standards appli-

cable to noise emissions resulting from the operation of any equipment or facility of interstate

railroads not covered by Federal ragulahons. Thus, under the proposed regulations, the States and

localities will remain free to enact and enforce noise stanclards on railroad equipment and facilities

other than trains without any special determination by the Administrator, Only after a Federal
regulation on noise emissions resulting from the operation of a particular type of railroad equip-

meat or facillty has become effective must the States and Ioealties obtain a determination by the

Administrator under Subsection 17(c)(2i where it is beliei, ed that special local conditions

necessitate particular consideration,

Some types of railroad equipment and facilities on which no Federal noise standards or regu-
lations have become effective, and which may, therefore, be subjected to State and local noise

standards without any special determination by the Administrator, may include other types of

equipnlaot or facilities that are covered by preemptive Federal regulations, Railroad maintenance
shops, for example, may fi'om time to time emit the noise of locomotives undergoing tests along

with noises common to many industrial _perat!ons stlch as forging and grinding. Also, railroad
marshaling yards include locomotives among their many types of noise sources.

: " In most instances, State or local stahdardson non-Federally regulated equipment or facili-

ties of railroads can be met without affecting tlie Federally regulated equipment witbin them.
Standards no noise emission from repair _thops, for e_ample, can be met by many measures includ-

ing improved sound insulation in the walls of the shop, buffer zones of land between tile shop and

• noise-bnpacted areas, and sehedul ng the ioperat!on of the shop to reduce no se at t rose times of

tile day when its impact is most severn, S.tand_ds on railroad marshaling yards can be met by
a variety of steps including: reducing th_ volume of !oudspeaker systems by using a distributed

sound system or replacing speakers with two-way radios, reducing noise emissions from equip-

ment not covered by Federal regulatlons_installlng noise barriers, acquiring additional land to
act as a noise buffer, and locating noisy e/luipmant such as parked refrigerator cars or idling

locomotives as far as possible from adjacint noige,,scnsitive pl'operty. Since State or local regu-
lations on noise emissions from railroad fpcilitle s that the railroad can meet by initiating measures

such as these are not standards applicable!to noise emission resulting from tbe operation of

locomotives or railroad cars, they would not be preemptetl by the proposed regulations. Thus

1-3
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• no speclul determination by the Administrator under Subsection 17(el(2) would be necessary.

State or local noise standards oll facilities involved in interstate commerce such as railroad

marshaling yards are, of course, subject to Constitutional prohibition if they are so stringent as

to place an undue burden on commerce.

In some raises, however, a State or local uolse standard that is not stated as a standard appli-

cable to a Federally regulated type of equipment or facility may, in effect, be such a standard if

the only way the standard can be met is by modifying the equipment to meet the Federal standard

applicable to it. This would be the ease, for example, if after the proposed regulations become

effective a State or locality attempted to adopt or enforce a limit on uoise emissions from railroad

rights-of-way in urbou areas that cotdd not reasonably be reel by measures such us lloise b:trriers.

Such a standard, would, in effect, require modifications to trains cveu though they met the Federal

standards, and would be preempted under Subsection 17(c)(1). It could not stand if it differed

from the Federal standards, unless the Administrator made the determinations specified in Su_
section 17(c)(2). The same would be true of any State or local standard on railroad yards that

could not reasonably be met except by modifying locomotives or railroad cars subject to the
Federal standards,

State or local use or operation regulations directly applicable to noise emissions resulting from

the operation of Federally regulated equipment and facilities can, of course, stand if the Adminis-

trator makes the determinations specified in Subsection 17(c)(2) regarding them,

State or local noise emission standards directly applicable to noise endsslons resulting from the

operation of Federally regulated equipmeut and facilities may also stand without any apecial deter-

mination by the Administrator if those standards are identical to the Federal standards, By adopt-

ing such ideutical standards, States and their political subdivisions can add their enforcement

capability tr. oat of the Department of Transportation. The Environmental Protection Agency

rccomrnm_ds and encourages such adoption of standards identical to the Federal standards,

1-4
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SECTION2

DATABASEFORTHEREGULATION

The programfor compiling dataon train noise beganwitll a search for already existing data.

By compiling the existing data, it waspossible to avoidrepeating the few m_asur_meets completed
by others, and the limitations of the existingdata indicated whatmeasuremL:ntsneeded to be made
to extend the data. Technical journalswere searchedfor reportsof pertinent measurements. Pub-

lishedaccou,ts of measurements in Europeand Asia wereconsideredalong with the accounts of
measurements in the United States and Canada. A bibliographyof relevant articlesappears after
Section 9.

Muchof the neededdata wasobtained by theEPA RegionalOffices and under contract by

acoustical consultants. Some data wereobtained througi|informalcommunication withmembers

of the acoustics community to obtain unpublishedaccountsof measurementsand proceedingsof
appropriateseminars. Leaders in the engineeringdepartmentsof the two locomotive manufacturers
that remain in business(Electro-MotiveDivision of GeneralMotors-EMD, and General Electric-GE)

werealso interviewedin order to ascertainthe extent of theirdata files, as wellas to determine what

problemsran), becreatedby attempts to control locomotive noise. At a meeting hosted by the
Association of American l_ailroads,EMDand GEengineersreportedmeasurements of locomotive

noise and discussedsome possible effects of locomotivenoise controls. Threeleading mufflermanu-
facturers (Donaldson, HurcoEngineering,and UniversalSilencer)werecontacted in orderto evaluate

the feasibility and the impactof fittinglocomotiveswith exhaust mufflers.

Railroadcompany personnel whoworkedin variouscapacitiesat various levelswere contacted

in orderto deter|nine the mix of equipment usedby railroads,thecon figurations of propertiesand

equipment, scheduling of operations, and modes of operation. Inparticular, yard masters,yard
: supcrintendants,or engineeringpersonnel werecontacted to obtain information about yard con figu-

ration, layout, and equipment. Railroadpersonnelwereasked for information related to schedules

and speedsof trains. The railroadcompanies that participatedare listed in the bibliographyat the
end of thisreport.

2-1
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SECTION 3

THE RAILROAD INDUSTRY

ECONOMIC STATUS

There are currently 72 Class I railroads in the U,S,* These tend to break down into two

groups: large transportation companies such as'the Union Pacific or tile Penn Central and railroads

that are owned by large industrial firms such as U,S. Steel. Tile latter roads primarily provide trans-

portation services to the "parent company," Since railroads are regulated by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission (ICC), tile degree of competition is also regulated. The size of the firms has in

many cases been determined by whether the ICC has allowed or disapproved mergers. Most large

roads have grown through mergers. In addition, the favorable financial position of some roads

results from their nontransportation activities.

The total tonnage of freight moved in the U.S, has been rising over time, but the transportation

sector of the economy has declined in relative importance. In 1950, 5,6% of national income

originated in tile transportation sector; by 1968 this figure declined to 3.8% and has remained at

about that level. Tltis trend reflects the higher _lative growth rates in those industries that require
a smaller transportation input.

: The rail industry has declined more rapidly than tile transportation sector. In 1950

tire rail sector constituted 53% of the national income originating in the transportation sector. By
1968 it bad declined to 25.8% of the transportation sector and has remained relatively stable since

then. Table 3-1 summarizes these statistics,**

Accompanying tile decline in the rail sector's share in national income originating in the trans-

portation sector, the proportion of total freight hauled by rail has declined. In 1940 the railroads

hauled 63.2% of all freight, dropping to 44.7% by 1960 and 39.9% by 1970. Motor carriers and ell

pipelines have rapidly increased their share during this period, Air freight has increased more rapidly

than either motor carriers or pipelines but it accounts for only ,I 8% of total freight. In spite of the

decreasing proportion of shipments by rail, the total volume of freight hauled by rail increased fi'om
41 I.S million ton miles in 1940 to 594.9 in 1960 and to 768,0 in 1970. Table 3-2 summarizes

Ibcsc trends.

*Class 1railroads are those having annual revenues of $5 million or more. They account for 99%
of the nntional frei#lt traffic.

**Ueless otherwise stated, the data presented in Tables 3-1 through 3-6 wen_ obtei:led from the
Slarislic, i Abstruct of the United States _1971 and 1972),
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TABLE 3-1

NATIONAL INCOME ORIGINATING IN 'FILETR.ANSI_ORTATION AND RAIL SF.CTORS

(S In Billions1

'rransportalion
National as f_ of Rail as ;; of

Year Income Transportation Natiomll In¢ome Rail Transportation

1950 $241.1 $13.4 5.6% $7.1 53.0%

1960 414.5 18.2 4.5 6.7 36.8

1965 564.3 23.2 4.1 7.0 30.2

1968 712.7 27.1 3.8 7.0 25.8

1969 769.5 29.2 3.8 7.4 25.3

1970 795.9 29.5 3.7 7.2 24.4

TABLE 3-2

INTF.P,CITY FREIGI-IT (In Millions of Tea Miles)

Total Freight Rail Freight Motor Oil Inland
Volume in in 10_ Rail Vehicles Pipelines Air Water

Year 106 Ton Miles Ton Miles % % % % ._A

1940 651.2 411.8 63.2 9.5 9.1 .002 18.1

1956 1376.3 677.0 49.2 18.1 16.7 .04 16.0

1960 1330.0 594.0 44.7 21.5 17.2 .06 16.6

1965 1651.0 721.1 43.7 21.8 18.6 .12 15.9

1968 1838.7 765.8 41.2 21.6 21.3 .16 15.9

1969 1898.0 780.0 41.1 21.3 21.7 .17 15.8

1970 1921.0 768 39.9 21.44 22.4 .18 15.98
i

Rail passenger service declined from 6.4% of intereity travel in 1950 to less than I% in 1970.

Tile real impact of railroads on the national economy is in terms of freight rather than passengers.

The dealine of the rail industry's share of the transportation sector is less dramatic when passenger

service (air, Iocal_ suburban, and highway) is eliminated from calculations. Table 3-3 gives the

transportation sectors' percentage contributions to national income, less tile passenger sectors men-

tioned above, and tile rall industry's percent of the transportation sector.

From comparison of Tables 3-I and 3.3, it can be seen that the frvlght sector has dt_dined mtm:

rapidly than the total transportation sector. It can also he seen that the railroads' decline is smnt_-

what less dramatic in terms of freigh! alone than in terms of bolh freight and passenger service.
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TABLE 3-3

PERCENT OF NATIONAL INCOME ORIGINATING IN"['lie

TRANSPORTATION SECTOR (LESS AIRLINE AND LOCAL

SUBURBAN AND HIGHWAY PASSENGERS) AND I"III"

P,AIL SECTOR AS A PERCENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Railroads
Transportation* (Adjusted) as % of

as % of Transportation
Year National Income (Adjusted)

1950 4,8% 61.7%

1960 3.7 44.I

1965 3.3 37.6

1968 3.0 33.0

1969 3.0 32.3

1970 2.9 Not
Available

*Transportationminusair carriersandlocalsuburbanandhighwaypassengers.

EMPLOYMENT

The railroads' importanc_ as a source of employment within tile economy has decreased along

with theirshare of the nation's transportation output. In 1950 the railroads aceounted for2.7%of

all employees in nonagricultural establishments. By 1970 this bad fallen to less than I%, Not only

has the relative importance of railroads declined but also the absolute level of employment frmn
1950 to 1970 decreased by over 50%, as shown in Table 3-4,

Wages iu the rail sector have consistently L_en above the average of all manufacturing employees

and this differential has increased over the years. In 1950 the average hourly compensation in the

rail sector was $1.60, which was 110% of the average hourly compensation in manufacturing, In

1968 average compensation was $3.54, or 118% of that in manufacturing. By 1971 rail colnpensa-

tion had increased to 126% of the average compensation in the manufacturing sector.

Increases in wage rates in the rail sector have been greater than tile increases in the w_lgerates

in the manufacturing sector. Using 1967 us the base (= 100), the index of wage rates in manufac-

turing in 1970 was 121,6 while the rail industry index was 125.6. Over the same period the increase

in productivity in the tall industry has been less ihan productivity increases in manufacturing. In

1970 the index of output for all railroad employees was 109,9 while in manufacturing it was 111.6

(using a 1967 base of 1O0), Table 3-5 summarizes the wage and productivity data.

*Computed eta the basis of revenue per man hour.

3-3
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TABLE 3-4

EMPLOYMENT IN TLIE RAIL INI)USTRY

RELATIVE TO TIlE NATIONAL ECONOMY

National I".ulployees
in All

Nonagricultural Railroad Raih'oad
Establishmenls Employmeat as%of

Year (1000) (I 000) National

1950 45,222 1220 2.7%

1960 54.234 780 1.4

1965 60,815 640 I.I

1968 67,915 591 .9

1969 70,274 578 .8

1970 70,664 566 .8

TABLE 3-5

INDEX OF OUTPUT PI'_R MAN IIOUR AND WAGES

(1967 = 100)

Manufaeturiug Rail Manufacturing
Year Rail Wage Wage Productivity Productivity

1950 ,t 1,5 44.7 42.0 64.4

1960 74.3 76.6 63.6 79.9

i 1965 88.9 91.2 90.8 98.3

: 1968 106,3 107.1 104.4 104.7
i 1969 113.6 113,9 109.3 107.7

i 1970 125,6 121.6 109.9 116.6

The fact that productivity increases have not kept pace with wage rate increases indicates

that unit labor cost is rising.

In file years since 1970, wages in the rail industry have, as in most industries, increased rapidly.

The index of wages in 1971 was 136.8; in 1972, 136.8;and in 1973. 165.4 (estimated).

HEALTH OF THE INDUSTRY

Thereareanumbt:rofmeasnresm'iemightusetojudgcthe health or flnancial stability of

tile rail iridustry. Two of these are the rate of re.turn on stockholders equity and the p,arc_:ntof

3-4
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revenue carried thron_l to Ilal op_ratillg revenue, Shareho|ders' equity is tile excess of ass_,ts over

liabilities, which is equal to the book vahie of capital stock and mrplus.

hi 1971 tile ra(c of retun_ on stockllold_rs' equity for all manufilcturing firms was 10,g')_,. The
tales of returns in some selected industries areas follows:

instruments, pl_oto goods, etc, 15.8%

glass products I 1,1%
distilling 9.9%

nonfurrous metals 5.2%

The return for tile total transportation sector was 3.1%, Railroads showed a 2.1% on stockholders'

equity, slightly above the airlines' 2.(Y,_.

The ratu of return on stockholders' equity incrcased from 1.3% in 1971 to 3.0% in 1972. The

use of industry data, however, temls to give a misleading impression of tile industry,*

The Eastern District had a negative rate of rotum for the three years from 1970 to 1972 while

botll tile Southern and Wostern Districts had positive and increasing rates of returns. The Southern

District showed an increase from 5.2% to 6.1% and the West from 3.7 to 5,1%. The ratus of returns

in these districts are well above the 3,1% for total transportation and are about equal to tile textile

and paper industries.

These trends indicate that the problem inthe rail industry is not with all districts but primarily
with roads in the Eastern District. Uslng operating ratios** as lira measure of financial stability,
one draws thc santo conclusions.

The historical trends in the profitab!lity of the industry can be measured by the percunt of
gross revenue that is carried through to net operatingincomc before Federal income taxes. This

measure is similar to the rate of return on ssles bofore taxes. Far the industry as a whole, the per-

cent of gross revenue carried through has:been declining, This is also true of each district, with the

Eastern being thu worst• Table 3-6 summarizes thcs_'trcnds,

"['h¢performance of the Southern and Western Districts is much better than the Eastern.

In fact, one would conclude that compared with nonrcgulated industries such as steel, the

Southern and Western toads aro reasonably good performers. Compared with other regulated

industries, such as public utilities (10.5% return on stockholders' equity) and telephone and tele-

graph companies (9.5% return on stockholders' equity), the railroads' rate of return is low. One
point that should be made is that railroads follow a "betterment" accounting procedure, which

tends to overstate the value of their assets, We have not attcmpted to adjust rate of return in tha
rail industry to reflect this.

*Because the radroads use a nonstandard accounting procuda_ (the so-called betterment tech-
nique), tile rate of return is low relative to what it would bu if they used a procedure eomparablc
[o thoso uscd in tile nonregulatud sector.

**Operating ratio equals operation expenses divided by operating revenues.
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TABLE 3-t_

PI_RCI_NT OF GROSS REVENUE CM",RII'_I) TIIROUGII

TO NI'T OPI_RA'fING INCOME BEFORE FI_DERAI. INCOMF TAXES

All Class ] SmRhern Eastern Western
Year RR's District District District

1950 17.3% 20,1% 12.0% 19,8%

1960 8.3 10.7 2.1 10.0

1965 I l,O 12.1 I0,0 ,11.6

1968 6.9 I 1.0 3.7 8.4

1969 6.6 12. I 2.7 8.0

1970 4.2 11.8 Nil 7,7

1971 4.0 10.3 0.5 7.2

The historical decline in the profitability of railroads came as a result of a decrease in the

relative importance of high-weight, Iow-vahm cargo, which has traditionally beerahandled by rail.

Tile increased competition from motor carriers and pipelines has further reduced the relative

importance of railroads. Federal and State funding of highways has improved the competitive

position of trucks aud has led to the diversion of high-vahled freight to motor carriers.

] In 1935 when IIIOlnr carriers came trader Interstate Commerce Commission regulation, the

i value-of-service rate structure applied to railroads was also applied to motor carriers. (Tile value-of-

I service rate-making policy was originally applied to railroads in order to favor agricultural products,
; Under value-of-service rates, low-valued products have a lower rate per ton mile than do high-value

products.*) " his measure reduced intermodal price competition and in fact gave an advantage to

trucks in carrying high-valued freight when they could give faster service. Railroads were unable to

;. lower prices on this type of freight, which could have offset the faster service offered by trucks.
The decline of some manulhcturing industries in the East has led to a more intense financial crisis

among eastern roads. Also the capital stock of these railroads tends to be older than that ofthe

other roads, They spend a larger portion of total cost on yard switching than do either southern or

western roads, due to shorter hauls and a larger number of interchanges among roads, Since shippers

.' pay for movement from one point to another (i,e,, rate per mile), the competitive position of rail-
:I roads tends to be diminished if these nonline-haul expenses rise. The greater yard-switching results

i

I

"files,.:poiuts are examined iu an article by R.H. Harbeson in the 1969 Journal oJ'Law attd Eco-
ilomlcs, pp. 321-338.
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in having rail cars sit in switching yards waiting for a train to be made tip, thus resulting ill longer

time in transit and higher comparative costs.

GROWTH

In projecting growth rates in any industry, it is assulned tbat historical trends and relationships

will continue to hold ill the future to some extent. If these relationships do continue, then rail

freight can be projected based on projection of other figures. For example, rail freight service on

the basis of population or gross national product can be projected. If tile population continues to

consume similar commodities, if these commodities move by the same modes of transportation, and if

increases in income are ignored, then projections based on accurate population projections will be
valid.

Tile ton miles of railroad fl'eight per capita in the U,S. has remained quite stable over tile past

five years. It was 3.73 in 1965, 3,77 in 1968, and 3.75 in 1970. Given this stability, short-run

projections bvsed on population growth may be quite accurate, Based on the population projec-

tions for the U.S,. about a 1%annual increase over the next 5 years is estimated. Tbis would mean

an increase front 768 million ton miles in 1970 to about 822 million ton miles in 1975.

The rail industry's contribution to national income has remained relatively constant over the

period from 1968 to 1970 at about 1%. The long-run rate of growth ill GNP has been about 3.5%.

Again, under the assumption that these historical relationships bold, tile long-run growth should be

i around3.5%,
One factor which may reverse these trends is that rail movement uses less energy than other

r forms of freight movement. A ton mite of freight moved by rail requires 750 British thermal units

(BTU), while pipelines require 1850, trucks 2400, and air freight 63,000. The only mode of freight

movement more efficient (in terms of energy) than rail is water, which requires 500 BTU.*

Euergy may come to be an important factor, but it seems unlikely,, that rail freight will increase

more rapidly than the growth in national income. The factor militating against a more rapid

increase is that consumption patterns have continued to move toward more services and fewer

manufactured products, This means a smaller transportation input. In addition, rising interest

rates and greater product differentiation have caused shippers to be increasingly concerned with

time in transit, The railroads' real advantage is in rates, not speed, llowevcr, the advent of trans-

porting entire truck trailers by rail has aided in redtming delivery time substantially in areas where .

this is practiced.
?

*Bttsim's_"b'eek. McGraw-Hill, Inc., September 8, 1973, p. 63.



SECTION 4

RAILROAD NOISE SOURCES

GENERAL

Noise is generated by railroad operations in two basic locations: in yards and on lines. In

r,'dlroad yards, trains are broken down and assembled and maintenance is performed. Line opera-

tions involve the sustained motion of locomotives pulling a string of cars over tracks,

The hump yard is an efficient system for disengaging ears from incoming trains and assembling

them into appropriate outgoing trains. A locomotive pushes a string of cars up a small hill, known

as a hump, allowing each car to roll individually down tile otber side through a series of switches

onto the appropriate track where a train is being assembled, As each car roils down the hump, it

is first slowed by the "master" retarder. The slowing, or retarding, is accomplished by metal beams

that squeeze the wheel of the rail car. After tile ears leave the master retarder, they coast into a

switching area that contains many tracks. As each car is switched onto a particular track, it is

slowed by a "group" retarder. After a car moves out era group retarder, it is switched onto one

of many (approximately 50) tracks ill the "classification" area where the ear collides with another

car. The collision causes tile cars to couple, forming a train. In some yards, the first car that moves

into the classification area along a particular track is stopped by an "inert" retarder, so-called

because tile retaining beam is spring-loaded and requires no external operation. Inert retarders

differ from the master and group retarders, which are controlled continuously by an operator or

automatically by a computer.

All three of the retarding processes described above produce noise. When the beam of a

master or group retarder rubs against the wheels, a loud squeal often is generated. The most

significant noise generated by inert retarders occurs when a string of cars is pulled through the

retarders. If the inert retarders are short and exert small forces, they may generate noise that is

negligible compared with the noise generated by the group retarders, Some yards are equipped with

inert retarders that can he manually or automatically released when a string of cars is pulled through

them thereby preventing retarder squeal. There are no inert retarders in some yards, so an

individual brakemao must ride some ears and broke them manually.

Noise is also produced when cars couple in the classification area of the yard. The impact

points, and thus the origins of tile noise, are scattered over the classification yard. The noise is

impulsive, and sometimes it is followed by a thunderlike rumble that is audible for several

seconds after the. impact
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Locomotive engines generate noise ;Is tile Ioconlt)tives move alromld or pas_ tbrough yards.

When the locomotives ;ire not in use, their engines are often allowed to idle continuously (evell

overnight), which also results in significant nois_. Wben tile locomotives are in motion, their horns,

whistles, and beUs nnty produce noise for warning purposes.

Some noise origin:ires in tile yard shops where locomotives aud cars are repaired and maintained,

Power tools and veotilalinn fans represent such sources, llowcvcr, lhe mor;t readily identifiable

sources of shop noise are tile IOCOlUOtivesthcnlselves when nndergohlg testJllg.

Most yards are equipped with a number of loudspeakers that are used for conveying verl_al

instruotions _llld wandllg st)raids to workers in tile yard. 'l'be spe_lkcrs art, scatlercd about lille yard,

and a given speaker issues sf)ond oll ;in unpredictable schedule.

Line. or wayskle, noise-the noise in communities from passing trahls--is comprised of mony

higil noise sources. The locomotive engine and its components, such as exluntst systems and cooling

fans, and the interaction of railroad car wheels with rails results in siguificant noise. Wheel/rail

noise is caused principally by impact at rail joints, giving rise to the familiar "clickety-claok?' and

by small-scale wheel and rail roughness. A severe form of wheel roughness that generates hlgh noise

levels is caused by flat spots developed during hard braking. Also, wheels squeal on very sharp

curves and generate noise by flange-rubbing on moderate curves. The operation of such auxiliaries

as refrigeration equipment also contributes to the overall noise level. I-Iorns or whistles are sounded

at eros.sings and are signitlcantly louder than the other wayside noises. In addition, some crossings

are equipped with stationary bells that sound before and during tile passage of trains.

Tile remainder of Section 4 treats each of tile noise sources mentioned above separately and

ill its much detail as the state,of-the-art allows. Included in the discussion of each source is a

description of abatement techniques.

CONSII_;._<.ATION OF RAILROAD NOISE SOURCES FOR FEDERAL REGULATION

Many railroad noise problems c_n best be controlled, at this time, by measures that do not

require national uniformity of treatment to facilitate interstate commerce, The network of railroad

operations is embedded into every corner of the country, including rights-of-way, spurs, stations,

terminals, sidings, marshaling yards, malatenanco shops, etc. Protection of the environment for

anch a complex and widespread industry is not simply a problem of modifying noisy equipment;

it also gets into tile minutiae of countless daily operations at thousands of locations across the

country. Tile enviromnental impact of a given operation will vary depending on where it takes

place, for example, whether it occ_rs in a desert or adjacent to a residential area. For this reason,

state and local authorities appear better suited than tile Federal government to consider fine details

such as the additlml of sound insulation or noise barriers to particular facilities, the location of

noisy equipment within those facilities as far as possible from noise-sensitlve areas, ere. There is

no indication at present that differences in requirements for such measures from place to place

impose any burden on interstate commerce, At this time, therefore, it appears that national
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uniformity of treatment of such nleasnres iS Not needed to facilitate interst;ite Comlnerce, and

would not be in the best interest of enviromnentai protection.

However, slnee the national effort In control noise has only jnst begnn, it is inevitable that

some presently unknown problems will come to light as the cfl_rt progresses. Experience nlay

teach that there are better approaches to some aspects of the problem than tbose tirol now appe;_r

most desirable. The situation may change so as to call for a different approach. Section 17 of the

Noise Control Act clearly gives the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency authority

to set noise emission standards on the operation of all types of equipment and facilities of inter-

state railroads. If in the filture it appears that a different approach is c_llled for, either bl regulating

more equipment and facilities, or fewer, or regulating them in a different way or with dillS:rent

standards eonaistent with the criteria set forth in Section 17, Ihese regulations will be revised

accordingly,

The Administrator has considered the following broad categories of railroad noise sources in

order to identify those types of equipment and facilities which reguire nationai uniformity of

treatment through Federal noise regulations to faeilitate interst,_te eommerce.

Office Buildings

Many, if not ;Ill,surface carriers engaged in interstate commerce by railroad own and operate

office buildings. These buildings are technicaily "facilities" of the carriers. Like all office buildings

they may emit noise from their air conditioning and mechanicai equipment. IJut since each building

is permanently located in only one jurisdiction and is potentially subject only to its regulations, it

is not affected in any significant way by tbe fact that different jurisdictions may impose different

standards on noise emissions from the air conditioning and mechanical equipment of other build-

lags. At this time, there appears to be no need for national oniformity of treatment of these f_cill-

ties, and they are therefore not covered by tbese proposed regulations.

Repair and Maintenance Shops

Railroad repair and maintenance shops are similar in many ways to many noomilroad indus-

trial facilities, such as machine shops, foundries, and forges, All such facilities can reduce their

"' noise impact on the surrounding community by a variety of measures including redtlction of noise

emisslons at the source, providing better sonnd insulation for their buildings, erecting noise barriers,

buying more land to act as a noise buffer, scheduling noisy openttions at times when their impact

will be least severe, or simply z'noving noisy equipment to locations more remote from adjoining

property. Such detailed and bigidy localized enviromnental considerations are best handled by

local authorities. Like office buildings, shops are pennanenlly located in only one jurisdictiml aml

thus are not potentlaily subject to differing or conflicting noise regulations of other jurisdictions.

I At this time, therefore, there appears to be no need for national uniformity of treatment of the_;c
i facilities, and they are uot covered by these proposed regulations.
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At times, raJlro;id nlaintglrance shops may contain major noise sources that do require national

._ili_rlnity of traldnlenL such as,hico!antives, Bat the fact that some snail iadivldual noise sources

widfin a shop may be subject !o Federal noise emissiou ret_'ulatinnsis irrelevant to the vaiidiw of
State or local noiseemission regulations applied to the shop as a whole, as long asthe Slate or local

regulation on the shop can reasonably be complied with without physically affecting the Federally

regula ed noise source within the shop (for example, by installing sound insulation in the!shop bnild-
in,_). This will be discussed further in tb_ section on preemption below. ¢:

I'ermlaals, Marshaling Yards, and Hamping Yards

Like office buildings and shops, railroad termhials and yards are permanent installations nor

m:d[y subject to the e||vironmental noise rcguhitions ofonly one jurisdiction. Noise emissions from

tcrmlnals and yards can also be reduced by many measures that do not require national uniformity
of treatment and that caa best be handled by local environmental authorities. Theso include

measures such as placing noise barriers around snell noise sources, for example, as retarders, aequlring

h'md to act as a noise buffer, locating noisy equipment as far as possible from adjacent noise-

sensitive property, and reducing the volume of loudspeaker systems or replacing them with two-

way radios. At this time, there appears to be no need for national uniformity of treatment of these

facilities, and they are not covered by the proposed regulations.

Some noise sources in railroad yards may at some point require national uniformity of treat- i

meat through Federal noise regulations, even though such sources may be permanently physically

located in a yard. Such a circumstance could be occasioned because of the noise sources' intimate

relationship to the movement of railroad trains, roil ear retarding operations in humping and

marahaling yards, for example, produce individnal peak noise levels of up to 120 dfi(A) a_ 100

feet. Such retarding operations are an integral part of the movement of railroad trains. A number

of me_ures are now being investigated which may make it technologically and economically feasible

to control this noise at its source, i.e., tile rotarder. Such measures include lubrication of retarder

b_ms, elmnges in the composition or design of tim beams, and changes in the method of application

of retarding force. At tiffs time, tlowever, it is the Agency's position that retarder noise is an

element af fixed facility railroad yard noise which, as such, can best be controlled by measures

which do not in themselves affect the movement of trains and lherefore do not require national

uniformity of treatment. Such noise control measures might include, for example, the erection of

noise harriers. The Agency's study of railroad yard noise indicates timt concern for no_se fi'om

railroad yards is morn local than national, This is due in large part to the location of a number of

yards in nun-urban areas. Accordingly, the establishment of a uniform national standard could

potentially incur significant costs to the railroads with only limited environmental impact resulting •

in terms ofpopulatioa relief from undesirable noise levels. This subject is discn._,ed in more detail i
in Appendices C and O of this document.
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Like railroad maintenance shops, marshaling and bunlpJn B yards contain sOllle llO_Sesources

that are covered by tbe proposed regulations. As is discussedin greatel detail in the preamble to the

proposed regulations, a State or local noise regulation on a railroad lernlinal or yard is in eft_¢l a

regulation on the Federally regulated noise sources within lhc terminal or yard when it c_nl be nlet

only by physically altering the Federally regulated noise scJurces.

Track and Right-of-way Dcslgu

: Due to the intimate relationship between the track aml the rail car wheels in the generation of

rail car noise, the proposed regulations most preempt State and local regulations specific to track.

However, smile slaps can be taken to iieduee noise elniss[ons from railroad rlghts-of-way Ibal

do not in ally way affect tile operation of trains on the rights-of-way, such as the erection of iloJse

b_rriers. Stale aud local governnlenls are nlucb belier situated than the Federal Government
to determine if some nolse-sensitive areas need such protection; and tile existence of differing

requirements for such measures in different areas does not at this time appear to impose any

significant burden on interstalc commerce. There is, at present, no need for national unilbrmity

of treatment of such noise abatelnent techniques; and they are, therefore, not covered by the

proposed regulations.

1-1urns,Wilistles, Bells, and Other VCarningDevices

These noises are different in nature from most other types of railroad noise since they are

created intentionally In convey information to tile bearer instead ofas an unwanted by-product

of some other activity. Railroad horns, whistles, bells, etc., are regulated at tile Federal and State

levels as _fety devices sather than as noise sources. Federal safety regulations are confined to the

inspection of such devices on locomotives, so as In ensure tbat, if present, they are suitably located

and in good working order (Safety Appliance Act, 45 USCA; 49 Code of Federal Regulation, 12_,

234, 236,428,429), Slate regulations are oriented toward specifying the conditions of use of

these devices and, for the must part, do not specify any maximum or minimum allowable noise

level for them. A recent survey of the 48 contiguous States (See Appendix B) has revealed the

following:

I, At least 43 States require that trains must sound warning siguals when approaching public

crossings.

2. 35 of ti_ese Stales specify some minimum distance fron| a public crossing at wbich a train

approaebing that crossing may sound a warning signal.

3. 3 States specify a maximum distance from a public crossing at which a train appro:lching

that crossing may sound a w_rning slgnnl,

4. 35 Slates spcci fy that lhesa warning signals must be sounded until the train reaches the

crossing.
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5, .t _t_llc_ speci_'y Ilia[ tlle:s_ '_,qllllni!_ _JgH_LI_IIlU'_I Ile 5LILLIILI_d ilJl[i[ the* _rain COlUple[cI.V

clear_ lilt t_ro_;ing.

L_. 16 ,_tal_ provide Ibr exl.Cllliol_ Io lll_ir rcgtflatiogls I(ir fr:lhls ol)er_ltinl, irl incorporaletl
_JrCLis,

7. Ac leasl Iwo States provide h)r c>.ceptions to their rcgulalhms l'c_rlrains apl_roaching

public cro:;sing_,,!h_tt art' c,,glilll_¢_I ',villi sutinfactor_ wtlrning devices.

l'w'_ l_'etp.tclltty proposed soinliOllS tr_ clinfinate the rlcetl for trains to sotmd w_lrnlrlg devices

. i,tnt ,_ilprd,_t;hilit!ptd_lic croSsillg:; :]I'd:

I. Elilninatc _;11public grade Icvt'l i:dlroad cr(_ssl_lgs.

2. ln::;tall activt_ protection systems {e.g.. flasher-gate ctnubimtliolls) at all f,ubllc grade level

railroad t'ro_,;ings.

'/'his first sointi,an ',',ould be lhc ran!;/cilective since it WOLIIdelimimttc the sotlrce of the

problem, the public grade level r_dlro_d crossing, l-lowcver, it won[d be extreloely cosily because

it would involve tile eJevatlng or depressing or'either the rzdlroad line or the public thoroughfare at

each public crossing. Tins solution nlay h_:ilffeasible for solving existing co*lditions but it should

be seriously considered in all luttzrc public thoroughfare or railroad lille construction proiects.

'1"11..:second solution, although it does not attack the .';ource of the problem, does seem Io be

.ul .ltective protection nle;U;tlr¢ ill that it could climit_arc the i_¢cd for the sottnding of warning

signals by trains approaching public crossings. This solutioJ_ has its drawbacks, however. Flasher-

gate-type devices cost $30,000-$40,000 with some installations costing up to $60,000. In the

State of lllinois there _re 16,250 grade level crosslng_ of whicll 1,625 have Ill,shoe-gate prolection

devices. To outfit Ihe remaining 15,000 crossinga with these devices in th:at state alone would cost

$450 milUon or more.. The natio_wide cost of this soluti_t_ would be prohibitive.

Since train horns, whistles, bells, etc., are designed to cndt a great deal of noise in tile interests of

safety, and since any regulation restricfing the noise o_tput of these devices could be construed as

contrary to these inter,.,sts, no regulatory action affecting these devices is being proposed at this time,

Specinl Purpose 'Eqeipment

Interstate ndl carriers operate a mtmber of types of rpecial purpose rift cars, including snow i

plows, *.racklaying equipment, and cranes. It is _v:,t clear to EPA tit this thne whether such equip-

ment is used in such a mnnner as to require nalional nniformity of treatlnent; or, if such treatment

is requisite, what noise emission standards should be applied to its operation. In any event,

there does not appear to be uny conflicting Slate or local re,,,.ndatlonsoll such equipment at present.

i Accordingly, such special purpose equipment which nmy be located on or operated from rail cam is

not covered by the proposed standards. However, tile rail cars themselves on which such special pur- i

pose equipment is located or operaled from are included under the proposed standards for rail c_r

operations. If in the fi_ture il ar_pear_; that national unifotmity of ;reatment of such equipnlent is

necessary, appropri:lte noise emission !ilantlards for it pursuant to Section 17 will be proposed.
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Trains

Unlike tile categories of railroad cqtdlnuent and facilitics disctlssed above, It;do noise is poten-

tially subject to the noise regalaliol',S of more than role jurisdiction. Trains arc constantly moving

from one jurisdiction to another, and it is not feasible to have them stopped at political btlund;=ries

and adapted to meet a different noise standard, btoreover, they constiltlle a majur source t_t noise

to people close to railroad rights.of.way. The various sources of train aolse (other than ',varnblg

devices) arc therefore covered by these proposed regulations ill order to lacilitatc interstate col'a-

merce through national uniform treatment of their control.

CHARACTER OF RAILROAD NOISE SOURCES AND ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY

Locomotives

Railroad locomotives are generally categorized as ( 1) stcanl, (2) diestrl-elcctric, (3) electric or

(4) gas turbine. The few rcmainillg steam Ioconlotives in tile United Slates arc preserved primarily

as historical curiosltics and are, therefore, not covered by tile proposed regulations. In this sub-

section, noise associated with diesel-electric and electric/gas turbine locomotives are presented.

All measurements discussed in tbls section arc A-weighted levels obt.uiocd by means of a

microphone placed alongside a locomotive, and refer to 100 ft., unless otherwise noled, l)etails of

the measurements are given ill Section 6.

.. DiescI-Electrle Locon|otives

Three types of engines are currently in use: 2-stroke Rootes blown, 2-stroke turbocbarged,

and 4-stroke turbocharged. A turbocbarged engine produces about 50% more power than does a

Rootcs blown engine. The nmnber of cylinders on .1diesel engine may be 8, 12, l ii, or 20, with

each cylinder having a displacement of 650 cu in. Each cylinder produces 125 hp when Rootcs

blown and 187.5 to 225 hp when turbochargcd. These engines arc mnploycd on tit,: two basic

types of locomotive: the switcher, which is used primarily to shunt cars around the railroad yard

and is powered by ellgincs of under 1500 hp, and the road locomotive, which is used priln_.,rity for

long hauls and is powered by engines of 1500 lip or more.

A diesel locomotive engine drives an electric alternator that produces electricity to run the

electric traction motors attached to each axle of the locomotive. The rated power of the engine

is the maximum electrical power delivered continuot_sly by the alternator. The mlgine has eight

possible Ihrottlc settings. As earl be seen in Table 4-1, engine power and noise levels increase with

throttle position. The data in this table arc taken from a presentation given at an Association of

American Railroads (AAR) meeting in August 1973, by the Electro-Motive Division (EMD) of

General Motors Corporation, and were developed from a study of load cell information for a nine-

bet of U.S. railroads. Of the approximately 27,000 locomotives in servit:e on major railroads (sec

Appendix A), about 20,000 were built by EMD. The percent of horsepower and percent of time
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TABLE 4-1

I'FFECT OF THROTTLE POSITION ON

ENGINE POWER AND NOISE LEVELS

% of Rated % of_Fime at dB(A) ;It
Throttle hp for Throttle Position I00 Ft for
Position* Diesel Engines Road Loeo Switcher 2000 hp Engine

Idle 0.75"1" 41 77 69.5

1 5 3 7 72.0

2 12 3 8 74.0

3 23 3 4 77,0

4 35 3 2 80.0

5 51 3 1 84.5
6 66 3 - 86.0

7 86 3 - 87.5

8 t00 30 1 89.0'

*Thleecoolingfanswereoperatingduringmeasurementfor throttleposition8, onlvone
tallfor othermeasurements.
Locomotiveauxiliaryhponly-no traction.

given for eachthrottle position are typical of all locomotives. The dR(A) levelsvary, of course,

from engine to engine. The cxamldchere isfor a 2000 hp EMD GP40-2 locomotive,

./",LJ Locomoth,e at Rest
wt

- • During the course of this study, sound level measurements were made on individual Iocomo-

_tgesat different power settings during load ceil or self load testing. The resuRs of these tests are

shown in Table 4-2. "'

For purposes of separating the contributions of various components to overall engine noise

levels, the prediction schemes employed in the Department of Transportation Report of 1970 were

used. The predictions involve (1) determining the mechanical power and type of engine required

to pe._forrn a given task. (2) deterntL,_lng the throttle setting required tn perform a given task. and

(3) converting from engine type and throttle setting to'sound level. The expression for unmuffled
diesel exhaust noise is

dg(A) at I O0 ft = 92 + I0 log (hpl 1500) -. 3 (S-throttle settings) - "1'

where T is 6 for turbocharged engines and 0 otherwise:. As can be seen in Figure 4-1. !he predicted
exhaust noise level for an EMD FTA tocomotiv_ at each throttle setting is very close to the measured

total noise level. This resul't agrees well with tile assnmption that engine exhaust is the dominant

• 4-_,



TABLE 4-2

STATIONARY NOIS]" EMISSION DATA EOl",
GENERAL MOTORS AND GENERAL ELECTRIC LO('OMOTIVES

Loeomotlve Loading Throttle Setting
Identification Horsepower Conditions Aspiration 0 8 F,efereace

EMD-SWI500 1500 T ........ 84.5** 3
EMD-F7A 1500 T -- 66* 86 I
EMD-SWI500 1500 T --- 69* 92* I
EMD-SW1500 1500 T .... 93 3

EMD SD q
SD 4328 1750 T RB 68 89 I I

EMD 25014
SD9 1750 -- RB 70 -- I0

EMD-GP/SD38 2000 T ...... 91.5 3
EMD 5077
GP 38-2 2000 S RI_ 65 91 7

EMD
GP38-2535 2000 S 67 88.5 7

EMD
GP 38-2 535 2000 T --- 66.5 88.5 7

EMD4115
72635-I
GP 38-2 2000 S TC 66* 91 8

)
EMD4111
72735-12
GP 38-2 2000 S RI3 63*' 90 8

EMD4053
5806-4
GP 38-2 2000 S RB 62* 88 8

EMD 4050
5806-1
GP 38-_ 2000 S r.,t,"" 61 * 89 8

EM D 4508
SD 24 2400 T TC 68 86.5 9

SD 35 1921 2500 T -- 69 86 7

EMD 29355
SD 35 2500 T TC 68 88 8

EMD 1952
29340
SDP 35 2500 S TC 70 88 8

EMD FP/SD-40 3000 T .... 72 89.5 3

4-9
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TABLE 4-2 (Cont'd)

STATIONARY: NOISE EMISSION DATA FOR
' GENERAL MOTORS AND GENERAL ELECrRIC LOCOMOTIVES

Locomotive Loading Throttle Setting
,Identification . HorsePOwer Conditions Aspiration 0 "-8 Reference

'EMD
GP:40 3049 3000 T -- 64.5 88 7

!,EMD
GP:40.3018 3000 T -- 69.5 88.5 '7

'EMD p
GP40-3182 3000 T -- 6"1 85.5 7

EMD
GP40 3195 3000 T -- 68.5 88 7

EMD
GP'40 3156 3000 T -- 67 88 7 :

EMD, 1559
32623
GP40 3000 "r TC 69 92 8

EMD 1562
32960
GP40 3000 T TC 68 87 8

_EMD.GP4_2 3000 T - -- 70* 88* 7

EMD3115
SD145 3200 S TC 68 90 f_

EMD 3124
"SD'45 3200 S TC 70 90

'EMD
_SD_45;:T2
SP 921.2 '3600 S ,T_, 72 94 I I

,-EMD [ •
'!SD'45 3600 T ........ 90.5 3

':.GF U25 .2500 T ..... 86* 5

GE 38573
,4300 "3000 --- TC 72 -4 I0

GE 1472
38417
U30C 3000 S TC 66* 89 8

GE 1581
3?970
U30C 3000 S TC 65* 87 8

v _
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TABLE 4-2 (Cont'd)

STATIONARY NOISE EMISSION DATA FOR
GENERAL MOTORS AND GENERAL ELECTRIC LOCOMO FIVES

Locomotive Loading Throttle Setting
Identification Horsepower Conditions Aspiration 0 8 Reference

GE 1473
38418
U30C 3000 S TC 67* 87 8

GEU30 3000 T .... 86* 4

GE 3811
U33C 3300 S TC 68 90 8

GE 8717
U36C
38879 3600 S TC 72 91.5 9

GE U36B
1759 3600 S -- 68 91

GE U36B
1825 3600 S -- 67 93 7

GE U36B
1780 3600 S -- 66 90.5 7

GE U36B
1855 3600 S --- 66 85.8 7

GE U36B
1832 3600 S -- 65 89.5 7

GE U36B
I815 3600 S -- 64.5 90 7

GE 1767
37430

U36B 3600 S TC 66 87 3

GE 1796

22 37792
U36B 3600 S TC 67 91 8

GE 1766
37429
U36B 3600 S TC 67 93 8
GE 1771
37434
U36B 3600 S TC 67 OI 8
GE 1764
37427
U36B 3600 S "I'(2 67 94 8

4.-11
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TABLE 4-2(Cont'd)

STATIONARY NOISE EMISSION DATA FOR
GENERAL _',IOTORSAND GENERAL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES

l.ocomoliv¢_ Loading qllrottln Setting
Identification Horsepower Conditions Aspiration 0 8 _ Reference

GE 1526
38048
U36B 3600 T TC 66 90 8

GI_.1-800
37796
U36B 3600 S TC 68 92 8

fie U36B 3600 S --- 64.5 90 7

Sample Size 47 51

Idle_ Throttle S

S - Self Load * Data taken at 50 ft.; Range 61-72 dB(A) 84.5-94 dB(A)
i' - Load Cell 6dB(A) added Mean 67.3 dB(A) 89.3 dB(A)
'1"(2- Turbo Charged ** Pre-1960 muffler Standard
RB- R.ootes Blown Deviation 2.45 dB(A) 3.36 dB(A)

. • -h12
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source mechanisn) in locomotive noise. A sinfihr expression is used in RcK 4 to predict the conh'i-

bution of caslng-radiatednoise.

m 90 .....
EMDFTA

• _--J_Z85 (1500hp,nottutbochnrged) _-

f uJr,-
• i "Jo 80 MEASURED'--e-----

i ¢_k"

{ 0o m 75

i ,.Jw 70

¢¢1
: ::>

O 65
: _ 2 5 4 5 6

THROTTLESETTING

Figure 4-1. Measured Total and Prcdiclccl Exhaust Noise Levels

Table 4-3 gives the exhaust and casing noise 1ovels predicted by the techniques in Ret: 4 Ibr a

number of locomotives as well as total noise measurements made by BBN, EIVID,arid GI:-. Tbe

measured data were gathered while the locomotive was stationary and under full load (throttle

position 8) on a test ceil The engine was loaded by feeding the electric current into a resistor bank.

As can be seen in tbis table, the contribution of casing noise to overall level appears to increase

with mechanical power, Thus, for small locomotives where the level of casing noise is considerably

lower than exhaust levels, an exhaust muffler could provide snbstaotial reduction in total IoeomoHve

noise. For larger locomotives, exhaust muffling alone cannot reduce overall levels as much as tb¢
small rootes-blown locomotives.

The averaga overall noise level for the EMD locomotives at 100 ft is 90 dB(A) ±4 db(A), where

the variance includes aIIowancc.'_for all possible measur_menl and loconlotive differences, for

example, different observers and different test sites. Tbe GE measuremcnl for its 3000 hp loco-

motive is 86 dB(A) ±3 dB(A), again allowing for all possible nmasurement variations, slightly lower

titan those measured by EMD. Tile reason for this difference may b¢ that on GE locomotives, the

exhaust stacks rise about 6 in. above the hood, while on EMD locomotives tbe stacks arc flush with

tbc hood and radiate sound more efficiently.

In addition to exhaust and casing noise, the noise from cooling fans mny be significant. Fig-

are 4-2 shows that tbe noise from an EMD GP-40-2 3000 hp Iocomolive measured 9 dB(A) higher

with three cooling fans running than with no fans running. Since it was necess;ary In open the

) 4-I"3
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TABLE 4-3

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED NOISE LEVELS AT I00 FT

FOR VARIOUS EMD AND GE LOCOMOTIVES IN THROTTLE POSITION 8

I Predicted Predicted
Meuhauicat Pewee Exhaust Casing Measured No. of Spread

and 'l'y pc db(A) db(A) db(A) Samples db(A) Source
t

EMD 1000 hp
Switcher 90 78 - 0 - -

EMD 1500 hp
Switcher 92 80 93 2 ± 1 IIBN

EMD 2001) bp
Road Locomotive 93 81 89 2 ±2 BBN

_'MD 3000 hp
Road Locomotive i 89 83 89,5 I - EMD

G E 300 bp
Road Locomotive 89 85.5 86 I - GE

EMD 3600 hp
Road Locomotive 90 84 89 4 s:3 BBN

GE 3600 lip
Road Locomotive 90 86.5 - 0 -

engine access doors duri1_g the measurements, the recorded levels are somewhat higher than would
be generated under normal operating conditions. However, there is little doubt that cooling-fan

operation can contribute significantly to overall levels. The tans on GE engines run continuously, ;:
thus contribltting to total noise level t_nder all operating conditions. Fans on EMD locomotives are

thermostatically controlled.
In summary, tile major components of locomotive noise are, in order o,"significance, engine

exhaust noise, casing-radiated noise, cooling fan noise, and wheel/rail noise. Table 4-4 shows
average levels in dB(A) at I00 ft for each of these sources, Other sources, such as engine air intake,

traction motor blowers, and the traction motors themselves, have noise levels too fa_"below the

olbvr somet2s to be identified. Also, Rootes blown engines have a very unpleasant "bark" which

does not show up iu any generally used method of measurement.

Locomolive In Motion

Another methud of characterizing locomotive noise is as a locomotive passes by a fixed point

during normal operation. Levels recorded in this manner contain all sources of locomotive noise

discussed previously,. Measurements of this nature are very meaningful, since this is the noise that

is emitted into the community. Unfortunately, the specific parameters that affect the level of noise

produced are not easily controlled. These include horsepower, velocity, throttle setting and number

4-14
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Figure 4-2. Effect of Fan Noise on the A-Weighted Spectrum of EMD GP40-2 Locomotive Noise
at 55 ft (Engine Access Doors Open)

i

TABLE 4-4

SOURCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO LOCOMOTIVE NOISE LEVELS

(Based on Prediction Techniques of Ref. 4)

dB(A) at IO0 Ft
.%uree (Throttle S)

Exhaust 86-93

Casing 80-85.5

Cooling Fans 80 -84

! Wheel/Rail _, Locomotive only 78
at 40mph / Totaltrain 81

]
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of locomotive units c'oupled togcthel. Ilowcver, by recording the sound levels of a large number of

pass-by events, typical levels may be established,

Figure 4-3 and 'fable 4-4,1 display the results of approximately 105 pass-by events. As indi-

.:atad, locomotive pass.bys range from 74 dB(A) to 98 dB(A) when measured at 100 feet,

Figure 4.-'t shows, for file s.nme ew,nts, the maximum sound level as a function of tile valoeily.

Ttl0m does not appear to be a relationship between speed and maximum locomotive noise

Figure 4-5 relates, again for tile sanre events, the maximum sound levels as a function of

velocity and number of locomotives. There does not appear to be a definitive relationship between

the number of coupled locomotives and the noise endtted.

Tile measurement of locomotive pass-by events is explained in Section 6,

Loconzotipe NoL?e Abatglnent

Locomotive noise abatement may be grouped into two broad categories (I) Abatement By

Equipment Modification and (2) Abatement by Operational Procedures.

I, Abatement By Equipment Modifications:

Mufflers

Since locomotives contribute most of the noise of railroad operations and since exhaust noise

dominates locomotive noise, the first step in reducing locomotive sound levels is to require that

locomotives be fitted wRh an effective muffler. This section contains muffler manufacturer's

estimates of various factors affecting the feasibility of supplying both new and in-service loco-

motives with mufflers.

One such factor is the amount of back pressure a muffler creates. Back pressures on tile engine

may affect its performance and life to a sm,'dl extent The en,gine must pump against the hack pres-

sure, thereby reducing the power that can be distributed to propel the train, Normally, this degrada-

tion in performance is about 1% when hack pressures are held within manufacturers' limits. Back

pre_nre may shorlen engine life because when gases with increased temperature and density exhaust

into a region of high pressure, they raise tire temperature of exhaust valves and turbocbargers. The

following information on hack pressure and its effects was determined by muffler manufacture_.
..... i

Engine Type Back Pressure Effect

Rootea Blown 47.5 in. H20 measured at engine
exhaust port

Turbouharged 5 ill. H20 measured at exhaust IO*C rise in turboeharger
stack temperature

20-hp loss on 3000 hp engine
< 0.6% increase in fuel
consumption
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TABLE 4-4. I

LOCOMOTIVE PASS-BY NOISE EMISSION LEVELS biEASURED AT 100 I:EET

(see Figure 4.3)

Road Noise Studies

l II Ill IV TOTAL

74 I 1 2

75

76 2 2

77

78 1 1

79 1 I 2 I 5

80 2 2

81 2 282 2 2 4

83 4 I 1 2 8

84 3 I 3 7

85 3 1 4 8

86 1 I

87 I 2 3 2 8

88 2 3 5

89 1 2 1 4

90 2 3 2 7

91 4 2 6

92 2 1 4 7

93 3 2 1 6

94 4 3 7

95 3 I 2 I 7

96 I I

97 2 1 3

98 1 1 2

I. Depart,ntmt of Transporration - Office of Noise Abatement

11. Department tff Commerce - National Bureau of Standards

IlL Wyle Laboratories

IV. Environmen tal Protection Agency - Office of Noise Abatement'and Control
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Mufflers have no appreciable effect on exhaust emissions; mafl]er-cquipped locotnutivcs give

oft'inslgnificant incremental amounts of NOx, CO, and smoke [EMD ( 1_)73/1, One potential i',r_h-
lem manufacturers want to investigate further is that condensed, nnhunlcd hydroc_lrbons luigllt

give rise to a stack fire. This has never occurred on locomotives lalving mtlfllers, altllongh it has

happened on stationary htstallntions,
• ', Three manufacturers with experience in fabricating mufflers Ibr locomotives have indicated

that their products will materially assist the railroads in complying with the proposed regulations:

Donaldson of Minneapolis, Minn.; Harco Engineering of Porthmd, Ore.; and Uuivarsal Silencer of

Libertyville, 111.The following are these manufacturer's estimates of the attenuation that could be

achieved witlt their mufners, the apf,roximate cost of tile mufners alone, without any allowance for

installation, and the amount of back pressure they create,

Doualdson has had experience with the Chic_ago and Northwestern Railroad in equipping o

locomotive with an off-highway truck type of muffler, The results were:

Muffler Cost - approximately $800 for two mufllers

Back Pressure - furlher testing necessary

Harco Engineering has achieved the following results for a switcher locon|otive. The muffler is

fitted to a Marco spark arrester.*

Attenuation - approximately 5 dB(A)**
Muffler Cost -- $75

The results for road locomotives are:

Routes Blown:

Attenuation - approximately 10 dB(A)**
Muffler Cost - $750

Turboeharged:

Attenuation - approximately 10 dB(A)"'*
Mufller Cost - $I000

Buck Pressure - 13-20 in. H20 (EMD claims that the back pressure is too high)
Universal Silencer has built mufflers for EMD locomotives (3 DRG and 40 Amtraek). Accord-

ing to EMD (presentation at AAR meeting, 1973) these mufflers achieved:

Attenuation - 9-10 dB(A) at full power

i Muffler Cost - approximately $1200

Back Pressure - 3 in, H20
( The estimated overall noise that would result from eqtdppingvarious locomotives with muf-

tiers that give 5 dB(A) and I0 dB(A) attenuation in throttle 8 is indicated in Table 4-5.

'" Muffler manufacturers have said that they could supply fully developed and tested nmffler

systen'ls for all locomotives by the lbllowing dates.

*From EPA Docket 7201001, No. R007.

**This measurement was performed by the manufacturer.
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HAI_.CO

Switullers January 1974

Road January 1976

DONALDSON

All types January 1976 '_
UNIVERSAL SILENCER

Turbocharged Locos 1 January 1976

Rootes Blown I January 1977

Switchers 1 January 1978

EMD and GE have said that they could fit mufflers on new locomotives by the following dates,
EMD

q'urbocharged 1January 1976
Road

Rootes Blown 1 January 1977

Switchers I January 1978"

OE

Turbocharged I January 1976

TABLE 4-5

LOCOMOTIVE NOISE LEVELS EXPECTED FROM EXHAUST MUFFLING, THRO'FI'LE 8

5 dB(A) Exhaust Muffling 10 dB(A) Exhaust Muffling t

Total Noise Total Total Noise Total
Level Attenuation Level Attenuation

Locomotive Type [dBfA)] [dB(A)] [dB(A)I [dB(A)]

EMD lO00-hp Rootes Blown
Switcher 86.0 4.0 82.0 8.0

EMD 1500-hp Rootes Blown
Switcher 88.0 4.0 84.0 8.0

EMD 2000-hp Rootes Blown
Road Locomotive 89.0 4.0 85.0 8.0

EMD 3000-hp Turboeharged
Road Locomotive 86.5 3.5 84,5 5.5

GE (or Alcol 3000-hp
Turbocharged Road
Locomotive i 87.5 3.0 86.5 4.0

EMD 3600-hp Turboeharged
Road Locomdtive 87.5 3,5 85.5 5.5

GE (or Aluo) 3600-llp
Turboehargad Road
Locomotive 88.5 3.0 87.5 4.0

*Because of problems integrating with spark arrestor.
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' EMD and GE agree that mufflers canbe incorporallcd in new locomotives. The cost of instal-
ling mufflers on locomotives must becompared wit]] a total cost of $300,000 to $400,000 per Ioco-

, motive (GE and EMD presentations to AAR me_ting, ] 9?3). The following methods would be used

by eaC]l locomotive manufacturer ill fitting mufflers oil/law engines,

-I
New GE Road Locomoth,es

Mufflers would he installed above the engine awltlthe hood roof would be raised 8 ill. A loco-

motive wouhl still clear the required I$-ft, V-in.gauge. Cost = $1500 per locomotive.

New EMD Road Locomotives

Turbocharged: Tile muffler would be installed over tile turbocharger. Mountings would have

to be changed as would tile roof structure, bruke cabling, and extended range dynanlic brakes.

Cost = $2500 per locomotive.

Rootes blown: The muffler would be integrated with the spark an'ester. There would be

changes to the dynamic brake eontactors, roof structure, and coolant piping. Cost = $3000 per
locomotive.

Nen, EMD Switchers

The muffler would be integrated wltll tile spark arrester, but EMD is not quite sure how.

Cost = $200-$500 (estimate based on Ilarco figures).

Retro17ttlng OMer Locomotives

Retrofitting mufflers on locomotives involves finding out how many of eacb type of loco-

motive aimstill in service and adopting muffler installation procedure to tile peculiarities of each
i I model.

i I Table 4-6 illustrates the distribution of switchers in service, categorized by manufacturer,

[ Very few new switchers ate being built, only about 120 per year, since switchers appear to

run indefinitely. Furthermore, old road locomotives can be downgraded for switching use,

•- Most switching locomotives built before 1960 were equipped with muffler,s, but after 1960

railroads generally fitted spark arresters instead.

In general, there does not seen] to be any difficulty in fitting a muffler to tile exhaust stack

above the hood era switcher. This has already been done in many cases which spark arrester, result-

i: ing in some loss in visibility for the driver. Harco has designed and tested a muffler tbat integrates

i with its spark arrester. The Harco muffler costa $75. However, this unit may have inadequate

muffling for the regulation or too high a back pressure. Keeping this in mind, EPA estimates the

cost for other spark an'eaters to be $200 to $500 plus 1 man-day labor for installation,

i
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TABLE 4-6

SWITCIIER LOCOMOTIVES IN SI_I_.VIt.'F.

Manufacturer Year Built No. in Service

EMD 1940-59 3200

1960-prasent 1100

ALCO 1940-61 950

GE 1940-58 I 16

Baldwin, Lima Hamilton 1946-56 415
Fairbanks Morse 1944-58 220

TOTAL 6000

The 8758 EhlD Routes blown read locomotives built before I January 1972 have less space for ' "

mufflers than the new model GP/SD 38-2. Care must be given to the siting of mufflers, but installa-

tion is considered to be possible. The dyrelmie brake grids will have to be rasited, and the roof

structure will have to be modified, Raihoads mit',ht have changed exhaust systems on rebuilding.

Discussions with a representative from Penn Central have led to the following cost estbnates for

fitting each of these older models with a muffler.

Muffler $I 500

Labor = 25 man.days (S/man-day = $46.40) (see Seefion 7)

Parts = $200-$500

Labor covers the resiting of dynamic-brake grids, plumbing and cabling, modifying the roof str.ue-
rut"e,and installing the mulIler.

Thus, we see that mufflers can be fitted to new locomotives for less than a 1% ine_ase in cost,
and a retrofit program for mufflers is practical inasmuch as no locomotive has been identified that

would be unduly difficult to retrofit.

Mufflers that product 5 to 10 dB(A) of exhaust muffling are currently feasible. It is important

that a muffler be designed to give as good muffling at idle as at full power, since locomotives idle

,InUch of the time, Unless other noise sources on the locomotive are also treated, the net locomotive

quieting will be only about 6-dB(A) due to contributions from these sources (see Table 4-4).

Mufflers eould be developed and ready for production by I January 1976,: The manufacturers

have sufficient capacity to produce the mufflers required.

Cooling Fan Modil_cation

Tile next contribution to locomotive noise that may be treated is the cooling fan, This compn-

u_nt noise is essentially aerodynamic noise resulting from the air movement created by the fan.

_:24
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Methods of treatment include increasing tile dialnetar of the fan, adjusting clearances ber, veen blade

and shroud, and varying the pitch of the blade. Altbough fan modifications are feasible, tbe apf, li-

cation of fan retrofitting h;Lsnot been developed for locomotives. Furtber, the inlpact of such a

requirement could not be assessed with regard to cost and the effi:ct of tbe total noise.

• EngineShielding

The vibrations of tile engine casing is a significant component of the total locomotive iioise.

On a limited basis, work has been done to reduce the noise from this source by adding acoustic

panels to tile angina, stiffening the engine casing, and using sound-absorbing materials, This tech-

nique has not been developed to tile extent that it could be applied to loconratives at thls time.

I

2. Noise Abatement By Operational Procedures:

Parking !dling Locomotives Away from Resideuces
One of the most frequent complaints about railroad noise is that locomotives are left idling

overnight. Railroads are reluctant to shut down locomotives because ( 1) shutting down and start-

ing locomotives require a special crew, (2) engines do not contain any antifreeze in their eoollng

systems and would have to be heated in cold weather, and (3) locomotive engines are likely to leak

cooling fluid into the cylinders, which could damage nil engine on starting if precautions were not

taken to drain it. Therefore, locomotives are usually shut down only during their monthly inspection.

Railroads are sometimes rather careless about where idling locomotives are left; frequently

they are parked on the edge of a rail yard close to resktences. With a little effort, locomotives could

he parked near the center of a rail yard where they would be less troublesome to neighboring homes.

Speed Reduction

Tile power tleeded to pull a train incraases almost directly with speed, but the noise of a given

: locomotive Increases very rapidly with speed. Thus, one could achieve some noise reduction by

lowering the speed limit for trains passing through residential areas. For example, tile throttle

• settings of the locomotives of passing trains would generally be lower, and hence the locomotive

i ." noise would be reduced. Further, other noise sources, sucb as wbeel/rail noise, would also be

reduced,
. i

." 'Thin noise reduction method may not be practical generally, except perhaps in speci;d urban

• ! areas, since the net effect would be to slow tile movement of train traffic. The cost to the railroads
7

of lower speeds has not been calculated.

A Ban on Night Operatiorla

Many freight trams, particularly in the eastern Unied States, operate at night. Their noise is

_i : most disturbing at rids time, since the background noise is lowest and people can be awakened fromI !
[ \' sleep. Thus, a significant impact on the annoyapce resulting from train noise can be made by banning
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ilight-time operations, However, soch ;1 ball OIl night operations wouhl frequcnrly he ilupnlctica[,

since trains are scheduled Ibr markets that open ill tile morning and tile trains are loaded during tilt'

previous day. The resldthlg burden on tile tlow of interstate connnerc¢ could be ex lensive.

Use More or Larger Locomotives for a Given Train

One paradox emerged frmn tile model of locomotive noise prcsanted earlier, A large locomo-

tive in a low throttle position develops less noise than a small locomotive in a high throttle position,

even when the two develop the same horsepower, For example, a 3600-hp locomotive in throttle

4 generates 15 dB[A) less noise than a 2000qlp locomotive in thruttle 8, Thus, a considerable noise

reduction is achieved by using a 3600-hp engine to haul a train reqtdring only 2000-hp. Similarly, a

9 dllCA) reduction could be obtained by using four 3600-hp locomotives with lower throttle settings

to poll a train that normally requires two 3600-hp Iocmnotives, but which operate at high throttle

settings.

This noise reductio|r technique is considered to be impractical in ganeral, since tile extra hatdage

power required is quite large. However, this method could be used in some situations such as switch-

ing opt:rations. Locomotive engineers cotdd ose low throttle positions rather than "gunning" the

eog_ue in throttle 8,

Electric/Gas Turbine Locomotives

Them are other means of train propulsion, apart from diesel-electric, currently in use on American

railroads. All-elantric and g;ts turbine locomollves are becoming more popular, particularly in the

Northwest corridor, Rickley, Qaion, and Sussan have measured the wayside noise levels of the Metre-

liner, Turbotrain, and electric passenger and freiglat trains. Tile level_ at 100 reef _1_Wen in Table

4-7. In general, levels do not exceed 88 dB(A). For those trains, namely two Metroliner trains and

one standard passenger trains, exceeding 88 dR(A), it is felt that the exeeedance was caused by

wheel/rail interaction phenomena as opposed to locomotive engine generated noise, per se, since these

vehicle travelled at rates of speed where rail noise is likely to predominate (see wheel/rail noise section),

Thus, in general, the non-diesel-electric locomotive noise is well below that of diesel-electric

locomotives and the former are likely to comply with any regulatioll written for the latter.

Wheel/Rail Noise

Rail car noise includes ;dl sources of train noise other than that produced by the locomotive.

Tlrese sources are wheel/rail interaction, structural vibration and rattle, and religerator car cooling ""

system noise.

Of these sources, the interaction of the wheel and rail is the major component, As discussed

in the Bolt, Baranek andNewman Report No. 2709, "Railroad Environmental Noise: A Stale ofthe

Art AssessmEnt," this source is generated by four mechanisms, ThEse are labeled "roar," "impact," r :

"'flange rubbing" and "squeal." i
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TABLE 4-7

NOISE LEVELS FROM ELECTRIC AND GAS-TURBINE TRAINS

No,of Speed
Train Cars Direction (mph) SPL [dB(A) 100 ftl

i

• Metroliner 4 South 10fi 89

I 4 South 1 I0 89
! 4 North 106 ,q4

"1

6 North 110 84

4 North 80 78

6 North 84 80

Electric Pass 6 South 84 90 (wheel/rail)

Electric Freight
(2 Locus) 3 South 49 88

7

' Turbotrain 5 East 97 85

i 5 West 91 85
i

3 East 89 84

3 West 104 88

"Roar" describes the noise that predominates on waldo a ,•_ angent track. It is believed that zoar

is due to roughness on the wheels and rails.

"Impact" noise refers to the noise produced by v,heel and rail discontinuities such as wheel

flats, rail joints, frogs arul signal junctions. This noise is characterized by a "clickety clack" sound

and may cause significant increase in wayside noise.

"Flange rubbing" describes the sound made when the flange contacts the rail and squeal does

not occur. This noise is characterized by a low-frequency grinding sound. It could be caused by a

stink-flip phenonmennn or by roughness on the flange and rail head.

"Squeal" is a very high pitched noise produced when a train negothues a tight curve. Three

possible ways in which squeI can occur are: 1) differential slip between inner and outer wheels on a

" solid axle, 2) rubbing of tha wheel flanges against the rails, and 3) "crabbing" or lateral motion of

the wheel across the top of the rail.

i Structural vibration and rattle emanate from from the car bodies and couplings. Noise from

[ these sources may be distinguishable in a slowly moving train. Normally, however, this noise combines
with the other sources of car noise and is not readily distinguislnthle.

: Refrigerator cars are railroad cars used to transport perishable freight that requires refrigeration.

! It is necessary for the cooling equipment to operate continuously when tile car is loaded, and also

i 4-27!
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when file car is enlply bat a load is anticipated. This cooling equipment usually contains an unmuffled

diesel engine to drive a compressor. These engines are similar in size and performance' to engines used

in other applications in a mLlfflod configuration, It is believed that the muffler industry could supply

t,e additiomll mtlffler reqairement for rail refrigerator cars. ltowover, application ¢onsidoration wonld

a!:,_ imve to include spact_ availability and installation and replacement costs. _I'hemaximum noise

+,:.el _!)lrLthis source is approxireatcly 75 dB(A) at 50 ft. (Wylo Laboratories, 1973). When a train

is moving, the noise levels emitted from a refrigerator car cannot bo distinguished from overall train

noise; however, if the train stops or if the oars are held over, the continuous operation of the compressor
engine m_y be u source of undesirable noise.

Refrigerator cars parked with their cooling systems running, as they often are in marshaling and

humping yards, may cause noise problems but only in places where refrigerator cars are parked n_ar

noisc-scn_itiw areas. At this time, such localized problems can best be controlled as a part of railroad
yard noise control, through meastlres such as parking refrigerator cars away from noise_cnsilive areas

or in,_talli_lgnoise barriers, rather than by requiring modifications to tile entire refrigerator ear fleet.

Typical regasured levels of rail car noise am illustrated in figures 4-6, 4-7 and 4-8, Figaro 4-7

indicates that the A-weighted wheel/rail noise level varies as 30 log V where V is the train velocity,

This relationship primarily desoribes tile "roar" component of the noise. The higher levels presont
are most probably indicative of"impact," "flange rubbing" and "squeal" noise,

I I 1 I I I I'1 I'1 I I
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Figure 4-7. Measured Wheel/Rail Noise

Wheel/Rail Noise Abatement

A number of techniques have been suggested to reduce railroad car noise while operating on

open Irack, In most cases testing llas been very ]haired and, thus, the results redardlng effectiveness

: are inconclusive.

Grinding of train wheels and rail would reduce "roar" noise by reducing the amplitude of the

excitation. Bender and Hecki (1970) report differences of approximately 6 dB(A) between noise

levels for ground and unground rails on the Munich Subway. Tbe important parameter to control

during grinding is irregularities having wavelengths of the order of I/2 incll to one foot, rather
:: than tilc micro-surface finish. Stlcb whcel irr,g.brities (wheel flats) can be controlled by spblmng

•" the wiled while grinding. For rail it is more diffluult because running a vebiele with agrinding wheel

attached slowly over tbe rails causes the grinder to move vertically in response to the vertical motion

.- of the vehicle wbeels.

The nse of resilient wheels has undergone considerable development since they were invented

in 1899, At present thcre ore four different designs available:
I. "Penn Cushion" wheels, available in the U.S. from Penn Mac)fiRe Co., Johnstown. Pa.

, "w r t,db t usa dardSee vszo o B Idwl L] a"_ "AeoustaFlex heels, me kee y b rn ' t IDi i" n f a 'n- in-

ltamilton Corporation. Barnbum, Pa,

1

b
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PEAK, AVERAGE, AND MINIMUM RAIL.WHEEL SOUND LEVEL VS. SPEED
FOR TYPICAL RAILROAD CARS ON WELDED AND POLTED RAIL
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Figure4-8. Averase, and MinimumRail-WheelSound Levelvs. Speedfor Typical RailroadCars on WeldedandBolted Rail
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3. "SAB" resilient wheels, marketed in the U,S. by Arnerican SAIl Cmnpauy, lnc,, Chicago,
Illinois

4. "P.C.C." wheels, made by Penn Machine Co., Johnstown, Pa.

The Penn Cushion and Acousta Flex wheels arc similar in principle. I]olb utilize an elaslo-

i'nerie ring between the rim and tile hub of tile wheel. The SAB anti PCC wheels also are sinlilar to

each other in principle. In tllese wheels, tile rim is part of a sleel disc, and the hub assembly consists

of one or more parallel steel discs. The rim disc is connected to tile imb assembly via rubber ¢]elnents

which deform as the wheel is loaded radially. Tile experimentation and data for resilient wheels on

rapid transit cars indicate that such wileels would be of negligible benefit for reducing railroad

freight car noise (Bolt Beranek and Newman 1974). Freight cars operate principally on tangent
track where resilient wheels arc least effective.

Anotimr technique which has been explored is "wheel damping." B.F. Goodrich Company

constructed a wheel with a layer of viscoelastic damping material bonded to the inside ef the wheel

rim and covered with a bonded steel "constraining layer." This treatment is said to have elimimlted

screech, reduced farfield noise obtained on tangent track by up to 2 dB(A) at high speeds, and al_o

attenuated rail vibration. Some limited experiments by B.F. Goodrich showed that use of an

"unconstrained" viscoelastic layer resulted hi no significant noise reduction, llowcver, the Toronto

Transit Commission found a 12 to 15 dB(A) squeal noise reduction when applying unconstrained

damping layers. Use of a four-layer damping configuration on a BA RT prototype ear had no signifi-

cant effect on interior and wayside noise on tangent track, but eliminated some screeching on

curved track, Reductions of 20 dB(A) in screeching noise and 4 dB(A) for nonsereeching noise were

realized for curved track,

Rail welding is a method that can be used to reduce the noise caused by the discontimdties at

; rail joints. On the average, it can be expected to reduce wayside noise by as much us 3,5 dB(A).

However, maximum levels are as high on welded rail as on bolted rail (see figure 4-8), Other

advantages of welded rall arc the potential for less maintenance and a decrease in average rolling

resistance. Both are due to the absence of rail joints.

=" Rail damping is a technique which has undergone very limited testing. A damping compound

: is applied to the nonrunning surfaces of the rails which should shorten the length of rail that vibrates
i!

:_ .. when a wheel passes over it. At this time, experimentation is so limited that no conclusions can be
: reached as to the effectiveness of this technique,
!i

In summary, although there are some new techniques and systems which show a degree of

promise, the only available methods today for reducing moving rail car noise emissions is through

the maintenance practices of ear wheel and rail grinding in addition to the use of welded rail.

Retarder Noise

Withhi railear classification yards, several thousands of cars are moved in each 24-hr period,

as tralo_ are assembled/disassembled, Two general methods are used for car movement, (I) small

switcher locomotives are used to maneuver (one or more cars) and to create railear vehicle velocity
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prior to release for sell:movement to ore-selected trucks, or, (2) heavy duty pusher locomotives

pnsh rail cars up an incline and over a "hump" where the curs arc released tu travel on their own

to pre..detcmllned yard locations. As it result of the techniques used ill hunlp yards a single railvar

or several railcurs couph:d together may be traveling at I0 to 15 ulph anti accelerating while moving

do'*n Lhe hump.

'l'o manage the rail car(s), retarders ;ire used to reduce t_ll_S) speed or to stop theol. Ill tile

procuss of slowing or stopping tile car(s) intense noise, characterized as a squeal, is often generated,

Figure 4-9 shows tile amplitude distribution of noise associated with railcur movement through

retarders. Noise levels libbigb as 120 dB(A) at 50 feet have been observed.

Although studies (U0gur, Strunk and Nayok, 1970; Kurzc, Ungar anti Strunk, ] 97 l) have been

conducted to determine the mechanism of wheel/retarder noise generation, a thorough under-

standing of tile phenomenon is not yet ;it hand, It is thought that the intense wheel squeal is tbe

result of excitation of the railcar wl;eel at its resonant frequencies. Apparently, tile noise levels
emitted by the car wheels are influenced by ¢ar type, car weight and loading, type of wheels, tile!

i structure and composition of tile retarder and the decelerating force that the retarder applies to

"1 moving cars,

According to tile Federal Railroad Administration them are approximately 130 bump yards

in this country. A listing of the current in-use hump yards by location, railroad, and number of

classification tracks is shown in Appendix C.

, ' , Zo

o.°j,lli 'm

"

. n
80 DO 100 110 120 130

SOUNDLEVEL AT 50FEET lOB(A)]

( • )Figure 4-9. Rt:tarder Squeal Amplitude Distribution
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Refarder NoiseAbatement

! Though the mechanismsof wheel/retarder noise arc not fully understood,se_erelmethods to

j control the noise are thought feasible. One method, namely the use of barriers would control Ibe
i

i noise once generated, i.e., minimize the noise propagation efl]cieney; while four methods, (l) retarder

F lubrication, (2) use of ductile iron wheel shoes, (3) use of releasable inert retarders and (4) retarder

-! control by computers would control noise at tile source;i.e,, minimize noise generation efficiency.

Willie tile five methods cited are thought to be possible alternatives for retarder noise control,

much further study is required to assess tile benel_ts and costs associatcd with each method, To
date, known benefit and cost information associated with tile aforcnmntioned metbods are snm-

marJzed below.

Benefits:

The on17 study that has been completed whlcb models the impact on retarder no/se reduction

on people was of tile Cicero Yard outside of Chicago. (See Appendix D,) The results of that study

showed that the reduction of retarder noise levels by 20 dB(A) allowed about 200 more people

to be exposed to less than an Ldn of 65 dB(A). The maximum reduction that would be experienced

by any of the 200 people would be a 2 dB(A) change in Ldn, If retarders were completely silnnccd

the noise reduction would benefit only 200 more people (total of 400) as per ttle above criteria,

according to the study,

i Although it is not altogether accurate to project a study of a single yard to a national impact.

' if the assumption was made that Cicero Yard is typical of all rail yards, approximately 26,000 more

I people would be exposed to less than an Ldn of 65 dB(A).
I By reducing locomotive exhaust noise, by l0 dB(A) in the Cicero Yard, approximately twice

= i the benefit was realized (400 people less than 65 Ldn) tban with the 20 dB(A) reduction in retarder
: noise, according to the study.

Costs*:

A. Barriers (material costs of initial installation only)
1. $50 to $70 per linear foot.

," 2, $50,000 - $1OO,li00 per yard.

,3. $6.5 -- 13.0 million for railroad industry.

: .'i 4. Maintenancereplacement costs unknown.
5. S e opac and safety hazards unkn wn.
6. Down time and track modification costs are unknown,

_: *The cost of shutting down a yard or part of a yard during installation or maintenance of these
i
: , systems could double or triple the estimated costs,
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kt. Source Control

I. l.ubr c on Sys enls (excludes ma nten nce/operation costs).

a. Specific costs unknown, estimated by industry to be $250.000 to S500,000

per retarder system (master plus 4 to 8 group retarders) or 5 to I0 pert:ent o1'

tolal capital blvestment.

b. Estimated initial cost of new equipment on basis - $100 million (assuming

200 retarder systems)

e. _,l_intenancn and operational downtime, and modineation costs to track

system, are unknown.
2. Ductile Iron Shoes

a. Initial Cost ($25 per foot) cost is twice that of regular retarder shoes.

b. Ductile shoes wear i0 times faster than regular retarder shoos.

e. Estimated additional cost for using ductile iron shoes to replace present shoes

is $100.000 per retarder system.

d. Estimate of national cost impact to industry is $100 million (assuming 200

retarder systems)

e. Yard down time is not included in this cost estimate.

3. Releasable Inert Retarders

u. Conversion of non-releasable inert retarders to releasables cost $5,000 per

retarder, not including labor, down time, or operation costs.

b. The number of non-releasable inert retarders in use is unknown. Gross esti-

mate is 20,000.
e. Estimate of national cost to convert $100 million.

7. ComputerControlofRetarders

a. Computer control of retarders seems praetieable only at the newer yards where

computer control systems were installed when the yard was initially built.

b. There are approximately 40 computer controlled yards.

c. The cost, during new construction of a yard, for computer control of a retarder
system is $ 1.5 million.

d. Cost of feasibility of retrofitting a yard with computer controlis unknown.

e. If hardware installation costs were assumed to triple the new installation cost,

the national cost impact for retrofit of existing yards Ibr computer control

would be 540 million dollars, assuming 120 retarder systems.

Car-Car h||pact Noise

Tile time histories of car-ear impact noise illustrated in Figure 4-10 show some features of tile

physical phenomena that accompany ear-car impact. The initial impact of tile ear couplers Causes

a "crock," as illnstrat:ed by the sharp rise in sound level in both parts of tile figure. The high-frequencl,'
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i+ulliIlll tel'[he hlei:lhJniCd ell_'r_+'gL*di:1[_J_ot4pler_ tJIlell exL:itL+s+irlelIIlrL+_.+;iIhudy. "File _+ec'orld

lime tr:it:e in lhc fi,t+ulvshows h+w+',asIlia' restdting vihr;llional energy,'decaysexponenlially, tile

l_itli:lletl Ju+,J,+t,falls oft plopurtiun:dly. "]'ht.,line.' Ir;Jce for :t l;ink car hilling lwo loaded Flat hod

t::lr,,rihows lhu llUiSC_;onlt+.tinlesg.+.li_r;itt.,dby secoitdar._., Jlllp;tetsus dals pldl ;]w+'lyfronl each olh,:r

a+ltl coupler slack is snbseqtlently lzlkell IJp. The tilue trace fur the IlOiSe ine:lsurcd eight cars away

<';':i+ a poinl of imllile( shows how the energy frol+] an inlpaCl c+lnpropag_Lte along a chain of ears.

++r;ll,lill_ [_evicl_S

This s,mtce of noise illchitles hells, horlls, _nldwhistle_;, which are SOLindedto warn pedestrlans

_.id motorists Ihat n IraJn is af,prt_aching :1grade ¢l¢_ssing. Tile noise level at 50 f[ luu lo either a

horll or a whistle ix 105 dB(A) :t i0 dBfA). Of prime consideration in addressing lhese sources of

nolse is Ih¢ measure of safety lh;tt IJley pr(wide.

Methods of noise abatenlel]l for warning devices llm'c not been fully evaluatc,I. Some localities

Ii:Jxerequired thal the ddvices not he smlnded, whiK, olhers law: lequired just the )pposiIo. Various

allern:ltives for c,anrrolling their i]oisc include reqtdrin_ reduced levels, specifying directionnlity, or

litniting the limes mid areas in which lhe devices shoukl he sounded.

Public Addre..,i Systems

AIl!lough lhe flequency of occurrence of nuise froln h)udspeakers ill railroad yards is sporadic

and unpredi¢lu hie. Iht' level of Ihe noise from spe:lkcrs is conlpar:Jble to Ills level (,f noise from

oilier sour,:es in Ihe yards. Where ab+ilelllelll is desired or necessary, more speaker'+ could be str,-i
tegicall.v lot+lied so lllilt less vohlnle is neces_ry, t+rrailroad yards cured Iollow tilt: recent trend to

t_t_-way radio ctnllmtloic:-itlon.

M;dnlenance all(I Rolmir Shops
?

The IlOlSO|'ronl shops COlliesnlaillly from rlmnillg tile engines ol+_;tallUllary h,eomolives. Oilier

n(dses I't(llll olaillten_lnel' and repair sllt_l]s:_re overshildowed by the noise from relurders, car impacts,

a_d Ioeomolives moving about the y;_rd. If c_mlrols are applied to n++i'_.:from locomotives, car

impuc+f, and rel:_rders, Ihat p,_rt of shop noise nut d*_trIo Ioeomolive engines may tl_en emerge as u

significanl part (Jl"the relnainiog noise.

I,t.efri_emmr Cars

Thc..,e are ruilro:_d ears used to tr:msp_rt freighl th:_l requires refriger_tiun. It is necessary for

Iht.._ooling eqnipnltrnt In oper_lte conlil_uot,sly when tile car is Io_ded, and when Ihe ear is empty

bt_l a |o_,.I _;_n eip_ ted This co+:.in,zeqnlpment _.uuily contains an unnluffled diesel engine to

driw! a cu.npressor. The_e engi_les ;ire sim+l:n'in size alld perlolmal_¢e In engines tired tit other

:U_plicallons in _*nluflqed ¢onfigurati,*m. It is belie','cd that the mtdflcr industry could supply the

:]ddltiollal muffler requireme]lt for r_,il rJri_eralor t._lrs. Iluwavcr, _lppllcalion consider(_tion would

also have to include Sl'mecavailability arid instnllatitnl lllltl replacement costs. (see additional dis- !
cession under Wheel/l_il Noi._ in this section.)

J
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SECTION S

SUMMARY OF WHAT TIlE PROPOSED

REGULATIONS WILL REQUIRE

t

"APPLICATION OF BEST AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY TAKING INTO ACCOUNT

THE COST OF COMPLIANCE"

Section 17 of tile Noise Control Act reqnires that tile proposed regulations... "reflect the

degree of noise reduction acliicvable through tile application of tile best available technology, taking

into account the cost of compliance." For this purpose, "best available technology"is defined as

that noise abatement technology available for applicalion to railroads which produces meaningi'ul

reduction in the noisa produced by railroads, "Available" is furtiler defined to include:

I. Technology widch has been demonstrated and is eun'enriy known to be feasible,

2. Technology for which there will be a producllon capacity to produce ilia estimated nmn-

b_rof parts required in reasonable time to allow for distribution and instullrtiou prior to

the effective date of the I_gulation,

3, Technology that is compatible with all safety regulations and takes into account opera-

:, tional considerations, including mainlenance, and other pollution control equipment,

The "cost of compliance." as used in the proposud regulation, menus the cost of id cntifying

what action must be taken to meet the specified noise emission levels, the cost of taking that action,

and any additional cost of operation and maintenance caused by that action, The cost for future

replacement parts was also considered.

Aa discussed in Section 4 of this report, th_ only source of railroad noise proposed to be

regulated by the Federal government at the present time is trains. Therefore, tlie following pages

.- will discuss the noise abatement technology for trains, in consonance with the statutory require-

ments and interrelation presented above.

! . Train noise is composed of locomotive noise and car noise. The latter is primarily the result
: i -

of wheal/rail interaction and wheel/retarder interaction. The locomotive noise is composed of

! : noise from the engine exhaust, casing, cooling fans, and wheel/rail interaction. The technology for
, ; treating easing, fans, and wheel/rail noise is In the early development and research stages and thus

;_! not "available" for application at this time. However, at the preaenl time, tha technology for

exhaust silencing has been found to be "available." Further, the locomotive noise is dominated
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hv ti_'."engine exhaust noise and. thcrctbrc, the application of exhaust rnufiler technology is the

moat effective initial step to rt2qulre for locomotive noise abatemeat. The consequences of estab-

lishing a standard that would require modillcarion of engine casing, cooling fans, and wheel/rail

intemctlun have not bee. _ssessed in detail It is clear, however, that without first reducing exhaust

_:i,c treatmcot of these components wouht rt:stdt in little or no perceptible noise reduction.

_,Itffl_er technology ia well known, and its application to locomotives has been assess6_l (see Section 7).

The costs and effects have been predicted and in the judgment of tile Agt:ncy constitutes the "upldi-

cation of best available technology taking into account the cost of compliance."

LEVELS OF TRAIN NOISE CONTROL

In this section, noise levels that cap be reasonably attained with appropriate maintenance of

.existing equipment and by the application of the best available technology are discussed for loco-
motives both at rest and in motion and for railears in motion.

L.oconu_tive Noise: Velilela at Rest

As discussed in Suction 4, locomotive noise _ dominated by the exbuust of diesel engines, whicho
perate at eight possible speed and power output levels. One way to attain environmental noise

control would he to limit the noise at all of these throttle s¢ttings; however, this could lead to cum-

bersome enforccmnnt practices. For ease of enforcement, permissible noise could be specified at the

throttle setting with the most noise - throttle 8. However, this approach may lead muffler manu-

facturers to design mufflers that are tuned to the engine speed corresponding to that throttle setting.

: Such mufflers could he effective at th* design setting and ineffective at oilier sattings_ Obviously,

ihis would defeat the purpose of it locomotive regulation.

A eomprmnise solution is to control locomotive noise at two conditions: idlt_and full power.

Idle and full power apply to frequently used throttle settings. Specifying two throttle settings will

Frobably preclude the design of specially tuned mufflers. Rather, it is anticipated that mufflers that

will be uniformb effective at all throttle settinga will result.

Although it is unrealistic to assunlc that mufflers can be designed, fabricated, and installed on

locomotives as soon as a regulation is promulgated, it is not unseasonable to hold noise at the level '-

of existing, well-maintained equipment. Data, for locomotives at throttle setting 8 indicate that

almost no locomotives exceed 93 dB(A) at 100 ft. Likewise, data indteatd that locomotives at idle ..

can be e×peeted not to emit more than 73 dB(A) at 100 ft. Accordingly, tile following levels have

been identified as indicaiive of present noise emissions:

Idle 73

Overall Maximum 93

Sccti'dn 4 indicates that nmff!ers cavibIe of reducing exhaust noise by 10 dB(A) are fans b e

Dcpoudhlg upon the relative contribution of the exhaust noise to the donlinent sources of locomotive
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noise, this reduction may produce a 4 to 8 dB(A) reduction ill the total m)is¢ (seeTal)le 4-5). It

is believed that the noisier locomotives have a higher exhaust noise component and, fllerclbre, inuy

oellievegreater overall reduction ill Iota[ noiseby reducing exhaust noise. WhenaXIUUlSt noise iS less

dominant, smaller reductions in total noisewill result. However, in this case,overall noise seemsto

be initially lower. Based on tile considerations of available empirical data, all overall noise reduciion

of 6 dB(A) for the noisier locomotives seems reasonable. Accordingly, the application of an exhuust

muffler can be expected to permit all locomolives to achieve the following levels:

Idle 67 dB(A)

Overall Maximum 87 dB(A)

The exhaust noise is prinmrily a fimction of the diesel el_gine horsepower and the method of

engine aspiration. Rootes blown engines woukl have higher exllanst noise th._n an equal size turbo-

charged engine. Also, a larger engine has higher exhaust noise than a smaller engine if the aspiration
is the same,

However, tile larger engines are generally turbocharged, while tile small engines are rootes

blown. This leads to a partial cancellation of the effect of power and aspiration on the exhaust noise.

, It may be feasible in the future to establlsil separate standards for different types of locomotives,

depending upon power or method of aspiration. This is not possible with tile present data, however.

Section 4 also shows that muffler manufiJcterers could supply the lleeded llardware after

approximately 2 years for design, development, and testing, Allowing another 2 years for installa-

tion (see Section 8 of this document tbr a discussion of installation cests), a 4-year progrum for

completion of muffler retrofit appears reasonabld.

Locomotive No_e: Vehicle in Motion

In addition to the stationary locomotive standard a pass-by standard whlch relates directly to

the manner in which locomotives operate in tile environnrent is also desirable. Such a standard also _g

could be a useful tool for adoption and enforcement by local and State governments.

Based on available train pass-by data (see Fisure 4-3) 96 dB(A) measured at I00 feet is achiev-
able and represents the status quo tbr current locomotive noise emissions, As discussed above, a

reduction in overall locomotive noise of 6 dB(A) for the noisier locomotive through proper muffler

application Is considered reasonable. Therefore, _lsing the same projected design, development,

testing, and installation times mentioned above a 90 riB(A) noise emission level measured at 100 feet

for all locomotives during a pass-by test would be.required in Ibur years,

Thare seenls to be ageneral relationship betw_,:n tile load cell and pass-by levels prescribed.

The maximum levels observed differ by approximately 3 dB(A), This relationship cannot be

deflnilively stated since measurements comparing the two procedures have not been conducted

under controlled situations, However, by proposing both pass-by and load cell measurement tests

in the proposed standard the public is allowed the opportunity to comment on both,
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Railcar Noise: Vehiclesi. Motlvn on Line

Fi,_urc4-8 shows that at a givenspeed, railcar noise ranges+5 dB(A) aboveor below a urean

,_:te. At _.5 mph the mean is approxbnately 83 dll(A). At 60 mph tile mean is approximately

8_ dR(A). As "_nch,the following status quo standard measuredat a lfi0 It. distance l_,r railcars

i;_motion is considerctl appropriate:

Railcar Sp_ed (v) Noise Level
raph dB(A)

V _ 45 88

V>45 93

Ita_l_r Noise: Vehicles in Motion in Yards

As discussed in Section 4, ruilcar passage through a retarder causes the emission of noise levels

as Ifigh as 120 riB(A). Further discussed, were five possible methods of retarder noise control that

nn_ht conceivably be employed individually or in concert. With such infornuttion it might be

argued that a status quo level of 120 dll(A) may be appropriate at this tinre and subsequently

reduced to approximately 80 dB(A) as the technology of retarder noise control advances over the

next few years. At this time, however, it is the Agency's position that retarder noise is an element

of fixed facility railroad yard anise which, as such, can best be controlled by nlaasures which do

not in themselves aft_ct tile movement of trains and fi|ertJlbre do not require national uniformity

of treatment. Suoh noise control measures might include, for example, the erection of noise

barriers. The Agency's study of railroad yard noise indicates that concern for noise from railroad

yards is more local titan national. This is due in large part to tile location of the number of yards
in non-urban areas and the relatively small number of hump yards (130). Accordingly, the estab-

lishmenl era uniforra natim|al standard could potentially incur significant costs to the railroads

with only limited environmental impact resulting in terms of population relief from undesirable

noise levels.

In summary, the principal reasons for proposing to not regulate retarders at this time are:

1, The tcc:hnology and cost inlbrmation on retarder source control is not adequate at this

time to justify inclusion in proposed regulations.T

2. Application of barriera (which is a general technology applicable to many noise sources)

to reduce retarder noise is alore appropriately handled by local or State jurisdiction on

a case-by-case basis.

3. EPA studies of models of environmental benefit resulting from reducing retarder noise

imply ouly a small benefit on u national basis. Tlds is due largely to the relatively small

number of hump yards. (See Appendices C and D).
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SECTION 6

GENERAL PROCEDURE TO MEASURE RAILROAD NOISE

INTRODUCTION

In developing this Background l)ocument/Eoviromnenta[ l'xphmation and proposed standard,
EPA has reviewed several methods which may be used to measure railroad noise emissions. Tile

procedures used by EPA to measure railroad noise conform in generM with the measurement pro-

cedures described in this section. The Agency believes this procedure to be reasonable for the

purpose of measuring ralYtoad noise, and suggests it for use by other parties in the measurement of
such noise emission.

If issue is taken with tile data supporting the railroad standards proposed by EPA, such data

as may be submitted to the Agency in support of rite respondent's position should be based on

similar measurement methods or procedures. Tile equivalency or correlatimt between different

measurement practices must be clearly explained in order to permit adequate comparisons with

the data and levels in the proposed regulation.

It is recommended tbat technically competent personnel select the equipment It be used for

the test measurements, Proper test instrumentation and experienced persomtel is essential to obtain.

valid measurements. Operating manuals or other literatt;re furnished by the instrument nmnufac-

turer should be referred to, for both recommended operation of the instruments and precaa [ions

. to be observed.

MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION

_' A sound level meter that meets all the requirements of American National Standard S1.4-1971

:; -" for a Type I instrument and all requirem,_nts of Interuational Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
; Publication 179(1965) should be used with tile meter set to "fast" response, Alternative/additional

measurement instrumentation such as a magnetic tape recorder or a graphic level recorder may be

used for conducting the measurements, provided that the overall performance of the measurement

• : system conforms to the requirement of this Measurement Instrumentation Section over the

: r frequency range from 25 Hz to I OK Hz, In conducting the nleasurements of sound level, the

general requirements and procedures of American National Standard S1.13-1971 should be followed.

i These publications are available from the American National Standards htstitute, lnc., 1420 Broad-
_: way, New York, New York 10018.
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A wind screen that does nut introduce measurement uncertainties in excess of plus or minus

0.5 dB(A), should be used at all times. No sound level measurements should be taken when the

wind speed near tile microphone exceeds 20 km/hr ( 12 nlph).

The sound level meter, or other measurement instrumentation, should be calibrated (e.g., by

means of a plstonphone) at one or more frequencies, at the beginning and end of each series of

measurements. The calibrator should produce a sound pressure level, at the microphone diaphragm,

that is known within a pr::cisioo of plus or minns 0.5 decibel. The calibrator should be checked

faun thly to verify that its output has not changed.

A complete frequency response calibration of tim instrumentatinn over the entire frequency

range of 25 I|z to t OK llz should be performed at least monthly using methodoingy of sufficient

precision and accuracy to detem_in¢ compliance with American National Standard SI-4-1971 and

IEC 179. This caBbratinn shall consist, at n minimum, of an overall frequency response calibration

noiseandanfloor.attenuator (gain control) calibration plus a measurement of dynamic range and instrument

TEST SITE PHYSICAL, ACOUSTICAL, WEATHER AND

BACKGROUND NOISE CONDITIONS

In general, the test site should be selected such that the locomotive or train radiates sound

over the ground plane of an open space free of large, sound reflecting objects, such as barriers, hills,

signboards, parked vehicles, bridges or buildings within the boundaries described by Figure I (rail

t._r or locomotive noise paas-by test) mid Figure 2 (for stationary test). In addition, the following

specific conditions are also suggested: s t

I. The track bed within the test site described in Figures 6-1 or 6-2 should be visible by /
direct line of sight from a position 4 feet above the ground at the microphone loca-

tion, which is als o described in Figures 6-1 or 6-2.

2. The terrain between the vehicle under test and measuring microphone _hou hi be relatively

,. free of ground covering having excesst_ sound absorption characteristics.

3. The ground elevation at the microphone location should be within plus or minus 3 meters

(l 0 feet) of the cloy;ilion of the track bed at the location in-line with the microphone.

4. Within the test section, the track should exhibit less than a 2 degree curve [or a radius of
[

curvature greater than 873 meters (2,865 feet)]. This does not apply during a stationary "'i
test. The track should have tie and ballast in good condition and preferably welded rails,

and be free of special track work such as turnouts or crossovers, and bridges or trestles.

5. Measurements should not be made durtngprecipitation. , i

6. Maximum background noise at the micrnphone location of Figure 6q or 6-2, immedi-

ately before and after tlu_ test. should be at least 10 d B(A) below the level measured .., ,.t'.,:

during the test. Measurements should be made with the sound meter set to fast response. :, '.'_'r
,,a,_

,J
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Figure 6-1, Test Site Clearsac_ Requirements for Wayside
Rail Car Noise Pass-by Test
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l:igurv 6-2. Test Site Clearance Requirement for Locomotive Stationary Test
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7. Corrections for nseasureulents at varying altitudes shotdd IlL'Inzule ill accordance with

recommendations of tile instronlentations manufacturers for altitudes greater than

1,000 meters (3,000 feet) ahove sea level,

PROCEDURES FOR TIlE MEASUREMENT OF LOCOMOTIVE

AND RAIL CAR NOISE EMISSIONS

Introduction

One procedure for the measurement of locomotive noise is to connect the locomotive to a

load cell where it can he loaded by feeding its electrical power into resistor grids. Since a load cell

may not always be available or conform to test site requirements (see Figure 6-2), alternative ways

of measuring locomotive noise often are used, These ir_clude stationary self-lo:ld testing for lace-

' motivca wliich _treso equipped, and pass-by measurements of locomotives, The procedures relating

to rail car noise emissions are for the pass-b:,' condition.

General Requiremer_ts

The noise emitted by the locomotive should be measured from both sides when connected to

a load cell or under self-load test, if possible. Tile test site should be selected in accordance with

requirements of the previous section on physical, acoustical, weather mid background noise condi-

tions. Measurement on both sides of the locomotive would not be done for uncontrolled pass-by
measurements,

For the stationary locomotive tests, the microphone should be positioned at a point on a line

normal to the track and 30 meters (100 feet) from the center of the locomotive. _ , ."

For moving rail car and locomotive tests, the microphone should be 30 meters ( 100 feet) from ._
the track center line,

In all cases the microphone should be positioned 4 feet above the ground, with its diaphragm

oriented toward the source in accordance with tile manufacturer's recommendations to provide tile

most uniform frequency response.

The observer should be at least 3 meters (10 feet) from the microphone. Under no circumstances ,,

.. _ho:dd an observer stand between the micropliono and the source whose sound level is being
measured.

To assure that adequate information is collected for each test it is recommended that the..
following data be recorded:

1, Name and preciselocation of test site ."

2. Locomotive: manufacturer, type, model, serial number and horsepower rating

3. A-weighted sound pressure levels as determined in the test described below

4. Altitude, above sea level, of the test site

5. Prevailing wind speed and direction at the time of the test
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6, Dale and time of day of the lest

7. Name and identification of the person(s) making tile test

8, Model and serial number of test inslrnmentatlor+.

Two types ofsuund nleasuremcat Ig'sls seem particularly applicable fur r;fil c_rrier noise

emissions. These are tile load cell test for stationary locomotives, and the wayside test for moving

locomotives attd rail cars. For load ceil tests, me0surements shoukl be repeated at least throe times
for cad] side of tile locomotive which is measured. The highest of the two arithmetic means, of the

sound levels observed for each side, should be the sound level recorded. This is not possible for .+

tmcontso!led pass-by meamtroments. Only one measurement need be made for the uncontrolled

wayside noise pass-by test for locomotives and rail cars.

Locomotive Load Cell and Serf-Load Noise Emission Measurement

Measurement should be made at several throttle settings, with engine cooling fans operating;

however, as a minimum, settings corresponding to idle and maximum engine power should be

mandatory. The maximum engine power setting for most locomotives will correspond to setting

eight. The sound level meter should be observed for thirty seconds after the test throttle setting is

established. The maximum sound level observed daring that time should be recorded.

Locomotive Paso-by Noise Em 'lsston Measurement
Locomotive noise measurements should begin when the locomotive, or combination of loco-

motives, is within rio meters (200 feet) _ffthe measuring position (as measured along the track) and

continue until the last locomotive has passed at least 150 meters (500 feet) or is 10 rail car lengths

away frmn the measuring point. The maximum sound level observed in this manner shonld be

recorded, Locomotive acoustical warning devices such as hems, whistles and bells should be

excluded in selecting the maximum sound level ob_rved.

Rail Car Pass-by Test Noise Emission Measurement ..
Rail _r noise measurements should begill when tile locomotive or combination of locomotives

has passed a distance of 300 meters ( I,O0O feet) or 20 rail cars beyond tile me.souring position. .
There should be no ether locomotls'es wimin 300 meters (I ,000 feet) or 20 rail car langths from

the measuring point, The maximum sound level observed hi this manner should be recorded,

_6
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SECTION 7

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF A PETROFIT I)I{OGRAM

INTRODUCTION

Tile imposition of a railroad muffler retrofit program will affect both tile railroads and tile

industries that purchase transportation services. Minimal changes in transportation patterns may

be expected as a result of a retrofit program since increases in cost per ton mile of fre[gbt moved

, are estimated to be small Tile purpose of this portion of tilt: background docnment is to cx:mline

the possible magnitude of such effects; their consequences ill terms of railroad viability and the

transportation of commodities; and techniques by which adverse economic impacts might be
avoided.

Tile study presented here relies on a number of information sources and makes a number of

; assumptions in the course of arriving at quantitative estimates of impact. Data on costs of materials

and labor for retrofit program were obtained chiefly from muffler manufacturers and railroad

: ': personnel. Irdormation on locomotive maintenance requirements was likewise obtained from the

railroads, Operating and financial statistics for individual roads and the industry as a whole came

from reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission. To project the ultimate economic effects

of incurred costs, assumptions were required concerning future trends in railroad activity. In some

, cases for which a range of assumptions was possible, the alternative least favorable in terms of
i

impact was chosen; ill this sense, the analysis represents sonlewhat of a *'worst case" approach,

i Wherever assumptions are made, however, they are substantiated to the extent allowed by existing
! data,

_' THE IMPACT ON TIlE RAILROAD INDUSTRY

_:', " General Impact

Tile engineering data gathered from discussions with various manufacturers and railroad oper-
t

': ating personnel were used to estimate tile direct cost of muffler retrofit by locomotive type and
!i manufacturer, The differences in col'_stmction between switcher and road locomotives required that
:_ii these be treated separately. The three categories of direct cost are mufflers, additional hardware,
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and labor. _lnCCeach make ofloeomotive issomewhat unique, it was necessaryto milke scparzde

analyst_ at'each type, The costs are shown in Table 7-I. The retrofit costs associalcd with the

various types of locomotives are based on tile designs of several common types, which make up

about 90% of the population. For some locomotives, retrofit costs |nay be significantly higher

them tile llgures shown here. This may be tile case, for example, for several hundred uaits which,

although originally coafomling to one of the common designs, have been heavily modified during

service so th_=ttheir eonfig.rallons now present difficult hardware problems to a muffler installer,

., Also, there are some 1,000 older road locomotives manufiietured by Alco and Fairbanks-Morse

and owned by a total of 22 railroads, the design of which may render muffler thstallation difficult.

The Agency has been advised 01at these units are, in fact, in the process of being replaced. Thus

this discussion assumes that such units will be retired from service during the compliance period,

The estimates of tile direct cost of mufflers and additional materials wer_ gathered from

locomotive and muffler manufacturers; the sources of the data on required labor input were loco-

motive manufacturers, muffler manufacturers, and management personnel of selected railroads.

An hourly wage rate of $5.80 per hour was arrived at by •taking total compensation of main-

tenance personnel as reported in annual ICC summanes and dmdmg by total hours worked, i
Although this wage rate probably includes some overtime compensation, it may be an accurate

TABLE7-I
MUFFLER COSTS* PER LOCOMOTIVE

Source: Manufacturers' and Operators' Estimates)

Locomotive Manufacturer and Type

GM GM GE Other Other
Time of Installation Road Switcher Road Road Switcher

New Production $3000 (RB) $200 - 500 $1500

2500 (TC)

Muffler Only 1500 200.500 1500 1500 500- 800

Additional Hardware 200- 500 1500 o2500 1500 - 2500

Labor @ 5.80/1_r 464- 1163 46 187 187 46
%i

Total $2164-3163 Ii246-546 $3187-4187 $3187-4187 I $546-846

(RB) = Routes Blown . r
(TC) = Turbocharged

1

• • I ' D • ,• All railroad data presented in this section come from h terstatc Commerce Comm|.*.s|on,
Transportation Statistics in the U..S, ( 1971 ) unless otherwise specified.
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reflection of the true labor co.'_l,since sonic rclrofilting rn_lybe done at Ihe overlirlte raiL'. We

;tSSUlnethat the currenl inix ofstniight tilne and ovcrlilne will beused in lile relrofit l_rogntnl.

No capital costs for lnainletlanc¢ f;ici[itics were ;_ssigttcdIn lhe relrofil progr_lm, Annttal

compensation _httislics and discussionswilh tile As_ociallon of Anleri¢_tn Railro_alsindicalc Ihal

Ihe roads have beengener;dly cutting b;ick their mainlcltance staff over Ihe last d_:cadc,while

not necessarily redtlcing tile size of their plant.* Fi'equelllly, lherefore, excessphyslc;d capacily

would beavaihtble for a retrofil program. In ;111c_:ononlic,althougil lint nccess:lrily an accoanl-

ing sense,such excesscapacity can be utilized at zero cost.

The,next slep was In deterlnitle how illnny of each lype of Ioconl_livc are in service. The

May 1973 issueof Raihva.t,Locomotives and Cars iisis Ihe in_ke ;ind horsepower of e_tchloco-

motive in service by ralIro_Jd,hi most cases,tl_e horsepower of the engine could be u_d to deter-

mine whether it is a swilcher or road locomotive. General Motors (GM) produces both a 1500.hp

switcher and a 1500-hp road locomotive, bLItb,_,:ausc ro:_dlocomotives outnumber switchel_ by
J about seven to one, we assumed all General Molars 1500-hp locoruolives to be road locomotives.

This biased tile east ¢slhnates upward by a small amounh Table 7-2 shows tile dislrlbution of: i.

: i locomotives by typg and nlanufaclurer both nationally and for e;Jch of tile three ICC regions.

: j • . ']'ABLE 7-2
I

DISTRIBUTION OF LOCOMOTIVES BY MANUFACTURER, TYPE, AND REGION

(Source: "R_iIway/vlotive Power, 973," Railwa , L Joe otive._ a ld Cars, M:Jy 1973)

Manufacturer Region
attd

East South West
Type Total (29 Roads)* (8 Roads)* (22 Roads)'; i

!

• GM Road 16,155 7,006 2,026 7,123

?! GM Switcher 2,81 I 1,462 304 1,045
i l GE Road 1,930 878 230 822

!

.. Other Road 1,737 1,052 289 396

' Other Switcher 1,504 734 139 63 I
it

i

] i *Numberof roadsin eachdistrictobtainedfrom ICO,op.cir. Otherlistingsof roadsmaynot tally with
"_ thisone,duetovaryingmethodsof accountingformergers,subsidiaries,etc.i

i:,
; . 'Sources in the AAR state that this may not be tile case for roads which have recently modem-
, , • ized their plants and which may have divested themselves of some unneeded facilities. Inthese
, c,rmes,according to the AAR, the eosl: of installing or renting the needed plant and equipment
_! may significantly increase retrofit costs. Unfortunately, precise estimates of capit'.d stock in
r maintenance facilities do not exist.
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Total direct cost of rite retrofit progranl v,'as obtahted by multiplying the cost per Ioconlolive

by tile number of Iot:omotives.* TbJs is given in Table 7-3 in terms of miain|um and inaxbnllln

costs for each region and for tile entire natJoll,

'rALILE 7-3

TOTAL DII_.ECTCOST OF RETROFIT PROGRAM

(blillions of Dollars)

Locomotive hlanu fitcturer end Type
Total

Region GM G_,i GE Odmr Other
Road Switcher Road Road Switcher

East

max. $22.160 $0.798 $3.676 $4.405 .$0.622 $31.660
rain. 15,161 0.360 2.798 3.353 0.401 22.073

West

max. 22.530 0,570 3.442 1.659 0.534 28.735

min. 15.414 0.257 2.620 1.262 0.345 19,898

South

max. 6.411 0.266 0.963 1.210 0,118 8.868

mln. 4.386 0,075 0.733 0.921 0.076 6.191

National

max. 69,263

min. 48.162 /

The annual direct costs in Table 7.4 were derived from Table 7-3 by dividing total cost by the ' ]
i

number of years allowed to complete the retrofit program. In addition, the annual cost for 2- and .

5-year compliance periods is shown as a percentage of the 1971 net operating revenue, It shotild be i
noted that we are assuming 2 and 5 years beginning at the time the muffler becomes available. ""

, i

*Normally, some locomotives would be retired during the con'Jpliance period and, therefore, would ..
not inmlr retrofit costs. (Their replacements would presumably have been quieted at the factory.)
Flus consideration has not been included here, because it is difficult to forecast replacement rates
in the ligixt of an endmnic shortage of motive power such as presently exists. If we assume instead
that past retirement rates (about 2000 units per year from 1965 throu_ 1969) are cut in h',df due
to the shortage of loemnotives, this will result in 5000 fewer units needing muffler retrofit for a
5-year compliance period and 2000 fewer over a 2-ye_trperiod. Tire total cast estimates proiected
above would then be bigh by about 20% and 8% for the two cmupliance periods, respectively.
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"FABLE 7-4

ANNUAL DIRECT COST OF 2- AND S-YEAR RETROFIT PROGRAMS

Total Direct Cost Cost as Percentage of
(thousands of dollars) Net Revenue

Region 2.Year 5-Year 2-Year 5-Year

Max. Min. Max. Min Max. Min. Max. Min,

National 34,632 24,O82 13,853 9,633 1.35 0.94 0.54 0.38

East 15,830 11,037 6,332 4,415 2.04 1,42 0.82 0.57

South 4,434 3,096 1,774 1,238 0.82 0.58 0.33 0.23

West 14,368 9,949 5,747 3,980 1.09 0.75 0.44 0.30

I
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Generally, mtxmers will uot beavadable tlllliJ 2 yea_ afler tbu m_uJalJouis pronnl]galud, so Iha!

the 2-year progranl will not be ¢onlp]eted until 4 years after i_ioamlgatiou, and t]lc 5-year program

until 7 yearsafter promulgation.

h _ppea_ tlral the direct coal of a retrolit progrmn will not couslitntc a slgniliuant bard,m on

the railroads. Total direct coal is invariaal with respect to cornpliau¢_period, although anuual cost

is n¢,t. Ammal cost is, lbcrelbre, probably a more rel_vanl ineasare of the _nancial impact on the

railroads.

Tbedirect cost of retrofitthlg maftlers ls oaly part of the totaleost, bowever, ifretrol'itling

requires thai locomotives be taken out of service and il" the railroads haveno excesscapacity with

respect to locomotives thou there will be some loss of revenue. At present, most railroads are oper-

ating at full capacity. The number of locomotives hasdecreasedslightly from 1965 in 1973 (from

27,988 to 27,041) althougb total borsepower did iuerease from 52 million hi 1971 to 55 million in

1973. It appears, tilerefore, thai e:lpaeity has remained about conslant or decreaseds]igbt]y while

deurand has increased. It seems unllkely that Itle preseat hlgb volume of grain shiplounts will con-

timla beyond a year. Other factors, however, indicate that the currant high levels of capacity utili-

zation will probably continue into thu future.

One of the developments that will tend to keep rail Iransportallon at a bigb level of capacity

utilization is the "energy crisis." A general fuel sbortage favors the railroads over other modes of

transportatiou, An increase in coal output, which seams inevitable, would stimulate rail freight

volume, Coal, because of its low ','nine per ton, is hauled 'almost exclusively by rail.

A further impact of a general fuel shortage wonld be to potentially degrade the quality and

cost of track transport relative to ndl service. Restricted speed limits couhl induce delays and

ul]eertaiatJcs in truck schedules. Fuel price incre_es would have a greater adverse Jmpacl on trucks

than on rail, since trucks use 3.2 times as much diesel oil par ton mile of freight, As a result, trans-

portation demand would tend to sbift from trucks to rail. Tile not effect of these considerations is

to support the assumption that railroads will be operating at close to full capacity For the next 5

or so years, This means that locomotive downtime dne to retrofit may likely _suh in lost revenues.*

The time lost may be significam'ly reduced by scheduling retrofits during regular locomotive

m_dutenance, Nationally, the average maintenance cycle is 4 years for an intermediate overhaul and

8 years for a heavy overhaul. The length of the cycle far at] individual railroad is a function of

in

"One way in which operators may overcome this problem is to buy new locomotives to take the
place of those being retrofitted. Such a procedure would virtually eliminate the indirect cost "
associated with the retmfii, This is an option, however, only if the locomotive manufacturers
can produce the extra units. At present, according to locomotive manufacturers, locomotive pro-
duction is below demand even though production facilities are operating at full capacity, It is
reasonable to assume that aonditions of motor power shortage relative to demand for transporta-
tion will persist throughout the compliance period, resulting in lost revenue when units are
removed for retrofit.
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]oconlntive mileage. Table 7-5 shows tile national average atljtlslcd rag _11 Iv o rcllrcl d[t'fcr_'lll

average locomotive miles per year. The mahltenance cycle is shortest hi Ihe Wesl where Io¢onlotivt'_

travel more miles per year and longest in die East where nliJes per year are lowesl.

TABLE 7-5

AVERAGE MAINTENANCE INTERVAL BY DISTRICT (years)

(Source: 1971 ICC Statistics and Operators' Estimates)

Regional Average Maintenance
Type of Interval (Years)*

Maintenance
National East South West

Intermediate 4.0 5.5 4.0 3.5

Heavy 8.0 I 1.0 8.0 7.0

"Thesefiguresdonot includetheeffectsof deferredmalnrenanc0aspracticedbysomaroadsinfinancialdistress,

An intermediate overhaul generally takes about 2 to 3 days, while a heavy overhaul takes about

14 days. The estimated time t_qt!i_ed to retrofit a muffler ranges from 3 days for a Gener',d Motors
road locomotive to I day for a switcher. Table 7-6 shows Iho number of lost locomotive days

"charged" to retrofit under different conditions. Line 1, for example, gives lost days by type of

locomotive if tile locomotive is taken out of service specifically for retrofit. One can see that there

are no lost days for any type of locomotive if all retrofitting is done during heavy overhaul.i

I TABLE 7-6

DAYS LOST DUE TO RETROFIT
(Source: Manufacturers'and Operators' Estimates)

. Locomotive Manufacturer and Type

Basis of Retrofit* GM GM GE Other Other
• Road Switcher Road Road Switcher

If done by itself 3 I 2 2 1

If done dudng tabular
intermediate overhauls I 0 0 0 0

If done during regular
heavy overhaul 0 0 0 0 0

AtsumesnoIn!!gmeduet_ ,r_'_dto _ _u ramsropananomuffler retfoftr nodonegutn_emeaoacyrepars,
I_ !
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As is shown, the IoLal lost loconl(ltlvc time doe to muffler retrofits depends on how many

Ioconmtlves can be treated during the normal maintenancu cycle. Table 7-7 shows the expression

used to compute total lost days tbr each line or district, Tile first term represents the time lost by

GM road locomotives undergoing intermediate overhaul. The remaining three terms account for

time lost by those locomotives that will not be due for routine maintenance during the compliance

period and which, therefore, mnst be specially e'.'dledin for nlaffler retrofit, (Recall from Table 7-6

that, except for G_,Iroad Iocolnotives, units undergoing intermediate or heavy overhaul will exper-

ienc¢_no extra time lost due to retrofitting a muffler.)

TABLE 7-7

EQUATION FOR TOTAL LOST TIME PER DISTRICI"

LT -- GM x XYXI a

i

(,  ),24 :I ('---*)*'m'°°*1
=2 NGM X lday for I - <. O

where Y = number of years allowed for retrofit

NGM = number of GM road locomotives

NGEO = mnnber of GE and "other" road'locomotives
°, :

NSW = total number of switchers of all makes

T m = time interval for "In'termediate" maintenance

: !

I :
P ;
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The equation in Table 7-7 has been used Io compute ]psi locomolive days for ¢:lch region.

These have heen summed to give a natiotnd total. The figures are shown in T_ble 7-8. Two

complinnco periods arc nsed to illustr_Jtc lhe decrease in Iosl time with ;i longer retrofit period.

We see front the table that increasing the period from 2 to 5 years results bt a doctorise of Ihe lost

locomotive days per year by 70 percent.

A change in the compliance period ;fffeets only the number of lost lucmnotive days; die direct

cost of the retrofit program does not change. If we take the total number of lost Ioeomoth,c days

resulting from a 2-year period nnd assign it the number I, then the total nmnber of lost days for n

3-year program is 0.76, the total of a 4-year program is 0.52, and tile toted of a 5-year program is

0.29, As the compliance period is lengthened, lost locomotive days decrease; thus, the indirect

cost of the program decreases.

The calculafions of lost locomotive days must be translated into dollar costs. A number of

problems arise in calculating the value of a locomotive. First, should a distinctlon be made between

road locomotives and switchers? It seems desirable to treat Ihe transportation revenue earned by

rail service as being earned by both road and switch engines, since the l_ck of either (if both are

used to full capacity) wmdd cause a reduction in service. We have therefore assumed that each hns

the same value per day.

Secondly, what value should be assigned to a Iocmootive day? If all roads are operating at

full capacity, then removing a locomotive causes a daily loss of revenue amounting to the value

of one Iocomotiye day. A locomotive day is thus evalnated at the value of the average product.

This technique is fnrther justified in capital theory, which states that the value of a piece of

: capital is the present value of its discounted future stream of earnings, that is, the present value

i of the marginal product.

TABLE7-8

.... LOST LOCOMOTIVE DAYS BY REGION AND COMPLIANCE PERIOD -"
:i

Region
Compliance Lost

"" Period Locomotive East South West
Days Natiomd*, (29 roads) (8 roads) (22 roads)

2-year Yearly 17,048 9,252 2,143 6,378

program Total 34,096 18,504 4,286 i 7,048

5-year Yearly 2,044 I, 129 203 712

program Total 10,220 5,645 1,013 3,562

*Locomotivadayslost nationallyIsnot thesumof thethreeregions,sincerhonationalwascalculated
usinganaverag0maintenancecycleandthe regionalwasadjustodto reflectdifferentutilizationrates.

i ,

t
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Given the conditions stated above, tile value of a locomotive day was calculated by taking

total tra.m;portation revtmuc and dividillg by tile totai number ofloconlofive clays available.

'l'abte 7-9 shows these caleulatimls nationally and regionally. Table 7-10 gives estimates of

the indirect costs of a 2- and 5-year retrofit program by incorponttiag the lost locomotive days

from Tabh; 7-8 and tile value of a locomotive day from Table 7-9. Note that tile sborter the

cotopliance period the larger the total indirect casts. This is a function of the increase in tbe

number of lost locomotive clays as the compliance period is shortened.

TABLE 7-9

REGIONAL ANNUAL REVENUE PER LOCOMOTIVE DAY

Region

National East South West

Total tranportation
revenue (millions of $) $12,417 $4,497 $2,121 $5,799

Transportation revenue
per locomotive day ($) 1,251 I,I 86 1,256 1.304

TABLE 7- I0

ESTIMATED LOST REVENUE DUE TO RETROFIT

(Thousands of Dollars) ,.

2-Year Program" 5-Year Program

Region ' Per Year Total PerYear Total "

National 21,982 43,963 2,557 12,785

East 10,973 21,946 1,338 6,690

South 2,692 5,383 254 1,270

i West 8,317 16,634 4)28 4,640
I
I

i

I
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'fable 7-11 arrivesat the annual net retrofit cost by combining Ihe direct mid htdirect ct_sts

and subtracting the reduction in operuling costs thai wuuld occur :Jsa resuh ()fu rL'daclion in trul'-

flc. Cost reductions weredetcrmhted from Ihe IC(" detailed accounts und inchlde tile folluwing:

Account No. l)escription

365 Dispatching Trabts

367 Weighing, htspection, & Denlnrrage Bureaus

368 Coal and Ore Wharves

371 Yard Conductors & Brakemen

373 Yard Engineoten

374 YardSwitchingFuel

382 'Train Eaginemtm

383 Train Fuel

387 Trainmen

i=! 388 Train Supplies and Fuel

i: i 395 Employees' Itealth and Welfare Bureaus
I

:, The estimates of cost reductions used here are much lower than Ihose used by the ICC.*

: i They have claimed that 80 percent of costs are out of pocket or variable costs. This might be
true if railroads were curtailing service in the face of falling demand. Variable cost may constitute

: 80 percent of total cost, but the situation dealt with here is an unpl,'anncd reduction irt capacity

in the face of full utilization of equipment. Under these circumstances, it seems nnlikely thai the

! railroads would curtail other operations but rather that they wonld attempt to offset locomotive

! shortages by changes in labor and equipment usage patterns. In addition, if there arc adjustment
•' costs and since the cutback in capacity is temporary, the railroads wotdd be expected to respond

differently front a situation in which the reduction was anticipated to be of longer duration, i

• Table 7-12 gives the total net cost of the 2- and 5-year programs. Again, it points up the cost i
i:: differential associated with different compliance periods. Mac1! of the computed retrolit cost is
i,i the result of lost revenue to the railroads. Figure 7-1 shows the breakdown of annual cost into

'i direct and indirect components for compliance periods of 2 to 5 years.

_j I • " . . . .: , SeaU.S, InterstataCommerceComm$$on,Bureauof Accounts,Explanatonof Rat7CostFindingProcedures
I andPrinciplesRelatingto _a Utaof Cos_ St. 7-63,Washington.D.C.,t November1963andU.S.Interstote_q

i i Commission."Rutesto GoverntheAusembllngandPresentingof CostEvidence."DocketNo.34013,321I.C.C.
_1 238Orderof April16.1962.
;i
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TABLE 7-1 I

ANNUAL NET COST OF RETI_.OFIT

(Thousands of Doll:its)

DirectCost Na tloll;d East Sottlh West

2-yearprogram

max $34,632 $15,830 $4,434 $14,368

nlin 24,082 I 1,037 3,096 9,949

5-year program

max 13,853 6,332 1,774 8,747

rain 9,633 4,415 1,238 3,980

Indirect Cost

2-year program 21,982 10,973 '2,692 8,317

5-year program1 2,557 1,338 254 928

Reduction in
Operating Costa

2-year program 4,964 2,748 555 1,856

5-year program 597 335 53 207

Net Cost

2-year program

max 51,650 24,055 6,571 20,829

rain 41,100 19,262 5,233 16,410

5-year program

max 15,813 7,335 1,975 6,468

rain I 1,593 5,418 1,439 4,701

I

I

f
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TABLE 7-12

TOTAL NET COST OF RETROFIT PROGRAM

(Thonsands of Dollars)*

Compliance National East South West
Period Max Min _'dex blin Max Mill Max Min

2years 103,300 82,200 48,110 38,524 13,142 10,466 41,658 32,820

3 years* 95,221 74,121

4 years* 87,143 66,043

5 years 79,065 57,965 36,675 27,090 8,875 7,195 32,340 23,505

°Tbosorepresentlinearinterpolationsof the 2.and5,yearprograms.

The annual costs shown in Table 7-I I are best understood in the context of total operating

revenue for each region. Table 7-13 shows that tile eastern roads would pay a higher pereentuge

: _ of total revenue toward a retrofit program than would tile other regions.
I

J Annual retrofit cost as a percentage of 0et operating revenue* gives tile best indication of the

" i rail industry's ability to pay for a retrofit program (see Table 7-14). Retrofit constitutes a small
• i

percentage of net operating revenue both nationally and regionally. As we have seen earlier, how-

ever, the eastern railroads will pay the highest percentage of net revenue for the retrofit program.

, This partly reflects the fact that eastern roads a_ a group tend to earn less profit than roads in
: I

i other regions.

I TABLE 7-13

r

. _ ANNUAL RETROFIT COST AS A PERCENTAGE OF 1971 TOTAL
; ' OPERATING REVENUE
i
; i

2:, o" I 1

i:_ Comp.a.= Na.onal East | Sgyh t .We'L

_ - .',,o,rs,0<'_ 0.33,_0. _/04,,_ 03,'_oI 0.'5'iI °'3_/ 0-'_, I

_:'ii', Syears 10.13_ o.o9'_ o.16_|0.t2_ 0.09_/ 0.o7_ I o.I1,,_ o.o8_ I
!i
_:, ¢ .

. NetoperamgrevenuesdeInedastranspor(aIonrevenu_mntisvariabetransportationColts,Subtracting
!!: rellts,taxes,andinterestpaymontlfromnetoperatingrevenueglve_netoperati,git=come,orprofitfrom

freightoperations.
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TABLE 7-14

ANNUAL P,ETP,OFIT COST AS A PERCI:NTAGE O1: lq7l NET
OPERATING REVENUE

Compliance National East South West

Period Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Mill

2 years 1.96% 1.56% 2.48% 0.31% 1.22% 0.97% 1.58% 1.24%

5 years 0.60% 0.44% 0.9.5% 0.70'7, 0.38% 0.27% 0.49,°6 0.36%

Bankrupt roads constitute a special subset for which financial and operating problems are
substantially different than for normal roads; these will be treated elsewhere.

h_ order to give a more detailed picture of the industry's ability to pay for a retrofit program,

program cost as a percent of net operating revenue has been cmnputcd for each Class 1 railroad

(including bankrupt roads but excluding those with uegative net revenues). Figure 7-2 shows how

tile railroads are distributed with respect to cost.to-net reveuue r;_tlo. The figure shows that tile

impact era 2-year program is much greater than that of a 5-year program.

The hnpact on Marginal Railroads

The adverse effects of extra operating costs is greater on firms in financial distress than those

that are healthy, This is ofconcere in the case of the r_tilroads, because a number of them face dif-

ficulties in maintaining profitable operations, It is impo,tant to t:stimute the number of railroads

that may have trouble paying the cost of a retrofit program even thongh the magnitudes of the

expenses involved ir_such a program are small relative to other expenses faced by the railroads,

(For example, a 30 percent increase in the price of diesel fuel would increase operating costs by

roughly $125 million,* This would represent from 2.5 to 12 times the annual cost of a muffler

;':: retrofit program, depending on the compliance period allowed,)t.

This section attempts to gauge tile extent of the problem posed in paying for a retrofit pro-

iJ " gr-amby determining how many railroads are in financial distress. TIFF',,is dome hy computiug,

i for each road, several financial ratios that art: generally ate:pied as J, _zt Jg J)e I a JcJuco d_

;: ; tlon of a business enterprise, A summary of tilt: number ,d tt,;;ll_.wdh ,Jt,I;_,,t;_ble ,z,lltr_ rttt ,at tt

:! nltio is then given. This technique does not give a quantitative dcfinitiot_ of which railroads cannot' I

afford a retrofit program. At best, it gives a rank-ordering. The ctJtoff valtJe that determines
financ al d'stress ' s nrb" rary,

Jf

• t ,"This Iguroscomputedbyusmgasabaselnothetot_costoffue fora ClassrailroaOsintO71,whlehwas
$417million(ICC,op.cir.)
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The following financial ratios were eonrputed:

a. Current assets/total assets

b. Operating ratio (operatingexpenses/operating reveuuesl

c. Total liabilities less stockholders' equily/total assels

d. Income after fixed charges/totalassets

e. Retained earnings/total assets

f. Net income/total assets

g. Net income/operatiug revenue

All bankrupt roads are excluded from this discussion, which is concerned only with roads

that have not been declared banknlpt but which may be in financial distress.

In most cases these ratios parallel those tlsed by Edward Altman( 197 l). Ratios a and b are

measures of the liquidity* of a railroad, while b, d. f, told g ;ire measures of profitability and effi-

ciency. Ratio c measures solvency.

With respect to ratio a, the analysis seems inconclusive. A large mmlber of roads had ratios

of current to total assets in excess of three stalldard deviations from the mean. This indicates that

the distribution of values of Ihis ratio did nor epproxinmte a normal distribution. This being the
case, ratio a does not constitute a valid indicator of which roads may be in distress.

The analysis of ratio e (retained earnings/total assets) indicated that 14 railroads have negative

retained earnings, while two have zero, showing that these roads lack liquidity, While internal

financing may ii0t be important in the rail industry, the negative retained earnings indicates thai

these roads ure drawing down cash reserves.** ' ;

The most commonly used measure of profitability is operatlog ratio b, the ratio of operating

revenue to operating expenses. Three roads have operating ratios greater titan I, indicating that

expenses exceed revenue. An additional seven +'oads have t,perating ratios more than three standard
deviations higher than the mean. Certainly the three roads aud possibly some of the seven must be

considered to hd in an adverse position. Ratiosf andg are similar measures, in that a road with a

negative net income will have a negative ratio for both/'and g. Six roads have negative net incomes.

In addition, two other roads must be considered to be poor perlbrmers as measuredlby the

ratio of net income to total assets 09.

Ratio d indicates that nine roads have negative income and two have zero income after fixed

charges. These roads are unprofitable by definition. Tile ratio of total liabilities (less stockholders'

" equity) to total assets e appears to have also yielded inconclusive results, One road stands otlt as

being extremely poor by this measure, and there are four other roads for which this ratio is greater
than 1.

*Liquidity is tile ability of a firm to convert assets into cash.

*+This may also _epresent an insufficient amoimt of funds allocated to depreciation.
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h word of C;lll[Joa_ihotlldbe issuedin the hlterprctafion of aay ratio that usestolai assets.

Under tile "betterment" accounting procedure, total assets lend to hc inf]atod. However, to the

exlent ti_at Ibis biasis uniform tllrougilout the industry, it is possible Io compare different roads.

11Jsntlt possible to conlpare Ihese ratios with 0flier firms outside the rail iuldastw,

Table 7-15 sunllnarizes file above findingswith respect to lilt named ratios. As wasmentioned

before, tile table lisls "worst performers" as indicated by each nltio, the cutoff point being rather

arbitrary. More significant is Table 7-16, which shows how many of tile railroads contained in ti_e

previous table appear under mort: than one ratio, Table 7-16 shows IbM 12 roads are in distress

wilh respect to three or more indicators; it can reasonably be presumed that these 12, at least,

could have difficulty in financing a retrofit program.

The Impact on Bankrupt Railroads

Of the 71 Class 1 line-haul railroads in the United States, seven are bankrupt: Boston and

Maine, Central Railroad of New Jersey, Erie Lackawanna, Lehigh Valley, Penn Ccntnd Transporta-

tion Co., the Reading Co., and Am1 Arbor. These seven railroads operate about 20% of Ihe loco-

motives owned by Class I railroads in the U.S, Not surprisingly, the total cost ofretroflt tbr these

roads (see Table 7-17) is about 20% of the total cost for th_ entire muffler retrofit program.

These railroads will have difficulty financing the cost era muffler retrofit program, Them is

no question that the financial positions of these roads are bad, All six have negative net income,

and are currently meeting their deficits in part by drawing down cash reserves. Many of these

roads are currently receiving some form of subsidy, and all are in default on interest payments,

bonds, and/or taxes.

i THE IMPACT ON USERS OF RAIL TRANSPORTATION

l
: : The effect of a muffler retrofit program may be felt by tile railroads' users in either or both

i
of two ways. First, the possibility exists that the railroads may try to recover their retrofit

i expensss through a rate increase. Second, the withdrawal oflocomotives from service could

! result in reduced hauling capacity and a consequent decline in the quality of service. Either

of these developments would tend to encourage some shippers to seek elsewhere for trans-
*.

portation services. Tlds section examines the possible magnitude of these effectS.

The Effect On Raflway Freight Rates "

The ability of the rail industry to recapture flm cost of a muffler retrofit program depends
on the characteristics of the market it faces. The establishment of Amtrak and the low volume

(and high price elasticity) of passenger service probably pracludes the railroads from recovering

any of the retrofit costs through increases in passenger fares; rather, increas,_d i'evenues would

be more likely to come from increasing freight rates.
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TABLli 7-15

NUMBER OF RAILROAI)S iN UNFAVORABLE FINANCIAL

POSITION ]tI£LATIVL: 1'O F.IGIIT INDICATORS

(For Each Indicator, Railroads Listed in Order of

lncreasiogly Favorable Position)

Indicator Number of Ro:lds in Unl2)vorable Position

i
A. Current assets/totalassets Incollclasive

B. Operating ratio 4 roads' greater than 1 (expenses > revenues)

': 4 roads' between 1 and ,85

C. Total liabilities(lessstockholders' 3 roads'greater than I

equity)/total assets 2 roads' equal I
2 roads' between .99 arid .71

D. locome after fixed charges/ 8 roads' negative
total assets I road's zero

E. Retained earnings/total assets 13 roads' negative
I road's zero

F, Net income/total assets 4 roads'negative

4 roads' zero

2 roads' positive but less than .011

G. Not income/operating revenue 4 roads' negative

2 roads' zero

2 roads' positive bat less than ,031
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"FAIl LI:. 7-16

NUMBI'.'R OF RAILROAI)S DESIGNATED AS Bt'-'INGIN FINANCIAL

DIFFICULTY BY ONE OR MORF FINANCIAL INDICATORS

Number of Financial hldicators, Number of Railroads Appearing

N, in Table 7-15 tinder N ]ndicatol_ in Table 7-15

i 7

2 2

3 6

4 3

5 2

6 I

TABLE 7-17
r

NET COST OF MUFFLER RETROFIT PROGRAM FOR THE

SEVEN'BANKRUPT CALSS I RAILROADS

Annual Cost Total Cost
Length of

Program
Max Min Max Min

2 Years $10,569,000 $8,393,000 $21,139,000 $16,786,000
..

5 years 3,197,000 2,326,000 15.984,000 11,631,000

[

i
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[Treight rate iacreases innst be approved by the ]ntcrslate ('o]mnerce ('onlaiission. ]nqnirJes

to tlle Ice indicate that lhc Commission places no a prioi_ limits oa the tn_igaittJde _I' rate iitcreascs

that may be requested. It is entirety the railroad iildustry's prerogative to decide it" requests for rate

increases ;Ire to be submitted to cover the costs shown in 'fable 7-I 2. Any coal f;tetor could Ik]lnl a

legitimate basis _or inerc_ising rates to recover costs, F|Ird|ernlom, tile Comnllssioi| is coasidering

elwiromnental aspecls in its rate determination. As a result of iiligation involving tile environmental

effects of various rate slrUCttlseS, the [CC has prepared several l'nvironnlcntal Impact Stalenlents

showing their concern. '_

In summary, there are strong indications that the rate i]1¢re;ises that could be requested by

railroad companies to defray tile costs of noise reduction wouhl fall within tile pnlctice of the ICC.

No a priori bias would be applied by ICC agents, and they couhl be expected to act with a positive

attitude toward the objective of improving the quality of the environm,_nt.

To place the level of e×pcnditure and possible fr,:ight rote increase in perspective, previous

cost increases and subsequent rate increases may be used for reference. Ill the ICC report served

4 October 1972, in Ex Parle 28 I, a rate increase for railroad freight was authorized. The railroads

claimed in their rate request that expenses had increased $1.312 billion from January 1971 to A pril

1972, The authorized rate increases were

National Average 3.44%"*

East 3.60%

South 3.10%

West 3,44%

These increases, if fully applied, would have increased revenue by $426 million; however, tile most

nsuaI case is that they ure not fully applied. The industry estimates that only 85% or $349 million

will actually be realized.*'*

Since the rate increase of September 10, 1972, costs have risen by $930 n'dllion. About 80%

of this rise has stemmed from wage increases and increased payroll taxes. In light of these higher

costs, in April of 1973 the railroads applied for a 5% rate increase. The maximum cost of the 2-

year muffler retrofit program is about $51 million, which is only 5.5% of lhs $930 million cost

increase that led to the request for a 5% rate increase, The rail induslry claims that if the ,.'mire
d

$930 million cost increase is to be recovered, it will require a 7.5% increase in rates.****

(! : *See ICC Docket, Ex Parte 281 and Ex Parle 344F, Supplement 927,
**The national average was calculated by using regional data.

i,

! *_'*Tlwse figures come from estimates ||lade by the rail industry. They assume that tile elasticity
;_ of denland is zero.-an unlikely situation. Tile question of elasticity is considered hder in this
_; section.

_ ****Again, this estimate assumes that the elasticity of demand for rail service is zero.



The anlonnl el' I_IL'recoverzlbJ_¢osl_ ;LtldI[le ;lllcrldarll freJL_hlrate ]l|creasell_cessar),will

dcpelld orl IJleel;Jsticityof demand for r_d[t'reJghlservice.* ")'heannual (nlasinlunO retrol'il costs

for file 2-year program represent abollt 0,47_ of 1971 freight revenue, while tile 5-year (nlinimunl)

plograln represent:, only aboul 0. _%el freight revenue (see Table 7-13).

Data from FriedJander ( 1969. p,73) tbr [061 have been used to calculate an overall rail I'reighl

denland elasticity of-0.7. Using [Ills eklstJclty, we can estinlale the hlcrease in freight rates neces-

sary to offset tile increased costs, "fire freight increase_;are shown in 'Fable 7-18. Also shown ill tile

percent these increases would represent of tile 1971 average rate per ton tulle, whicb was S.01594.

TABLE 7-18

RATE INCREASE TIIAT WOULD ENABLE I_.AILROADS

TO RECOVEI_. RETROFIT EXPENSES

RateIncrease [ Percentof 1971

(Cents per Ton Mile) ] Average Fzelghr Rate2-year

max .0232 1.46%

min .0184 1.15

S-year
max .0076 0.48

min .0057 0.36

These rate increases must be intmpreted carefully. They were calculated by using demand

elasticities derived from 1961 data;since then a number of changes have taken place that would

probably increase the elasticity of demand for rail servica. First, the near-completion of the inter-

state highway system Ires improved the service rendered by trucks and has redtmed operating costs.

Second, the rise in interest rates has made the cost of holding inventories higher and might have

made shippers more sensitive to other service characteristics, causing a downward shift in the de-

mand curve and potentially increasing its elasticity. Third, shifts among the ;,_rioua commodity ..

classes of freight might have resulled in an increase in the elasticity. For example, if the price elas-

ticity of dmnand for rail service is higher Ibr ndneral ores titan for manufactured products and if •
the share of mineral ores has increased relative to manufactured products, then the overall elasticity

would have increased.

• Elasticity of demand is the ratio of tile percent rise in quantity demanded to the percent rise in
price, An elasticity coefficient of-. I, lherefore, indicates that a I0% price increase would result
in a I% decrease in demand.
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We have attompled to nlake solne cstinmtes of the new elusliuity, raking inlo uccmlnI tiiL' shifl

in tile distribution of con'anodities, The restdts should be interpreted only as teatative, We have

used tile 1961 elasticities for each commodity group bul have weighted them by the 1971 cmnmod-

ity distribution.

Data fron'_ Frledlander (op. tit., p. 73) have been used to obtain the following elasticities for

tile five major commodity groups:

Commodity Elasticity

Agriculture 0.5

Aninud products 0.6
Products of forests 0.9

Productsofmines 1.2

Manufacturing and other 0,7

These figures represent the pre-1964 commodity classifications used by the ICC. In order to deter-

mine the current elasticity of demand, we used these commodity group elasticities and weighted

them by the current distribution of freight within these groups. These weighting factors are as
follows:

Commodity Weight

Agriculture .097 '

Animalproducts .0002
Productsof forests ,144

Products of mines ,420

Manufacturingandother ,387

To determine the distribution, it was necessary to take the current IYeight classifications anti assign

Ihem to one of these categories.

The overall elasticity was calculated to be -0,953, significantly more than the esti-

mate of-0,7 obtained from Friedlander's data. Even more interesting is the distribution of elastic-

." ities by district. To arrive at these estimates, it was necessary to assume that tile rate per ton mile

for each of the 1971 commodity classifications was equal for each of the three districts. Although

,. this is not the case, we believe the errors to be quite small, Tile estimated elasticities are:
East -0.99

South -0.95

West -0.83

These figures indicate that the eastern roads, which are in financial difficulty, would have tile most

r; Irouble recovering tile cost era retrofit program, The western roads, which at a group are the most

profitable, wouhl recover the cost of a retrofit program most easily.
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Given the energycrisis, however, even this tenl_divealudysisll1_lylint be valid. As discussed

earlier railroads use lessenergy per ton mile of freight moved than trucks, pipdincs or alriines,

As a restdt, railroads would be impacted less than these oilier competitive modes by increases in

filel costs.

It is not possible to predict accurately at this point, the effect of any rate increases the ICC

might grant to the railroads to recover the costs of a retrofit program. The possible effects of

increased rates on demands for rail service are directly related to the energy situation. If tempe-

drive modes of transportation (i.e., trucks, pipelines, and airlines) are more severely impacted by

increased fuel rates, the fact that railroads increased their rates to cover the costs of a retrofit

program might well be insignificant.
J

The Effect on Quality of Service

It has been shown above (see lntroduelion) that, in order In accomplish a retrofit program

within a eompliane,_ .,'c:';bd of 5 years or less, some locomotives would likely have to be withdrawn

from service in addition to those undergoing maintenance by the usual schedules, The number of

locomotive days taken up in this manner is given in Table 7-19, in absolute numbers and as a per-

centage ofloeomotive days available. If, under nonnal conditions, the railroads are operating at or

near full capacity, then the figures shown in the table represent the upper bound of lost freight-

hauling capability.

TABLE 7-19

ANNUAL LOCOMOTIVE DAYS TAKEN UP BY RETROFIT PROGRAM

Region
Compliance Loconmtive

Period Days National East South West

2-year' Absolute 17,048 9,252 2,143 6,378

% of Total
Available .194% .225% .197% .174%

5-year Absolute 2,044 1,I 29 203 712

% of Total

Available .023% .027% .0187% .0195% ..

The impact of decreased hauling capability on the various commodities shipped by rail depends

on how the railroads react to the capacity decrease. There are two ways in which demand for rail

semite can be made tO equal the available supply: non-price rationio.g or price rationing.
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In tile caseof non-price ratiorllng, the ndtroads ¢onhJsbnply aJlowserviceto decline in quality

while maintaining the same rates, The resulting delays _lndtnlcertaJntics bl the transportation net-

work would have differential impacts oil the varlous eonnuodities being shipped; those items hlghly

sensitive to the quality of service will tend to be diverted to other modes of transportation. Corn-

modifies in this category are high-wdued products, for whidl trnnspurtafion charges are a small

fraction of total value, and perishables.

Price rationing involves raising tile price of service (w I le approval of the ICC in order to

decrease denland to tile level of the new, r_daced capacity. Such a policy weald aft'net connnodilles

sensitive to freight rates; examples of these would be mineral ores and semlfinished products. Such

goods would tend to be shipped by other modes, or the quantity shipped would be reduced,

The probable magnitude of the nfi_ct of price rationblg can be cslinlated, Table %19 shows

that, in tile worst case, capacity would decline by about .2r/r,nationally. Asstaning (ffoln p. 7-22J

that tile elasticity of denland for rail transp0rlation is abotlt -.7 gives a price rise of .28% necessazT

to effect the required reduction in demand. "this amounts to all average increase of .004 cents per

ton mile relative to the 1971 average freight rate, This increase is fairly small, so minimal changes ill

transportation patterns may be expected as a result of tile retrofit program.

SLIMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Im|lact on tile. Railroad Industry

Cost. The cost of a muffler retrofit progranl is bighly sensitive to the compliance period

allowed. Maximum total cost for a 2-year program is estiu|ated to be S103 nlilllon. Allowing 5

,, years for eompliance would reduce the total cost to approximately S79 million,

Change In net rel,enues. The impact of a 2-year program would be to reduce overall Class 1

railroad annual net operating revenues by about 2%.

Effeet on prices, For the railroads to recover the expense eta retrofit program would require

an average freight rate increase of approximately ,023 cents per ton mile in the 2-year ease and

.008 cents per ton mile in the 5-year ease. These figures represent, respectively, 1.46% and

i ,48% of the ] 971 average freight rate,
: • EJfeetoneapacity. A2-ycarretrofitprogramwouldrestfltioanannuallossofasmaoyas

;' 17,000 locomotive days, or about ,2% of tile total available, for the duration of the program. Thisi
; would drop to about ,02% for a 5-year program,

lmpact on marghlal railroads. Approximately a dozen r:lilroads are in financial difficulties, as
t
i indicated by the computed values of a number of standard fin;racial ratios. These roads may have

l difficulty in raising the funds necessary to pay for a retrofit program.

I Impact on bankrupt railroads. Six roads are presently bankrupt, and may not be able to
1

i finance a retrofit program without an external source of funds, The total program cost for these

roads would be $21 ndllion for a 2-year program alld $16 million for a 5-year program.

1
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lnll)act no Users of Rail Services

Prices. Increases in freight rates wotlld tend to encourage some shippers to seek alternate

modas of transportation. This would occur primarity amoug shippers of commodities whose price

i_, scu_ifiw to transportation cost, such as senlifinishcd products, It is not likely, however, that th_

_,mail rate increases forusL'en by tills sttidy would cause any ulajor hardsbips or dislocations.

The energy orb;is Hlay make any railroad rate increases insignificant compared with compe-

titlve modes of transportation, which would be more severely impacted by rising fuel costs.

Qnalio' ofser3,lce. A decrease in th_ haulage capacity of th_ railroads may result in tile diver-

sion oF _ome freight to otber modes of transport. Which commodities would be affected depends

on ]low the railroad decided to reduce demand to the level of supply. If rates were raised, the

affect would be tile same as discussed in the previous paragraph. If rates remained constant but

shipping delays wer_ allowed Io develop, commodities sensitive to transit time (such as perishables)

would b_ most affected. Sach diversions, however, will tend to be localized and on a small scale

in view of the small redt=ctions in capacity anticipated.

:1
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SECTION 8

ENVIRONMENTAL FFFECTS OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Tbe proposedregulationswillhllinedlate]ystoptilenoiseemittedby railroadtrainsflora in-

creasing and over a 4-year period will progressively rednce tile noise presL:ntlycalliper] by railroad

locomotives. At a result, tile uLanber of peol)[t_carrelltJy subjected to azmoyin_ levels of railroad
noise will be reduced.

IMPACT RELATED TO ACOUSTICAL ENVIRONMENT

Several studies have been condncted to estimate tile reduclion in uoise levels, aztd the number

of people who will potentially benefit as a r_sul[ of the noise control standards proposed.

Case Studies of Railroad Lines

"Fencities with widely varying I_olmlation:;were selected to make detailed conlparisons oF"

train traffic with population deusltie,; near railroad tracks and with the type of land use adjacent to

tracks (see Table 8-1). Such comparisons provide a basis for determining how many people are

exposed to railroad noise, how often they are exposed, and what :lctivitics they are engaged in tit
the time.

The scbedules of trains moving over the railroad lines were deternlbwd from The O./]Mal Gttlde

of the Railways, July 1973, or front employee timetables. Estimates of speed maxima and minima

were taken from employee timetables or obtained from railroad employees. Speeds for AMTRACK

trains were not obtained. The period between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m, was designated ;Is"night," i:

and the rest of each 24-hour period was designated • " 8-2s day, Table summarizes tile results of
the ten case studies.

Analysis of Train Noise hnpaet

There are three major noise sources that contribute to LDN (see Enclosure A tbr definition of

LDN) at points along and away from railroad tracks: Iocmnotives, wheel/rail inter;_clion, and horns
or whistles,

8-1
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'1.\ I_LF. 8"1

LAND tlSli NI!AI_. RAILROAI) LINF.S

IJIIld Use Withiu 500 FI of Track
(Percent)

City aJld State

Industrial & Mileage
Residen_tial Business Other Shidie(I

Newton, Mass. 75 21 4 6

Boston, Mass. 59 9 3? 7

Valparaiso, ]nd, 43 8 49 9

St. Joseph, Mo. 42 13 45 26

Akron, Ohio 40 23 37 25

Somerville, Mass. 30 18 51 ?

Michigan City, Ind. 29 13 56 17

Kalamazoo, Mich. 22 5 73 20

Altoona, Pa. I6 18 65 6

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. ! 2 22 66 2 [

LewJston,Maine 12 19 68 11

Denver. Colo. 12 3 85 5 I

Cheyenne, Wyo. 9 I I 79 I5

Cambridge, Mass. 8 24 68 9 :

Macon, Ga. 6 _ 'l _9.0 __.5

Average 28 14 58 Total 255
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Figure 8-1 shmvs _oluu'I.DN Ilmfiles thal were calculated hy applyhlg the prcdletiorl techniques
to :lctual oper,_tionsoll a specific railroad line, The profiles shown in Figure 8-1 were'ealetllalud

from the following data supplied by Ik,nn Conrad:

10:00 p.nl. alul 7:00 a.m.

6 freighl Irains

each 14 I(}aded carsalld I0 empty cars

40 mph

;md

7:00:1,111. and I 0;00 p.nl.

36 passenger Irains, each

40 nlph

Passcng.ar trains with eight cars erarespond to the national avenige pass,..ngcr loading of cars (Moody,

1971 ). The curve for twl),. ,s i_displayed ill order to demonstrate tile hlfiuence of the munber of
cars on tile results.

Since there are no crossings along tile branch picked for this study, no whistle noise was con-

sidered. In addition 1o tile usual gt.ometrie attenuation, atmospheric absorption and ground surface

attenuation (Beranck, 1971 ) were included in tile calculation for Figure 8-1 (See enclosure B to

this Section.).

Fig'.Ire 8-2 shows LDN profiles that were calculated for the average of all tile train movements

in tile U.S. Tile profiles were calculated from the following data (Moody, 1971);

Urban Areas

ii 4 freight trains by day, 2 by night, each 33 mph, 40 cars 3800 tons
t

2 passenger trains by day, 0 by night, each 36 mph, 6 carsi!

N on ur__b.gD A_r_,_as

3 freights by day, 2 by night, each 33 mph, 40 cars, 3800 tons

0 passenger trains

Figures 8-3 through 8-6 provided examples of the impact on the community of a program to

equip locomotive exhausts with mufflers. Figure 8-3 shows that amuffler that provides IO dB(A)
..

, of quieting will nearly halve the distance to which people are exposed to LDN of 55 or more by
train traffic on tile Dorchester Branch of Penn Central (assuming that no other sources of locomo-

tive noise produce levels comparable to exhaust noise levels). Figure 8-4 shows that there is a reduc-

tion of 24,000 people expnsed to LDN of 55 or more by train traffic on the 7,2-mile-long Dorches-
ter Branch. Figure 8-5 is based on national average train traffic and also shows that a muffler that

quiets locomotive exhaust noise by 10 dB(A) will more than halve the distance to which people are
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exposed to LDN ot 55 or more (a_ ;undng th;it no other sot_rces of locomotive noise produce levels
comp:lr_lble to exhaust noise levels), Figure 8-6 shows their tbere i:; _tcorresponding 5.1 ndllion re-

dttetion in the unmbur of people exposed to LDN of 55 or more btlsed on national average train
traffic.

Population densities used tt_ ¢onslrucl Figures 8-3 ;rod 8-6 were obtained from the U.S,

Department of C_3nlulerce, Bureau of the _cUS|lS. Tile census results show 28,098 people living
within 1000 I_et of lhe 7.2 miles of tr;tck comptlsing the Dorchester Branch of Penn Central. The

population density in the first 500 feet next to the line was taken to be one-half of the density for

the entire region, in keepillg with natioual trends.

'l'he figures I'or the number of people exposed to noise from uational average train traffic were

bused on estimates of 30,000 miles of railroad rights-of-way in urban _neas in the U.S. Urban _,reas

are defined :is the 40 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) having aver,lge population

densitites in excess of 500 people per square mile and a total popalation greater than 250,000. The

40 SMSAs defined above Imvc a total I._nd area of 58,200 square miles ;rod a total popol;Jtlon of

71,082,000, foran average popul:_tion density of 1220 people per square mile. This figure ntust be

modified, however, as there tends to be _ concentration of industrial, commercial, and other non-

residential acti','ities in the viciuity of r;lil lines. Land use and zoning maps indicate that the residen-

tial population density in the vicinity of a railroad line tends to be about 50% of the average density
for fire entire region.

IMPACT RELATED TO LAND

These regulations will have no adverse effects relative to land,

IMP/tCT RELATED TO WATER

These regulations will have no effect on water quality or supply.

IMPACT RELATED TO AIR

The use of more efficient exhaust muffling systems can cause a change in the back pressure to

the engine and may result in a change in the exhaust emissions level. The data, at present, are insuf-
ficient to make other than a general statement concerning the directions the various emission levels

take when a different back pressure is applied, since the behavior of tile various engines and exhaust -.
emission control systems vary widely, However, internal combustion engine exhaust emissions are

affected by changes in exhaust system back pressure, as evidenced by the tests of gasoline engines
at the University of Michigan (Bolt, Borgia, Verper, 1973), 0nd they must be considered. It is

important to note, however, that motor carrier exhaust emissions are approximately 3.7 times

higher than rail carrier exhaust emissions per ton mile of goods transported (Battelle Laboratories,

1971), indicating that in I11_overall balance rail carriers are already more efficient than motor
carriers, from an exhaust emission standpoint,

• 8-10 _ __-
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It mnst alsobe noted that pronltllg;llhlg strJcler rail c:lrrier noise regLikttions;t( Ihis time ntay

inadvertently divert cargo traffic from the rails toward motor carders due to tlifficnlties Juemn-

plianee with regulations, thereby causingun illcrease in totalexhaust elnissions to the atmosphere,

;Iswell at JnL:reaSillt!noiseemissions. Basedon the analysispresented, problems such as this ar_ not

expected to a_$e asa rosa]t of tile l_ropt}scdl'egulalions.

ENCLOSURE A: "DAY NIGHT EQUIVALENT NOISE LEVEL" (LDN)

LDN is a modified energy-eqnivalunl sound level. The energy-equiwflcnt souild level LEQ i_
the level of the eonti/luoas soundassociatedwitll aa inn(mill of energy equ;ll to the sum of the

energiesof a collection of discontinuous sonnds. LEQ it dd'iued by

LEQ= 10log __L-- /"t2 10NL/]0
t2 _t I .Jtl tit

where NL is tile instuntaneousoverall noise level in dB(A) at time t, and Ibe lime period of interesl

is from time t I to time t2, LDN is deterndned precisely like LEQ, except that all noise levels NL
measured at night (between 10:00 p.m. aml 7:00 a.nl.) are increased by l0 dB(A) before beillg

entered into the above equation.

ENCLOSURE B: EXCESS ATTENUATION OF RAILROAD NOISE

Many mechanisms cause attentuation of sound beymld that caused by geometric spreading,

including molecular absorption in the air, precipit;ition, barriers, ground cover, wind, and temper-

tltur e and humidity gradients. Tile attemmtion v;Jries with Ioc_ltion, time of day, and seasdr= of the
year. To accnunt for the attenuation produced by these highly variable sources, it is necessary to

compile d .,died records of wind, temperature, humidity, precipitation, and even cloud cover on a

stwtistical or probabilistic basis. Tile following discussion ix directed at a b;Jse case that includes

two sources of excess atlemlalion th;it ¢:Jrlbe relied tlpon: atmospheric molecular absorption ;tlld

attenuation associated with variations in the physical characteristics of the atmosphere near the

ground. Both attenuations vary with frequency. The ;Ittenuatior_ factors were evaluated for

reference conditions of 50°F and 50% rel;=tivc humidity.

Figu_ 8-7 shows how atmospheric molecular absorption and variations of atmospheric char-

acteristics near the ground ehant;e the shape of the locomotive noise spectrum. The high frequen-

cies become less important us the sound travels outward fronl the source. Tile attenuation of the
• _n4l

overall sound level (logarithmically snrnmed octave-band sourld levels) wits found to be about 2dB

per thousand ft out to 4000 ft. 'l'hat value was used to calculate tile propagation o(Iocomotive '

noise described in this report. "life value Ibr tile effective overall attenuation coefficient for loco-

motive noise is about the s_me for throttle position 8 aml tbrotIle position I,

Figure 8-8 shows how tile f_equency-depez',dent,_*ttenua{ions change the shape of the spectram
of wheel/rail noise. Notice that here, too. tile high frequencies become less important as the sound

8-12
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travels outward from the source, The attenuation of tile overall sotuld level (logarithmically

summed octave-band sound levels) was about 3 dB per lhotlsalld ft out to 3000 ft, Thai vzllue

was used to calculate the propagation of locomotive noise described in this Background Document.

i
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SECTION 9

SELECTION OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS

PROBLEM ADDRESSED AND APPROACH

Problem Addressed

Tile problem addressed in tile proposed noise emission regulations is tile development of noise

emission regulations that will control railroad noise and Federally preempt conflicting State and

local noise emission regulations, taking into consideration that (1) State and local governments have

tile primary responsibility re protect the environment from noise and (2) Federal special local

" conditions authorizations may be authorized in the case of use or operational regulations if the

State ar.d local regulation in question is not in conflict with the noise emission l'egnletions estab-

lished trader Section 17.

Approach

In order to develop these noise emission regulations, tile following approach, based on the

statutory requirements of the Noise Control Act of 1972, was utilized:

I. Determination of tile sources of railroad noise to be Fedmally regulated

2. Determination of the best available technology to achieve noi'_e reduction

3. Determination of the cost of compliance to the railroad industry wilh possible noise

emission regulations

4. Determination of the environmental and economic impact of possible noise emission

regulations

," 5. Selection of the appropriatn noise emission standards.

: REGULATORY APPROACHES CONSIDERED

"Status Quo" Regulations Alternative

Status quo regulations for both locomotives and railroad car noise could be proposed that

would preempt State and local regulations. These status quo regulations would not reduce noise

but rather limit it to present levels and would have no financial impact on the railroads beyondI
[ standard maintenance already required. The function of status quo regulations is, therefore, one
: in which the intent of tim Federal government to revise tile. status qua regulations is an implicit

i 9.1
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statement that s_.l¢]lI'uture rcvisiolL will resull in roduclion ill noise levels with probable concurzent

financial in|pact on the railroad indnslry. Thus, a status qtlo rcgalatioa placed on certain equip-

ment aod _lcillties would establish thL'dJrecth_n and b_It,ll{ of Feder;d r_'gub]lion oa those sour(:es

iJt the future. The rationale ['or the Jssua._lc¢c_fsl;itt_s qLlo rcgulatinns would bc Ibal the I'blanci;d
b plclo['l oresr _e tregabttionsat Ihis[iln_'w_uh[h_ ire so i[y I_ ' tb'eto lenoise

reductiuo achie_,_d. A.B_o,if noise abal_ln¢o: i¢_hnolo_ were no{ awdiable, stattzs quo regnlalions

could be established to j'l_oe a ceiling on iluise cinissi_ns alld allow tJlne for further [eclinoblgy

development.

Future Noise Standards Regulatioos Alternative

' Tile data gatberod by EPA imlicale flint it ix feasible to reduce railroad noise with presently

available technology at a reasonable cost. Ilowcver, the shortest I_asJble time to apply this tech-

nology on a retrofit basis at a reasonable cost is4 years. Thus, a regulation requiring the applica-

tion of this technology couhl I,e promulgated with all effective dale 4 years in the future.

Section 17provides for Federal preemption of State and local regulations upon the effective

date of the Federal standards. Theretbre, during the 4-.year period required for the application of

teclmology, Stale and local regulutiuns could be established and eoforced.

Noise Reduction in Combination with Status Quo Regulations Alternative

As pointed out in the previous alternative, if a regulation were promulgated with an effective

date some time in the future, State and local regulations would not be preempted until this date.

However, it is not feasible for a noise reduction regulation on trains to be effective in less than 4

years when based on available technology and cost. It, therefore, would appear unreasonable to

expect quieting of trains during this period. However, it is not unreasooable to expect that eqhip-

meat be maintained properly to eliminate unnecessary noise, To accomplish this, a status quo

regulation based on proper maintenance practice could be made effective earher. This would nut

have substantial economic impact, nor would it produce significant noise reduction. It would, how-

ever, ensure that noise will not increase duriug the period prior to the installation of noise abate-

!1 meat equipment. Further, it would preclude the State and local governments froln establishing
:i what might be unreasonable equipment standards during this interlin period.

%

P_GULATORY APPROACH SELECTED BY EPA

The Environmental Protection Agency has chosen to adopt the last alternative discussed, it

is believed that this approach is tim most environmentally sound altemative and one that fulfills

the requirements of Section 17.

i
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DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS

Tile proposed aoise emission regnlalions will establish standards for noise emissions from

locomotives and railroad cars engaged ill interstate commerce hy railroad. Tile proposed standards

specify sound levels measured at a distance of 30 meters ( 100 feet) from the centerline of the rail-

road track. Measurenlents will be nlade in decibels on the A-weighled scale, using the fast meter

FcspOllSe. Tile general meusnrenmnl procedure used to ohtain tile data upon whicb tile standards

are based is presented ill more detail in Section 6.

All locomotives to which the i+,roposed regulation is applicable ure In meet tile following noise
emission standards for the locomotive al rest and ill motion;

Locomotive at Rest

Effective 270 days after promulgation of the regulations, under stationary test, 93 dll(A) ul

any throttle setting and 73 dB(A) at idle. when measured over any surface.

Effective 4 years after promulgalion of the regulations 87 dB(A) at any tbrottle setting and

67 dB(A) at idle, when measured over any surface.

Locomotive in Motion

Effective 270 days after tile promulgation of tile regulations, 96 dB(A) at any operating condi-

tion. when measured over any surface.

Effective 4 years after the promulgation of these regulations, 90 dB(A), at any operating condi-

tion, when measured over any surface.

Rail Car

Effective 270 days after promulgation of these regulations, all +'ailroud cam or combination of

railroad cars operated by snrface carriers engaged in interstate co|nmerc_ by railroad are to meet a

noise emission standard of 88 dB(A) at speeds up to and inchtding 72 km,qrr (45 mph) and 93 dB(A)

at speeds greater than 72 km]hr (45 mph) when measured over any surface.

Based upon tile strict language of the Noise Control Act of 1972, its legislative history, and

other relevant data, "best available technology" and "cost of compliance" have been defined as

..+ follows:

"Best available technology" is that ,oise abatement technology available for application to

; eqm.tipment and facilities of surface curriers engaged in interstate commerce by railroad which pro-
duces meanidgful reduction in the noise produced by such equipment and facilities. "Available" is
further defined to include:

L! I. Technology which has been demonstrated and is currently known to be feasible

2. Technology for which there will be a production cap:icily to produce tile estimated number

, of parts required in reasonable time to allow for distribution and installation prior to the effective
I. dale of the regulation.

3. Technology that is compatible with all safety regulations and takes into aeeoant operational
.+

considerations, including maintenance, and other pollution control equipment.

9-3
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"Cost or compliall,.c" is Ihc ,.:o_,1,.ff ideutlfyiug what :lctlnn mtlM he taken In int_el th_ sp,..cificd

noise eali_sionlevel, the cost of takhlg that actlou, and auy additional cosl of operation und n]aint*

et_ll}cc causedby Ihat aetJml.

Currently existing Icchtlology kno_l) t(_n:duce lOCOlllolive noise col)sists of tal _ll_ ulodifica-

t_n. tbt en_inttcasing modification, al)d (el mufiler retrofit, Applicatioiis of l_lll inodific_ltioll and

. . I cashl_olodil_, ali_):l wcrL.nol ill,bided hi ¢.,labii_hillg the noit,e _'alis_iou Icvais in the pro-

p,),,.2drcguh_tiom,bc_au., of lack of equipmcllt availability, prohibitive and limited cosl data, and

low relative errcctivencssh} JboisercductioJ_. Mul'ficr r¢lr(it'it to the Ioconlotiv¢ engio¢ exh_lnsl

system wasdetermined to be the only nlcthod that Jne¢lsthe criteria eslablisbed above for "besl"

available t(,.,,aology."

Currently existing technology kaoWll to reduce railroad car noise consists of(a) replacement

or the bolted rail wilh the welded rail, (b) structural muJllteuance Io railro;id car bodies, and

(c) elimination of flat spots on wheels. The proposed noise emission regulation did not include

replacement of tile bolted rail will) tile welded rail anti stractural maintenance to railroad car

bodies because of prohibitive cost anti lack of data. Elimination of flat spots on wheels and irregu-

larities on rails can be achieved through el't'eclive normal maintenance, without added cost for

compliance.

Conclusion. 1"he only standards that can be adequately based on "best available technology"

and "cost of compliance" at this time are ( I ) the muffler retrofit to control locomotive exhaust

and (2) _ffective railroad cur maintenance. The proposed regulations, therefore, require locomotives

to eventually meet a noise emission standard that results in significant reduction in noise which can

be achieved through the installation of exhaust mufflers. The proposed railroad car noise emission

standard is designed to ensure that railroad cars will be properly maintained so that traifi noise

lnvels will be as low as the available t_cbnology permits.
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Railroad ContilCI$

Personnel in the operations departments of the following railro:_ds were contacted in the

ct_tllse of this study.
AMTRAK

Atcl_ison, Topeka, and Santa Fe

B:dtimore and Ohio

Boston and Maine

Burlington Nor them

Chesapeake and Ohio

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, arid P;_cific

Chicago and North Western

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific

Denver and Rio Grande Western

Durham and Southern

Gulf, Mobile, and Ohio

lllinoiso Centl'al Gulf

LouL,;ville & Nashville

Norfolk Southern

Norfolk arid Western

Penn Central

Union Pacific

Yard superintendents, yard maslers, or engineering department personnel with the following

railroad companies were contacted in the course of this sludy.

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad '_ards,

Bensenville, lllinoise

Chesapeake & Obio/Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Yard,

Walbridge, Ohio

Illinois, Central and Gulf Railroad Yard

Markham, lllinoia and Centreville, Illinois

,- Norfolk & Western Railroad Yard,

Bluefield, West Virginla

Penn Central Railroad Yard,

Elkhart, In'liana

Boston and Maine Railroad Yard,

Mechanievillo, New York
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Soath_rn Pacific F.ailroad Yard.

R_seviIle. California

Urtiorl Pacific Railro_d Y_lr(I,

Cheyenne. Wyoming

Burlirlglo11 Norll vra Railroad

CIlic;igo, I|hllOin ;tnd Sl. PIIlli, Minnesota

Misccilane.ous eol|t;tct_,hi the railroad, or related, md.stry

Association of American Railroads, Research and Test Departme|tt

Washington, D.C.

General Electric Collll)dn"

Erie, Pannsylva)lia

GeneralElectric Conlpany Sales

Chicago, 111inois

General Motots/EMD

Lagrange, Illinois

I
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APPENDIX A

J_., /_IAJOR TYPES OF DIESEL-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES
! IN CURRENT U,S. SERVICE ( I JANUARY 19731
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I I l I 'I ",I 1 T I i i i • r I I'. I

Turbo- Muffler Number c

Manufacturer Type Model char_,ed Type Sold Class I C]ass I

ner_! [<orors _:,;iteher _I_,12 l;o A lll_

le0_r -_-Motive 14W3,5 No A 20 721 i?_

- Ivis ion ) S?.q :k_ A 660

SW8 I_o A 300

S:'!600 _:O A 15 5_-62 62_ --'_

SWg00 NO A 26'D : ;':"_D"--OD

SW7 No A ', _ '49_ '_9_5!

SW9 No A 7_6 51-53 i'.'-i _ !-'.=

SWI200 l';o A 737 54-66

SWI000 No A 168 + 66-- 1"5._ --

__._._.__________j SWI500 ilo A 546 + -"*

General Purpose GP/SD 7/7B [ 1500 NO B 2803 [ 49-54- 2_5._ 133
r---'----

sp_oi_l Duty GP/SD9/9z 11750 :!o B 4072 "I54-_ _'_:_ _i
F---------

Road Switcher GP/SD 18/281 !800 NO B 4::6 " :'"
U---------

G._ 20 I 2000 Yes C 335 59-82 303 7

=86"
SD 24/24B Yes C 2211 _ - ._ 203 ;

GP 30/30B _ Yes C 9_6 61-63 _:, ] --

GP/SD/35 _97_0 Yes C 1645 63-66 _',42 LGP/SD 38 No B i103 + 66-- _.._ 3



Turbo- Muff]erl flumber I IVuHJer In Set;,:anufacturer Type Model H.P. charged Type Sold Yea,'_ Clas_ _ C1_s

:=":_=: .._to.... Zoad Swi_cheP GP 39 2300 Yes C 87 69-TZ, _,l

_Eieezrc-Moz±v_ GP/SD 40 3000 Yes C 22!7 + 66-- _%'_÷:_:

SD 45 3600 Yes C 1362 + 05- " '_+ --

DD 35A/35B 5000 Yes 2C 4_'_ 6_- 7 -5 --

DDA _0X 6600 Yes 2C _7 .:,--,i _7 --

Streamlined FTA/FTB 1350 No b 10 6 39-_5 ] !_ --

Cab/Booster F2A/F2B 1350 No B :'_ !;6

Freight/ F3A/F3B 1500 No B 1801 45-_9 L'_9 --
: _ , Passenger

FTA/FTB 1500 No B 3982 4_-53 1207 --

F9A/FgB 1750 No B 235 -';-57 285 I -'-L_

I

Passenger 0nly ETA/TB 2000 No 510 I !.5-45 _a5 --

f
9"

(Twin Engines) E8A/E8B 2250 No - 457 49-53 .20 --

EgA/E9B 2400 No - l_ 54-63 _ --

General Switcher 44 ton 400 No - 334 40-56 ]

500-
Electric 70 ton 66_ Yes - 193 46-58 18 a.

buu-
95 ton 660 Yes - _6 h9.56

Road Switcher U25B/O 2500 Yes D 591 F9-_8 _24 --

U28B/C 2800 Yes D 219 _6 21_ --U23B/C 2250 Yes D 212 + 68- 212 + --

b
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I r I "I "_I I r i i I I i

Turbo- Muffler tiumber _umber In Servi

Manufacturer Type Model H.P. charged Type Sold Years Class I IClass
I

eneral _oad Switcher U30B/C 3000 Yes D 470 + 65- -70 ÷ --

_'_'"_ "_ 67- 4_7+-_ .... i_ U33B/C 3300 Yes D -_ --

U36B/C 3600 Yes D 157 6_- 157 + --

U5OB/C 5000 Yes 2D 66 63-70 _ --

leo s .:i:cher si/3 660 653  o-53
'J$6 900 Yes E 1O0 55-60

IT6 i000 Yes E 55 56-69

$2/4 iO00 Yes E 2012 40-61 6_i 233

Road Switcher _SI/RSDI iO00 Yes E 497 41-60

RS2 1500 Yes E _;00 46-50 76 5

HS2/3 1600 Yes E 1312 50-56 56_ 30

I HSD4/5 1600 Yes E 203 51--56

HS!I/12/36 1800 Yes D 436 56-C3 343 il

C4i5 1500 Yes D 26 66-68 2_ --

RS32 2000 Yes D 164 6!-6_ 121 "
C-420

, .HSDT/15 2400 Yes D 102 54-60 119 --

HSD2'(
C-424 2400 Yes D 80 59-67 --

C-425 2500 Yes D 91 64-66 39 --

' C-628 2750 Yes D 135 63-68 91 --



l _ i _ I ( I I P P I i

I ' "imber In Ser
Turbo- Muffler I Number

/lanufacturer Type Model H.P. charged Type Sold Years t Class I J Clas

-.i:: ._oad Swi_ chef 0-430/630 3000 Yes D 93 66-58 84 --

C-636 3600 Yes D 34 6_-_i_ 31 --
i

S_rea=llned FA/FB 1 1500 Yes 581 ;:6-_J I ....

Cab/Booster FA/FB/2 1600 Yes "91 D "-_"J ....

PA/PBI 2000 Yes 210 4c-,,] ....

PA/PBI/2/3 2250 - _.e= ';4 _ ,)-z._ ....

_:__ _ .,,__ene. S-8 800 ,_o ._ 22 =;

ii.'..a Hamilton DS-_-_-I0 !000 Yes _ !:6':: _"" 16

S-12 1200 Yes _i19 5" _ ln3 _:
Road Switcher R$-12 !200 Yes 46 .....u! --Dc

DRS-r_-I6

RS-2_16 1600 Yes 447 a7-55, 3{ -._=_

St.-eamllned RFI6/16B 1600 Yes 160 _L-53

Falrbanks S:.;iteher HI0-44 I000 No 197 ;_'-_9 _:_ ;

:Corse HiT-a4 ]200 No 306 90-58 ""_:_.- :
i'.L-- ,'

Road Switcher H16-4#/66 1600 No 3_4 .... I 109D_--uD --

H24-66 2400 No { 135 53-56 I 31 --

?:hitcomb S_,llteher 600 --

_!ymouth S_,;itche_ 300 1 3

Cooper Bessemer S_;i_eher 1200 ?

,. o.



Turbo- r,luffler Number Number In Ser

Manufacturer Type Model H.P. charged Type Sold Years Class I Clas

0 21 --

_u_ins S_iteher 470

}{._:, _32_e2 , S?li_ci_9r 500

,>
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REVIEW OF THE USE OF AUDIBLE TRAIN MOUNTED

WARNING DEVICES AT PROTECTED RAILROAD -

HIGHWAY CROSSINGS

E.l Requirements For the Use of Audible Warning Devices

The stopping distance of trains is much longer than

that of motor vehicles, they are much more difficult to

resccelerate, and due to their length they often overlap

more than one road intersection at a time. Therefore,

trains have traditionally had the right-of-way at level

crossings, while motorists are expected to look out for

trains and give way. The burden is then placed upon

the railroad to assist the motorist in determining when

a train passage is imminent. The traditional method of

doing this is to sound a whistle and/or bell and keep a

headlight burning on the head ends of all trains, and to

mark the crossing in some manner so as to attract the

attention of approaching travelers.

Public Railroad-Highway grade crossings may be equipped

with one of the following, which are classified herein

• into the three major headings shown: _

(a) Hnprotected

(1) Unilluminated stop-look-listen sign or

"cross buck" at the crossing generally accompanied by

striping and words painted on the road surface and passive

prewarning signs in advance of the crossing.

J



(2) As above, plus continuous (night t£me)

[11umlnat_on of the crossing and/or the signs.

(3) As above plus flashing amber caution lights.

{4) Any of the above, plus "rumble strips" on

the rosd surface.

(b) Protected (no gates)

[['hi_ group of systems may employ combinations of the

_igns,lights, markings, etc. from (a) above, but is distin.-

quished by the addition of:

(I) Flashing lights generally plus bells, which

are actuated upon the approach of the trains(s) by virtue

of a_omatio electrical signals attached to the tracks.

These systems are arranged to be fail-safe, in that most

in£ernal failures cause the signal to indicate the approach

of a train, i;

(2) Traffic lights may be used in some places,

in lieu of the characteristic flashing crossing lights,

but also conveying the intelligence that a train(s) is in i

fact in the vicinity.

(3) Watchmen, stationed at the crossing, or

{_alhmen walking with their train, will "flag" motorists
%

0£ _Sy activate lights or other devices.

_j P=otected With Gates

_ addition to active signals and advance warnings

a_ i_ i_) physical barriers are automatically dropped in

e _o_oriste' path upon the approach of the train(s),

o£_en wlth lights attached thereto.
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These gates may interrupt only the approaching highway

lanes (half gates) or beth lanes on each side (to discourage

driving around) and may be supplemented by small

pedestrian gates at walkways. However, these gates are

not constructed so as to physically restrain vehicles, but

are really a type of "sign", intended to assure driver

attention and realization that a train is to be expected.

Gates are commonly used at busy crossings where there are

two or more tracks, to add a degree of protection against

motorists proceeding as soon as one train has passed, when

there may be one approaching on another track.

The cost of installation of crossing signals varies

widely and depends greatly upon particular local circum-

stances. Modest installations with gates average about

$30,000, and may be as high as $60,000. The annual cost

of inspecting, maintaining, and repairing protected

crossings is about $i,000 each, not including the cost

of roadway and track work.

Complete grade separations may cost hundreds of

thousands of dollars, or even millions, and while many

: are being constructed, the number is not statistically

significant within the context of the overall problem.

(When separations ars installed, it is usually possible

to arrange for the outright closing of a few nearby

crossings, thus expanding the safety benefit of this

large investment.)
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The level of crossing protection installed at a

_a_'_icu]ar location _s determined by the hazard involved

which is effected by the aqlount of road traffic, the

niImher .c _ ..e,!d ut tr_lins massing and topography. This

may be determined by the judgement of local officials,

the _ailrosd managelnents, or both and is often establishe,

simply by a past record of accidents at a crossing in

question. The investment in crossing equipment may be

the responsibl.i._ . of the railroad, the State or local

government, the Federal government or any combination

!. the-eel. This g_lestion has been the subject of much

controversy in the past, and is in a state of flux

at present, with the trend being toward greater govern-

ment responsibility although some railroads continue to

spend large sums of their own money on new systems every

year. Automatic signal system maintenance has always

been the responsibility of the railroad.

Train-born signals to warn motorists and pedestrians

of the approach of trains are required by most States.

Federal safety regulations are confined to the inspection

of such devices on locomotives, to the end that - if "

present - they shall be suitably located and in good

il working order (Safety Appliance Act, 45 USCA; 49 Code of

I! Regulation 121, 234, 236, 428, 429).
Fed. The Federal

government has shunned greater regulatory responsibility

in this field in the past. There is a very significant
II .y
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Federal research and promotional effort underway to

improve grade corssing safety, however.

The State laws requiring train-horn signals do

not quanlify their loudness. It is common for the State

laws to quatify the requirement to apply all public

crossings except in municipalities, leaving the use of

horms or bells in towns and cities to local discretion.

A survey of the 48 contiguous States yields the

following sun_ary of information regarding thei;z

regulations:

.. Requirements for sound signals at public crossings

imposed by:

Statute 38

Public Utility Commission 1 (Calif.)

CommonLaw 3

Penal Code 1 (N.Y.)

None or no information 5

48

.. Requirement at private crossing: - if view is

_Qbstructed .... 1

• .. Signals to consist of:

Whistle or bell 24

Whistle and bell 7

Whistle 6

Bell only 2 (Fla.& R.I.)(a)

(a) Florida restriction to bells applies in incorporated

areas and is accompanied by a speed restriction of 12 mph. .I" i
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.. Distance at which signal is to be sounded:

Beginning at a minimum of distance (35 States

varying from 660 f_et in Michigan to ].500

feet in South Carolina, with an average of

1,265, the most common being 1,320 feet

(80 rods).

Beginning at a maximum distance (3 States):

Montana 1,320, Ohio 1,650, and Virginia

1,800 !':st.

TO continue until train:

Reaches crossing 35

Is entirely over crossing 3

.. Exception of some form provided for incorporated

areas in at least 15 States:

California, Lowa, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan,

Minnesota, Miesours, New Jersey, New York,

Nevada, Utah, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin,

and Florida.

.. Exceptio n provided at crossing with:

Gates and/or watcl%men - Delaware

Flashing lights and bells - Illinois

(More is said about exceptions in a later section of

this report.)



Railroad operating rules reflect the ordinances in

effect in the areas through which they pass, generally

encouraging the use of warning signals at the discretion

of the operator to avoid accidents, but admonishing

against unnecessary soundings. Specific supplementary

advice is contained in Standard Rule 14, which is adopted

by many carriers, requiring the sounding of signals in all

, situations where two or more trains are at or approaching

a'crossing simultaneously, due to the extra hazard con-

sequent to the limited view and preoccupation of approach-

ing motorists and pedestrians when they see or hear just

one of the trains.

Two good examples of State requirements for the

sounding of warning signals at crossings are those of

_; California and West Virginia, attached hereto as Appendix

_. A_, A2, and B, respectively.

Over and above statutory and regulatory requirements
i .

for the use of warning signals on trains, the judiciary

5' and juries have tended to assume that there is a burden
I'

upon the operators of railroads to employ such devices.

Numerous judgments have been made against railroads in

court cases wherein the sufficiency of warnings were

questioned, particularly by juries and seemingly to a
J

relatively greater degree in California. As a result,

[i railroads are reluctant to dispense with any ordinary

action which might be construed to be a contributing factor

in crossing accidents. More will be said on this topic

• ._ _ B-7 / _.



in a later ._ec¢inn,

In addition to requirements for warning travellers

at level crossings, the State of New Jersey Public Utilities

Commission has ordered that passenger carrying railroads

operatil.g i'l _hat State sound a horn or whistle prior to

stopping at or passing through a passenger station on

a ucack adjacent to a platform. (January 20, 1972,

Docket 7010-525) Subsequent modifications limited this

requirement to one 10ng blast, during daylight hours, and

then only when the engineer has reason to believe persons

may be in the vicinity of such platforms.

B.2- Railroad - Highway Accidents

There are over 220,000'public rail highway crossings

at grade in _hs United States, of which 22% are actively
;

protected (Categories [ and _). (There are also about

150,000 private crossings.) ( '

In 1972 there were almost 12,000 public crossing

accidents, resulting in 1,260 deaths. These totals have

been decreasing slowly since 1966. In 67% of these accidents

the train struck a motor vehicle, in 28% a motor vehicle

struck trains and in 5% trains struck pedestrians or there

NOTE: Figures in this section are taken from references
(4) and (5). Accident figures sometimes differ
between references due to the $750 cost baseline

for reporting accidents to the Federal Railroad
Administration. Crossing figures may differ due
to the inclusion or exclusion of private crossings,

J
I
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were no trains involved. 39% of the collisions occurred

at crossings provided with gates, watchman, audible and/or

visible signals, while 61% were at crossings having signs

which did not indicate the approach of trains (Category _).

63% of the collisions occurred during daylight, and

37% at night. It is believed that about 67% of motor

vehicle traffic flows in the daytime, 33% at eight, suggest-

ing a slightly higher crossing hazard at night (37& of

the collisions with 33% of the traffic).

Automobiles constituted 73% of the motor vehicles

involved, trucks 25%, motorcycles 1.3% and buses 0.3%.

When motor vehicles struck sides of trains, they

usually contacted the front portion thereof, particularly

during daylight; the propensity to strike elsewhere in-

creases at night. The side of train category appear to

be twice as hazardous at night, in that 53% of them occur

then, with 33% of the traffic, with the peak occurring

between midnight and 2 a.m. In fact, when these are de-

ducted from the total, the train-strikes-vehicle collisions

are in about equal proportion to the traffic distribution,

day and night.

The propensity for accodents at actively protected

' crossings is also greater at night than in daylight, per

unit of traffic, perhaps indicating that driver alterness

is a more significant factor in these cases.

B-9
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TABLE i. SUMMAE(Y DF PUBLIC CROSSING TYPES,

LOCAmIOtl_ AND ACCIDENTS (1970)

URBAN RURAL TOTAL

GATES (category 3) 5970 2970 8940

SIGNALS (category 2) 18050 14620 32670

OTHER OR MANNED 4240 2680 6920

TOTAL ACTIVE 28260 20270 48530

(ACCIDENTS) (3624) (1533) (5157)

PASSIVE (category i) 50860 12385 17471

(ACCIDENTS) (3827) (3428) (7255)

GRAND TOTAL 79120 144120 223240

(ACCIDENTS) (7451) (4961) (12412) }

There were 70 fatalities in 1972 at gates, and

440 total at all active crossings, somewhat less than one

per i00 crossings.

Accident rates and severity are significantly higher

at actively protected crossings, indicating that the
%

greater hazards where they are installed are not fully

compensated for by the increased protection. The rates

are also h_gher in urban areas than rural, for both

active and passive crossings, so that in the very areas

where noise exposure is greatest, the safety situation I
I

is worst, j

iI
; '
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It could also be argued that the accidents which

occurred in spite of the active protection demonstrate

the ineffectiveness or waste of warnings such as train

horns in such areas.

While vehicle traffic, train traffic and speed

continue to increase, protection installations are also

increasing, and the total number of crossings is de-

creasing. The 1973 Highway Act provides a total of

$175 million over a three year period for crossing safety,

on a 90/10 Federal share basis, or a potential total of

$193 million, of which at least half is to be spent on

active protection systems. Gate installations constitute

about 30% of all new protection, and since such systems

cost about $30,000 on the average, approximately 1,000

more gate installations should occur during this three

year period, in addition to those installed at railroad

initiative. The Northeast Corridor is already on its

way to being totally without level crossings of any kind.

NOTE: Reports of crossing statistics vary from year to
year, are often based on different reporting

! criteria and may be for either public and private

_! crossings.
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Li.3 The Impact and Effoctiveness of Locomotive Horns

Acoustical Characteristics and No s,_ Impact

The audibility of air horns, the predominant warning

devices which are the subject of attention herein, has

• been investigated (]) as Dart of a DOT program to make

I crossing warning systems more effective. It was found!r

that the horns which are presently employed are not very

:_ effective, and to be so it would be necessary to increase

their loudness, "warbling" and/or the use of as many as

5 chimes (pitches) have been recommended. Obviously,

I since the whole purpose is to gain attention and instill

a sense of inuninent danger and alertness in persons
i

I located at 1/4 mile distance, such signals are bound to

be disturbing - by definition.

Figure 1 shows the approximate noise pattern of an

average locomotive horn. In order to increase motorist

impact to a degree sufficient to be of real value, the •

loudness would need to be increased as much as 23 dB,

resulting in a loudness of 128 dB at 100 feet. (The

A and C weighted loudness of the common air horns are

almost identical; no distinction is made in the literature).

Loudness at 90° from the direction of movemQnt is

5 to i0 dB less than straight ahead and it is poBsible

B-12
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that this pattern could be improved somewhat, but the loud-

ness should be substantially maintained to at least 300

each side of center due to the variation in angle of approach

of railroads and highways.

This problem of audible warning is shared with emer-

gency vehicle sirens. Fire, police and rescue units have

a parallel problem. With motor vehicle windows closed,

in modern, acoustically well constructed vehicles, and

with road noises and/or air conditioning, radios, etc.

competing with the warning devices, at least 105 dB is

needed outside a vehicle in order to gain the attention

of most drivers. Research is underway to determine the

feasibility of installing warning devices inside motor

vehicles, which would be actuated by the approach of a !

train or an emergency vehicle, j

In Figure 1 are shown the acoustical characteristics J

of the common railroad air horns, the orientation of

train and vehicles in a set of relatively high speed en-

counters, such that the motor vehicles shown wo_id have

a reasonable stopping distance to the point and instant

of train passage at a crossing. Table 2 lists the required !

noise levels at vehicles travelling at various speeds

(exterior background noise assumed dominated by running

noise of vehicle) to gain the attention of the drivers_

the 50% attention column nearly corresponds to the average

}
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situation today. To alert 98% of the drivers at (B)

it would be necessary to increase the sound levels by

about 30 dB, resulting in a level at 100 feet abreast of

the locomotive of about 130 dB.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the noise pattern which

characterizes most horns in use today, and Figure 2(b)

depicts the areas lying within an snvelope in which the

noise from a horn being blown for a crossing will equal

or exceed 77 dB for some period with each train passage.

Th_ 77 dB figure is chosen rather arbitrarily, largely

because it corresponds to a 1,000 foot boundary adjacent

to the track, which is compatible with the modest data

available on residential population alongside railroads.

It is also a reasonable number as regards nuisance levels

of intermittent noise intrusion, being used herein _i

• !
merely for the purpose of approximating the scope of the !

impact of warning device noise. !

Some 202 miles of railroad route in 12 areas of i0

cities of varying overall size, selected randomly, have

been reviewed. The population within 1,000 feat of the
Q

railroads in this examination average 2,410. Therefore, !:
r

, in urban areas, about 600 persons are usually exposed to !_
i

77 dB from an instant up to i0 or 15 seconds each time a !i
\

train passes a level crossing.
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LOCOMOTIVE HORNS - AVERAGE NOISE PROPAGATION UNDER

IDEAL COHDITIONS
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Table 3

% of Population

i. Unprotected 33.0 million 16

2. Signalled 13.7 6

3. Gated (3.7) (2)

Total 46.7 million 22

(Signalled includes gated)

This would indicate that one-fifth of the total

population is "within hearing" of a grade crossing. In

fact, the noise patterns are probably much less severe

than shown here, due to topographical features, and many

of the protected as well as some of the unprotected

:i crossings are covered by restrictive ordinances, so that

probably more like 10-15% of the people are exposed to

! the 77 dB or greater level used here for illustration

(exterior to dwellings, etc.)

i; If the use of horns was prohibited at all actively

protected crossings, 30% of these exposures would be

avoided. If such a restriction was confined to crossing

, with gates, 8% of the exposures would be avoided. These

abatement measures would be noticeable to about 3% or 1%

of the population, respectively, allowing for attenuation
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loca]ly an0 background noise and the fact that many

cJ:osF]ngs are a]read h, ._CLC,] by such rules.

Ac_,".,[_ that the uc_ ot signals and gates corresponds

to _:b,-bight ' }laz;_rd levels or volume classes as depicted

by the Depsr!:m-at of Transportation, the number of daily

t_aJ._ and vehicle passages at the crossings in question

has been est_nlated as show;* in Table 4.

Table 4

Daily Trains Daily Vehicles

Total over signalled
crossings 950,000 160,000,000

Average per signalled
crossing 20 3,300

Total over gated crossings 200,000 70,000,000

r Average per grated crossing 22 7,800

r

If the average train sounds its horn over a period of

12 seconds, the average citizen within 1,000 feet will experi-

ence the noise at 77 dB or more for an average of 8 seconds.

At gated crossings where horn blowing occurs 22 times per day,

the equivalent energy produced (Leq) is 50.1 dB, whereas at

signalled crossings where it occurs only 20 times per day, the

equivalent energy would be 49.7 dB.

People residing within hearing of grade crossings

are generally conditioned to the sound, which tonewise
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is not particularly disturbing. The most common casual

notice of the use of horns at crossings is expressed by

persons staying at motels, which are not infrequently

located on highways which parallel railroads and are near

road crossings. Being otherwise unaccustomed to the sound,

it is quite noticeable, particularly at night.

Warning Effectiveness of Horns

As noted above, at present only about half of all

motorists can notice the sound of a train horn when they

are driving and their windows are closed, even under ideal

conditions. And the alerting capability - even if the

horn is noticeable - is still less. It is impossible to

determine how many accidents have been prevented by the

routine sounding of horns, although it is apparent from

the experience of train drivers that many accidents have 4

been averted by the ad hoe sounding of horns, while an

even greater number have occurred in spite of it. However,

these comments are directed to all crossings, passive

(unprotected) as well as active (protected). It is unlikely

that either routine or ad hoc use of horns at crossings

where lights are flashing and bells are ringing at the

crossing significantly improves ordinary driver attention,

particularly where gates are lowered as well. On the other

hand, some drivers and most pedestrians can hear the horn

when it is sounded. Also, in those occasional incidents

where a vehicle is stalled on a crossing the horn maY serve

B-19
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to divert people from continued efforts to move their

vehicle and to depart forthwith on foot. But in the latter

case, sounding on a routine basis is probably net necessary.

Attached hereto as Enclosures C, D, and E are (abridged)

reports on three rather typical grade crossing accidents

wherein the accidents occurred in spite of crossing signals

and the sounding of warnings by the train. These are

selected somewhat randomly, to illustrate by example a

kind of crossiDg accident which is all too common.

B.4 Prohibition aqainst the use of audible dsvices

It is already quite common for the routine sounding

of horns or whistles to be prohibited, except in emergencies.

It is also common for these prohibitions not to be enforced.

A careful search for cases where such prohibitions appeared

'' to, or were claimed to contribute to an accident has not

_ yielded evidence of a single such situation.

Among the localities which restrict the use of horns

are those listed in Table 5.

[

i

i
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Table 5. Some Localities with Restrictions

Notes

The Stats of Florida (2)

The State of Illinois (i)

The State of Massachusetts

Chicago, Illinois (i) (2) (3)

Houston,Texas (i) (2)

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Buffalo,NewYork (i)(2)

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

i Knoxville,Tennessee (i)(2)

Durham,NorthCarolina (2)

. Mason City, Iowa (3)

Warren Pennsylvania

Elkhart, Indiana

Toledo,Ohio I

Columbus, Ohio

Akron, Ohio

Lynchburg,Virginia (1) (2)

San Bernadino, California (I)

• SouthHolland,Illinois i_
I-

Elmhurst, Illinois
_'_

_'_ Lockport, N.Y.

Rochester,N.Y.

(1) Contacted local authorities in course of this study.

(2) Specific Information contained in Enclosure F.

(3) Not _nforcad. B-21



The 15 states where requirements to use horns are

e×cepted, but not necessarily prohibited, in incorporated

Table 6.

California_ New Jersey

Vlorida New York_

Iowa* Nevada*

Kansas Utah

Kentucky e Virginia _

Michigan* Washington

Minnesota Wisconsin

(*also have local-option provision)

In 4 additional states there is a local option provision,

allowing cities and towns to relieve requirements:

Table 7.

Illinois North Carolina

Indiana West Virginia

Two states permit silent running at crossings with

certain protection systems:

.. Delaware: warning requirements do not apply when

crossing is protected by watchman or gates.

.. Illinois: requirements do not apply when crossing

is protected by automatic signals (with or without

gates).

B-22
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One of the most comprehensive Noise Control Regulations

thus far drafted in the United States is that of the State of

Illinois. As it stands, its property line limitations would

affect the use of audible crossing warning devices except that

its Rule 208, Exceptions, states: "Rules 202 through 207

inclusive shall not apply to Sound emitted from emergency

warning devices and unregulated safety relief valves."

Thus, it can be seen that there is considerable

precedent for placing constraints upon the use of audible

warnings, with no apparent adverse effects. However, they

are not _miformly enforced, and where enforced, the carrier

generally receives written instructions from the constraining

authority, and is nevertheless impewered to sound warnings

"in emergencies"..."in the event of impending accident"...

etc.

B.5 Judicial Background

Tort litigation constitutes the bulk of the legal or

judicial history of grade crossing safety responsibility.

Abstracts of 2500 cases throughout the United States during

the period 1946 to 1966 have been surveyed (3), checking

into 300 possibly related to the question at hand.

In addition, 5 cases were cited by a cooperating

railroad as illustrative of the railroad liability question.

Ons of these was found to be inapplicable to the question

at hand, three were decided in favor of the railroad. In

the other, a jury found for the plaintiff, although a
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_:bistle had in fact been sounded. Of these, 21 appeared to

be somewhat related and the case records were reviewed.

_oth[ng was unearthed which wo_Id appear to deter Federal

or local conntraints on audible traincarried devices at

protected crossings.

_everal themes are woven through the opinions rendered

in the many cases on record. These are certainly not

uniformly respected, but they are sufficiently common as

to be noticeable:

.. Safety provisions, including warnings, should be

eompensurats with the specifics of local conditions. !

.. The railroad is expected to give "adequate and

timely" warning of the approach of a train. The railroad's

ease is often intended to show that their warning could

have been heard by an attentive motorist.

.. To be cause for placing liability, an omission on

the part of the carrier generally must be shown to have

contributed to the event In question.

.. Motorists are generally expected to be cautious

at crossings, to the extent even of stopping or look

"and listen".

.. Contributory negligence on the part of a motorist

is generally taken into account.

The fact remains, however, that courts, especially

juries, have extracted severe payments from railroads,
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seeming usually to give plaintiffs the benefit of all doubt.

For this reason, railroad companies are understandably at

pains to make any changes which could conceivably be con-

strued as a reduction in safety precaution (or increase in

hazard). Also, the employees charged with operating trains

are usually subject to prosecution under criminal law if

negligence and/or violation of a statute might be involved,

and are thus inclined to err in the direction of sounding

their warning devices, not to mention their sincere personal

desire to avoid injury to cvQn the negligent public, as

well as themselves. (Collision between trains and large

trucks, especially those carrying hazardous materials, are

very dangerous to the occupants of the train.) A possible

fine for violation of a noise ordinance is not nearly as

in*posing a threat as the liablility, criminal action and con-

science which accompany the threat of collision.

B. 6 Summary

Ono of the railroad noise sources which has been

, commented upon in the course of interstate rail carrieri
3.

regulatory development by this Agency's office of Noise

Abatement and Control, is that of railroad train horns

which are sounded routinely at grade crossings. It has!i

_J
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been suggested that s%ich sounding be prohibited in cases

where automatic, active protection is in operation at

the crossing itself, particularly where this protection

includes gates.

However, it remains that the routine sounding of horns

might be contributing to the prevention of some accidents.

Certainly, a small segment of the population is exposed to

serious noise intrusion thereby and a reduction in their

welfare, particularly at night. But it is the Agency's

position at this time, that it would be imprudent to single

out and restrict night time use of horns, since the crossing

hazard with regard to driver behavior is, if anything, worse

at night.

In view of the questionable value of train horns for

warning highway drivers, particularly at locations having !

active crossing signals, it may be appropriate to encourage

the abolition of routine use of horns at crossings so •

equipped, particularly but not necessarily only those

with gates, The circumstances which determine hazard

levels as well as soise intrusion vary widely and are

peculiar to local circumstances. It is therefore concluded

that regulation of railroad warning be best left to the

option of local authorities at this time, recommending

thereto that consideration be given to restrictions upon

the routine sounding of train horns at protected crossings.
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PUBLIC UTILITIES CODE, STATE OF CALIFO}_N]A

(Abridged)

7604. A bell, of at least 20 pounds weight, shall he placed on

each locomotive engine, and shall be rung at a distance of at

least 80 rods from the place where the railroad crosses any

street, road or highway, and be kept ringing until i__tthas

crossed the street, road, or, highway; or a steam whistle, air

siren, or an air whistle shall be attached, and be sounded

, except in eltles, at the llke dlsta1_ce; etc.

+: I

3

+:

J_
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ENCLOSURE B

THE WFST VIRGIHIA CODE

(Abridged)

rMh,.,ad tracks.

A bell or steam whistle sll_l 5Y_lh'6ed Oheacli Facomotive engine, ;,vhicli I
sh.,_*_"_. rung or whistled by the engineer or fireman, at a distance of at

frot:. the plac_ where the railroad crosses atty-_:'eeT
be kept ringing or whistling for a time s.fl!cient tO give

due notice of file approach of such train before such street or highway is

"_e,-_'h_ any falhlre so to do is'a misdemeat:or punishabie by a fine of
not e_:cccd !:g wle huw1_'7'd dollars; and the'corporatton own ng or operat-

rr_ _ _ r. :_:"_l sh', I :,., _,:Ai it w part:' i:,iu : t f,3r M1 dema!:ea _'.1._.

L Scope of Statute a= to Warnings,

A. Gentrai Consideration,
B. DoeINot Apply to Trespas_Jrs.
C. DoesNot Apply to Employees.

IL Fall_te to Giv_ Watnln_J as Negllpn:_: Contributory Negligence.

IlL Evidence.
I. SCOPE OF STATUTE AS TO auzlrlslng travelers pf the crosS,fir m,,_t

WARNINGS. "-be r - Nil_nd v..',lont, ngahela &
_uh. Serv. Co,, 106 W. Vs. S28,

r, A. Ge.tral Conslder&tion." 147 S,B,478 (lO281.
.Mic'hi_s /.risprttdeace._gor futl treat- Both bell a_d whistle are not _equlted

m_nt of accidents at crossings, see 1_ without statute. _ There is no absolute
_L3,. Re.roads, || CA;.101, As to duty to requirement upon a railroad company to
Rl','®si_-al by boll or '.*:hlstle, lea 15 hL3. blow a "whlsge and ring _ bell at a
Flatlroad.%§_ 81.83. crossing unless made _o by Itstute.

ALIt refcrenres. -- Railroad company's NJhnd v. hionongahela & West Penn Pub.
neglig_a_ tn respect to maintaining flag- Scrv. Co., 10g W. Va. _,2_. 147 S.E. 478
_,an at ©ru_slng, 16 ALR 1273; 71 Ahl_ (1028).

r: 1160. The method_ of apprising traveler_ of :
Duty bf railroad company to .'naintatn . a cross!ng almost '.'n_ver_ally adopted

zlagman at crossing, 24 ALR2d llSl, _r( by the ringing of a hell or th_
Admh.-Ibility Of evidence of train speed _oundlng of a whistle, but in order to

r_i._r ta grade-¢m_Ing resident, and tom. make bath ,_bli_atory, th_ u.o of bath
"'_, _"_' ,." '.v_:,t_ t¢_ _:_:lf_" :her¢_% 63 n_pt be e:'_i_'l f,r by a st.,,';.¢. Nha':., v.

31,, _ t_rVul.la_,' 'r_.qulre,ne.! as t. Co., h,; W. "¢a. _28, :;7 .L:'_.4;S 1l_2;_),
';*'r¢:_ ;_ fully _ exacting =s Shy stal.- Provlsi.._ _[.._SLalinimom re-
_,,rr duty. What the notl¢o _nd warning to _p_rc_e.n._-__ f'he provlsIn_
• .' p.l._ ._hall he legends, under tie tion as to warning sl;'nals are of hzo_d

" ".'.t_n,.,r_ law, upon the circumstances of appllce.tion and are rninhnttra" r_quiro-
• i- ..,'h ez_e: but tome adcquatu method| of mont% and in every caso the campllanrl_
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ENCLOSURE C

MULTIDISCIPLINAK¥ ACCIDENT INVESTIC.%TION

Case No. UCSS2D

(Abridged)

°i

. Prepared by

University of California

Los Angeles, California

The consents of thin reporg reflect the views of

the perform£n8 or_anlzation whlch £o reaponsible
for she faces and the accuracy of the data pre- I

_. sented h_¢In. The ¢ontencs do not necensa_ily
refXect the official vLewe or policy of the

Uep_r_nc of Transpor_asloz_. Th_s repor_ doe_
nos c_n_tltute _ _tandard_ spe¢If£catLon o_
regulntLon.
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UCLA COLLISION INVESTIGATION PROGRAM

VEHICLE COLLISION REPORT

Prepared for the U.S. Department oF Transportation
National Highway Safety Bureau, .

Under Contract FH-] 1-6690

l Certain information contained in th_s report is obtained from indirect sources.

i

The opin[on_, findings, and conclusions expressed _n this publication are thc:_.'

of the authors and not neees=arily af the National Highway Safety _ureau.
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U. C. 852D

I. STANDARD CASE SUMMARY

l.l SUMMARY TEXT

IDENTIFICATION: Tills train versus automobile collision occurred on a Thurs-

day at 10:51 a.m. at a combination inlersectlon/railroad
crossing in California. Maximum occupant injury severity: critical (06) Corllsion
causation: driver inattenllon.

AMBIENCE: Day; weather clear and dry; roadway dr/.

ROADWAY: A straight,` _phalt, undivided roadway,` 75 ft. wide w_th
curb_,` in a suburban area with speed limit of 35 mph. The

collision silo is at o railroad crossing, 25 feet before a T-intersectlon. The road has a

negligible crown, and is upgrade a! the site. The roadway has three intersections within
one-quarter mile of this intersection.

TRAFFIC CONTROLS: The lanes are separated by broken white lines with opposing
lanes divided by double-double yellow lines. There is a

railroad automatic signal and a traffic signal at the railroad crossing. There were no
crossing gates at the time of the colllsion. Four auto/traln ¢oll;slons at thls site in past 3 yrs.

VEHICLES: V_hicle #1: Freight train welghing approximately 400 tons.
Ve-"_: 1967 Cadillac Coupe de Ville two-door hardtop I

with power windows and seat. No apparent defects. Collision damage to right door
causing intrusion of 12", Occupant contact with intruding door and train. Deformation
Index: O3RPMW2.

OCCUPANTS: Vehicle H2: Driver: 59-year-old female, height, 64",
weight, 160 _p belt in use. No HBD or drugs. In-

juries: fractured rib,. lumbar back strain, abrasions, and contusion.

Right Front: 63-year-aid female. No restraint
in use. No HBD or drugs. Iniuries: compound, depressed skull fracture with cerebral
c¢.r.tus_C,¢_+abrasions and contusions over body.

+ DESCRIP_'ION:

Fr_-.-::,'_lllslon: V.:hlcle #2, the Cadillac,` approachin3 tile T-_nterseciion,
Failed to stop at the roilro=d crossing in spite at" the warnlng

1!7'_ls a_d k_ll. Slowing for the red Hght at the intersection, Ihe C_dillac entered the
+;u:',::, in:o the path o_"the train. TI_c train was eastbound at approxlmately 15 rnph,
an_c,a,:hlng die cres:ing. The train engineer was sounding the whistle and applied hls
brake,, :..he:_ h_ _aw the Cadillac in cra::sing.

1
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U. C. 852D

Collision: The train slrucl_ Ihe Cadillac in the right sldet pushingit 150
ft. along lhe railroad tracks. The Cadillac remained in a

posHion at o fight angle Io tile railroad Iracks. Occupanls of the CadTIlao moved to lhe
fi_hl, and the right f_ont occupant wasslruck by the intruding Iraln.

Post-collislon: Occupants were hospitalized. Railroad crossing gates were
later installed at the crossfflg.

1.2 CAUSAL FACTORS, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDA'rlONS:

Matrix cell Explanation
('indicates positive factor)

] D;_ve: inattention and/or distraction appear to be
the chief causeof this collision.

4 Air condffionlng on_with windowsrolled up1 makes
it difi'icult to hear train or warning bells.

5 Right door penetration of ]2"due to side impact.
Doormetal torn in area of hlnges.

5 It is recommendedthat integrated side structures
be employed, combiningstrengthof ffamee door
sill, bodypi!!ars androof.

S* Right,oar latch and hinges did not fail.

7 DriverJsview of oncomingtrain partkslly blocked
by shrubberyalong tracks.

7 Vehicles were allowed to stop on railroad tracks i
while waiting to turn at intersection."

7 It is recommendedthat visibility o[ oncomlng trains
be maximizedby removingobstructions. Vehicles
should notbe allowed to wait an railroad tracks,

8* Railroad crossing gate was installed andlight
Io_:ationswere altered after the collision.
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ENCLOSURE D

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE

CASE SUMMARY
(MY-TRAIN-INTERSECTION COLLISION)

.... Ca¢cPNo. 7173 %

IDENTIFICA I I{ N (Ab l_Idged )

This accidenloccurred_t the MKT raUro0dgrade c_ossmgon Ei_nhauer Rd.=it 11135in San Antonio,
Itcxu Cottnty, Trx;_s,on 'rhur_d;ly, September30, 197l at 1335 hours, involving the collision of a diesel
I i_llt .r:.le _nd ;L1970 fonr-door station wagon '_'itb _ anne d[iver. Th= westboultd automobile was
struck on ils Ieh s/de by th_ northbound locomoflve. 1"Pc =Jr_ais r:sidcntiH. The accidcnl wos injury-
producing; AIS Sev¢_ly Crude No 3,

i' MBIENCE

, o
II was _dyliltl_ wdh pdrlJ) c_ludy skies, g_ F dry bulb, _7 perc_n[ re]ati_ humidity, IO-mph brcez_

hlowln_ fronl II1_ _3ulh_l.I; fllC ru;Id _gr[acel were dry _nd C]e3t of dl_;i$ lind I_o_ _avc],

HIGIIW&Y

I:isen|ldU_'[ Rd. i_; a r_13tor ;IL.'¢CSS ;_rl_'_y helW¢_*TI Ibe _ICISI3II loop expresswiy lysllnl and Ih_

f_s_dential areps ol" n_rlh_ast San Antonio. fl is a 41-fl-WldC, I'our-lan_, (wo-wly roldwly with an IsphaR

suffice oE" Ihe _ritlrlncdi;lle lype in good cnndiliofl, The to;id i$ divided at lhll immcdial¢ =re_ of the 1tl35

a¢cels road-E[scnhager Rd, i.lerleclion by 6.in,,higb cnncrete chaNnelizing Illind/, T]I_ li'affin lanes ar_

I 0 _t Wide, Ei${nh;iucr Rd, fUll| {a|l.west and is bounded oll both Sides b_' a _.[_1. cu_'b. The _'oid is straighl

a.d level, R isaDI crow_ed, The coe_fl¢_unt o/" trier ion oll Ihc dry suH'd ¢¢ was 0,_l, _ _,oulhhou ftd, one-way,

two.lafle 24-t't.wide t'rontage ro_d runs EO (t easl _d parallel to _ maJnlirl¢, single It=ok rlJLrold ri_]It.ol'.way;

both iPtelsecting Eis_'nhauerRd. at this poinl. An exil ramp fi'om IH3_ J_immediately north of this inter.
stclion and a_ ertlran¢¢ramp _sJmmad_alelysouth."Th¢_e:alltps cannot| [H3_ 10the fronllRe road. l

TRAFRC CONTROLS

Th_ post_d'spe_d_imit ,on Ei_enhauerRd. is 30 mph, The spsed limit is40 mph on Ihe frontage
road. A railroad company.impo_ed_peed limit of 25 mph isassigned(or 0.5 mils each sideof the crossing, i

Tr_l'l'i_.control d_,vl¢_sconsistor pavement markings, o.in.-high chann¢lizLngislands,regulatory, warning, ,,Ijand guide signs,Thereare two flashingamber lights. 3h.in,-diamet_ryellow railroadadvance warningsigns,
and black-on-whileradroad crossbueks.There are neilher Iraffi¢ control signal(s)in [he arean_t a flashing
r_d light or flail w_r,ing _i_nal_.g_te_,or guardsto provide immediate warninKor anappro=chtn/Itrain.

VEIIICLES • : _.

No. I. I =_68GP40 I:.'l¢ctromotwedlcsclt'reightengine.The 3.yr-oId enl=inei_consideredto b©in good
operating condilion with lm indicated defects, _dlnor secondarydamage includesbent brakem_'= steps, • ,1
bent ¢ouplin_ a_t_ator I_ver, and airhosetorn _oosc,secondaryveldcledel*ormationindex i2FDLWI. The
i'et_d_'epaueastwasnil.

No. 2. I '_70 OIdsmobde VLslaCruiser, four-door, tince-_at, yellow stationwagon;odometer r©adin_
..,..4 miles,,valid"]'_x;_ P,I_!or Vehicle Inspection =ticker with a dam;_g=dillegible date; equipped with a

standard .thO<u in. el,rill.c) b_ld_r_a_)bne cn_;Inc;:=utcm;atictransrrlJssio_,power |tc_'ing, ;_RdpOWL'T_'ront

dL_c.lypebrakus',rad=c_,healer, air ¢orldilI,Jaer,and _apcdeck; paddeda;nlrests, sunvisor, ical back tops,

interior ruarvicw mirror, wind:;hicJdu_terb_am,and instrument panel. Three seatbetts=nd two shoulder " I

straps for l'ront bench-lype _l and three _eatb¢lt_for the _econdbench.type _eat. Th© Iboulder straps 'i
[

!
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wire in the stored pos=tion. No d=[ects were app.*rcnt or indicated. The last vehicle maint_n;mee w

performed.at 13.66J nules on JdnuJry 21. 1971 and included hihrteution and oil and Idler vhan_e. PrLllla_
¢0nt.let damage w,_t 16-in. _ibeet rne_1.1rid frame d¢rolnl.ltion It_ the left _lde. prinl;Jry vehicle deforl;L_l:,

index Ot_LPAWS. S_¢ondary damage wasto Ihc lites, tear bunlpl:r, and roof. ]'he rctJtilreplaucnlent vale
w_s $3075 (total le_s 5200 _lvsge value).

OCCUPANTS

Vehicle No. I. Engineer: 46-yr.old white male. 71 in.. ISS Ih (estimated). An interview was n_.
obtained, lie was himilJar wit h the vehicle _nd the route traveled. !

Injury: None.

Vehicle No. 2. Occup=m No. 02. Driver: 42-yr-old _hite fern.de of Latin.Amerimn extraction. 62 in.,
132 Ib. She h._s been driving 20 Yr and currently drlves appr._ximatcly 4_000 miles/yr. She was en xout_.
fr0rll her htk_ha,d's office (o home. a dec.lanceof IO rrlll_S. The at:cident occurred I n_tlt_from her destln.I-
ti01z She had no definite ETA Site was lamib_r with Ihe vehicle and with the fault traveled, She ha'; had

I1o forltl_ll driver's, edu_alion IIer phy_cal ¢ondihon _'J_ exeeUent. I[er preerash state w_ls rested witll n_
stress; slit= was illaltentive In her driving task. Lap and shoulder restraints were available, but not hi u_e.

Injury." Severe (nut hie-lhteatehing), 'AIS Sevelity Code No, 3.

STANDARDS

Ih_ following Illghway Safety Program Standards (lISPS) and/or Motor Vehicle Program Standard,
(MVPS) were r_l¢vant to this ¢.Jie:

lISPS No. 4-Driver &du_xztioll Ule ,1 Occupant ReatralnH. Rad*o. and #'allure tu Look [or T _t . t
lISPS No. 9 -ldentiJiverl.m and Survedlanee u/..t tx'idenr /.ocatton_

t(SpS No. 13 -Trd/_li¢ { tltrol DeFIt'e$

MVPS No. 201 -Ovc"pant fror¢cllon in Interior Impact

MVPS No, 214-Side Door Strength.

DESCRIPTION

_rterlsll: The driver of vehi¢l_ No. 2 (passenger carl was tr:lveli_g to her home tram her hu';band% office.

Sh_ had left northbound IH35 and turned we_t nnlo Ifisenh_uer Rd.. pa_sing und¢r the 11(3S overpass. She
crossed the: southbound frontage road at a rel'qively low speed (estlmatt:d not more than _5 mFh) arid

drove bt front of vehicle NO. I (dlev:l Ireight engine). ,_hJch wa_ mt_ving north at about 2S mph with it_

horn blowinl* for the ¢ro_sin_. There were no skidmarks from vehicle No. 2 prior to impact, The ear radio
was in operation.

C;'lldl; Impact o;t:urred on the left side of vehicle No. 2. centered approxilnat¢ly _t tha *'A" pilhir line. as it

cro_ed the railroad track in front of vehicle No. I. The coupler of the freight engine forced in the for_a_J

¢ porlion of thg door btrudttre, firewall, cowl.._nd itl_trunlent panel _t/u¢lure. Other portions of the ffont
slrtleturc of tilt' eli_ln¢ • brakerrmn's _teps and brackets- forced in (h tJ doorri, flemr, and fr_lne Icf_ sld_.r'Jil t,!

a depth of lh i/re:he.;. The pa_.senger vehi.:l¢ wa_ pushed no_'tll,._d o0 the railroud right of way. It thetl
yawed left and _m¢ Io r¢_t gS ft from tile impael point, parallel to and 7 It we_t of the tracks f_<ir;.t rh,"

cros_ing. The unrestrained driver was first thrown left against the incavlng :ddu struct Ule of Citecar. "];,;ll :_!1¢
was thrower tit tile rtght. Vehiule No, I stopped 314 fl from the l_int of tlupJ¢t.

Poltgral_lt; 'Ihe dllvur ill vuhJcle .'_O...2 w'as not ':jeered front the vehi¢l_ She was removed fronl vehicle

No, 2 Ihrough the right front door without complications. She w_s taken to tire hospital by ambulance
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_|_¢oxln_ately20 mln afterthe cl_l, _c¢'_u_.elh¢ ;luh_n1.'_bilcC_IIIEt*_ [c_*[s considerabled_slan,.x,[f_ni

th¢ fO,ldway,IbErewas no appreciableiiltctfcr©neEwdh ltat'llc.A Wrcck_*rh ad I_o **'onl__lil[':t_1Onsin P_'_LilI_

the vehicle and (owiN_ it _way. _incE Ihe IL_L'OI_tt[IV_'WJ_ hal si_niti_ntly dant_gtd Dit w|s able hi

_,fnl:CCd, Tr=f_il" p_ ];; ellh_u%-r Rd, was e_IllU;ltt, d 3[ _ vebicles/inil%_ on the frontagef_ad, tnlfflc W.lS
E_iln,lted;It_ v_'lllCl" _llli_

,_AIJ_iAL FAC_rORS, CONCI.USIONS, AND RECObfhI£NDATIONS

(* indicates

i'_it ire Factors) EX pl_n_lion

i D/iver No. 0_. was irtattcntive and ctid not obs_ivc normal precautions when approach-

ing the raiLroadtrack.

| Driver No, 02 had her radio on and windows up. which may have prevented or

scriomly inlelfcred with her abdity to hear the train's siv_nalhorn.

( The engineer may have been _pceding, with rcsp,tct to the company.imposed Emit of

_ Inph, 40 to 50 mph. This is the silUaliOn if the Irnin brakes were adequate ind if
the Engineer n_inlained a Io,:ked brake mode t_'ou_bout tile sloppinl| sequence.

,%
2 Driver No. 0. was not wearing the uvailabl¢ scatb©It or shoulder strip.

3 Driving in a veil of interior noise (radio, air conditioner, etc.) with the windows closed

shouterbe discouraged in driver edu_:ation pfo_&rrL%

4 Tile train should have been capable of stoppint_ within 104 ft from 25 mph, "l'h¢ 314-ft

; '_--, IIoppbl B d_,tanc¢, from the poi_t of impact. IU_¢IIS [h&t either the driver did not
fuEy apply the brakes at some point dutin| the colEdon _quenc¢ or that the brakes

were I|Ot performing adequ:tely.

'*5 Occupanti_juriezfromimpacta_in_t interiorzwfacesandprotuberancesweremiti-
BatedIs a _¢sultofadequatepadding_ndi_(elriordesign•

7 Thissitehasanextremelyhigh_ccidcntrat_;however,moreadequatetrafficcontrol
by a train_Jpproach signal system hal not yet been authori_d•

I
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ENCLOSURE E

Maryland _led;eel-Legal' Foundation

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner

State of Maryland

Truck/Traln Impact

Case # M_ 72-24

(Abridged)

}_LTIDISCIPLINARY ACCIDL_f INVESTIGATION SU_4ARy

IDENTIFICATION OF.COLLISIONN

Th_ highway is a state road traversing, north and south in the south-

e=st portion sf an industrial section of Baltimore'Couety. The accident

occurred In'September of' 1972 'at 0400 hours en a Friday involving a _rac-
tot trailer and a freight traln a_ a front to side impact, The accident

caused fatal injuries to the driver of the tractor trailer.

IN_RY SEVERITY SCALE: Driver of Vehicle #I FATAL-AIS-8

AMBIENCE

Night; no illumlnaClon; misty; 58 degrees F.; 60% relative humidity;

wind I0 m.p.h, from the northwest; visibility of 500 feet; road surface

was wet; coefficient of frlc=ion ,55 dry (measured) and .45 wet (osti_a£ed).

HIGHWAY

The highway on which the accident occurred is a major arterial state
road with a total width of 106 feet csnsls_ing of two 12 foot lanes going

aorth and _wo 12 foot lanes goin_ south divided by a 48 fsot grass median.
The roadway is of black top macadam wlth an 8 foot shoulder on _he east

side and a 2 foot shoulder on the wesg side. The roadway is stralsht and %

_evel. There is no artificial lighting and within _ mile there are two in-

_erse=tlo_s; see b_ing 800 feet south of the railroad crssslng and the other

being 600 fee_ north. Ther_ are 9 telephone and _ranslt pole5 _:ith!n h

mlle. The acclden_ h_story at this point wlthln a year pruvlous is 6 pro-
party damage and 3 personal injury accidents with an average daily trafflo

of 22.500 vehicles. /
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TRAFFIC CONTROLS

The speed l_mlt is posted at 59 m.p.h, and there are intermittent lane

lines with solid edge lines painted In' the roadway. • There are standard

railroad crossing siKns and lights at the r_ght s_de of L_|I_road:w_h)over -
head signals actuated by the train.

VEHICLES It.WOLVED

Vehicle #I was a 1969 G.H.C, Tractor. two-door, red in color with an

odometer reading of 49,760 miles. There is no inspection data but the

vehicle was well maintained by tile company garage. The vehicle was equipped
with manual steering, manual transmission, air brakes (dnlm type), sea=

belts (being used by the driver when the accident occurred). There was no
previous damage noted •. Damage to Vehicle #i on impacting the train at an

eleven o'clock principal impact force was to the left front causing a sheet

me_el crush of 38 inches. The bumper, gri'lle, fender and hood deformed
rearward into the "engine co-mpar_ent whereby the engine separated fror.amounts.

The left front wheel and assembly, moved rearward. The seats moved forward

and the driver impacted the steerlng wheel and column with his chest and
his head impacted the left A-Pillar as dt was deformed inward and rearward.

After the initial Impact a second i._pact of 06 hours principal force occurred

as the trailer sheared from the fifth wheel and impacted the rear of the tab

with a shee_ metal crush of 18 inches compressing the cab in_erior by 50Z
plrun£ng the operator in.

FEHICtE DEFOP_TION INDEX; Principal Impact - II FL%W-4

Secondary. Impact - 06 BDHW-4

Vehicle #2 was a General Hotors E.H.D. type locomo=&ve pulling 47 box

cars end _t sustained minor damage to the right front side.

VEHICLE DEFOF_MATI0,';I_DEX: 02 RF>Kd-1

• V

OCCUPANT DATA :':': :.. ....

The drlvev of Vehicle #I was a 46 year old white male, 68 inches tall,

weighing I15 pounds having 30 years drlvln_ experience at approximately

:; 15,000 miles per year. At the time of accident he was enroute fro_ his place
!] of e_ployment with a delivery for a distant c_=y expected to arrive 5 hours

after the accident occurred. The accident occurred within 5 miles from the

origin. E_ was familiar with the vehicle and th_ area having used both daily

: for the past several years. His physical condition was normal as was _ "s men-
[i tel condition. There was no alcohol or drug involvement and seat heirs were

i_. available and in use by =he operator. During the acclden_ the driver sus-

_: talned the following injuries: fractures of skull, ribs, pelvis and c_treml-

i: t'les, contusions of lungs with hemothorax, l=ceratlon of heart, laceration
Ii of _iver and spleen with hemoperitoneum, rupture of bladder; and contusions

o£ hlppocampl and temporal lobe of brain. , (AIS-8) .



The dLiver of Vehicle #2 (train) was a 57 year old white male, weight
and height uzd iIo:n hav_iiN :.0 years driving e_erience with 15 years as a

_'_.+rc._d en_Jnuer. His drivh_, record is good with i0,000 miles per year

plus tall u.'_ageundeteL_ined. He is familiar with the engine using same

(Jbree to fo_ir times weekly. At the time he was shlftin_ cars along the

:._[Iruad from yard to yard. His en_ineerln Z ability was tat1Bhc to him by
Ii+.tel]road company. The:re wore no drugs or alcohol involved. There wer_

uo restraints'; available and no _njurles. There were three passengers on

the traiI_ +t:._ they .:ere not injured or restrained, passenger #I was a
white male, 56 years of age and he was seated in the front center. Passen-

ger #2 was a whigs male, 36 years of age and he was seated in the front rlshc.

Passenger #3 was a white male, 54 years of age and he was seated in the rear

left. -.-

STA_mARDS

I. FDSPS #9 - Identification and Surveilance of Accident Locations.

The railroad cro:+slng is well pro_ected with traffic signals ac-

tuated by the train, hut it is so Little used chat drivers attempt
to beat. the train. It is reco_ended that gates be installed at '

the railroad crossing..

COLLISION DESCRIPTION

Pro-Crash

The driver of Vehicle #I reported to work at the usual time, 0120 hours,
nnd had proceeded from the terminal to deliver a load of hard,are to a dis- i

Cant city. |Io was operating the vehicle northbound on a state road at an '_
estlmated speed of 45 to .50m.p.h, and when he approached the east/west rail- I

road dressing he failed to stop for the signals and collided with the right I

front side of a slo:_ _..ovlng frelght train. The freight train was proceedln E
eastbound at art approximated speed of 8 to I0 m.p.h. There is no evldenca

_o show that the driver of Vehicle #1 tried _o take any evasive action, how-
ever, the operator of the train did apply his air brakes for an emergency

+[
stop. i

Crash

Vehicle #I impacted the right front side of Ehe train wlth its left front

at an eleven ofclock principal force impact with a secondary Impact force of

06 o'clock when the trailer sheared off the flfthowheel and Impacte-d th+e
zear of the truck cab, As the vehicle rotated 25 clockwiset and coming

to rest 42 feet east of the impact, the drlver, who was'restralned, moved
forward and to the left impacting the steering wheel and the lefe A-Pil-

lar and was Impacted from the rear by the cab body and seat.

Vehicle _#2 was impacted at the right side at @rent initial impact
force at 02 o'clock deforming +'he entrance steps end the hand rail. The

unrestrained occupants were _ell to the rear of the impact point, an_ suf ....
feted no effects of the necfdent. The driver of the train applied his air: :

brakes for an emergency stop and the train remained on the rails comln E to
A stop 168 feet east of the _mpast.
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post-Crash
l

Vehlcle #I came to rest _2 feet east of the impact facing east off the

read,lay and Vehicle #2 came to rest' I _8 "feet eas_ of Che impact, os rails.

The operator and passengers of Vehic]_ #2 were unhurt. Tile operator of

Vehicle #l," due co the compression of the truck cab from the front and rear

impacts, was pinned in the cab. Emergency rescue equipment of the Police
and Fire Depart-_nts _sre called, rcspondin_ w_=hin 10 minutes and pro-

ceeded to cut t!'_ metal atte..--pting to free .the driver. Due to severe de-
foz-matlon, extrication was difficult and took t_o hours to free the driver.

lie was pronounc_d dead at the scene and was taken to the Office of the Chief

Medical Examiner. Durie 9 the rescue operation, traffic was tied up in ho_h

directions and :'.*liable detours were maintained by the police. A two com-
pany was contacted to alear the scene of tile truck and debris. The truck

Was towed Co th_ te._ninal and the train was moved under its 0%_ power. The

scene was cleared and open for traffi_ within four hours.

CAUSAL FACTORS_ CONCLUSIONS ._;D P_ECO!_[ENDATIONS

ACCIDENT C'.:JSATION

_!atrix Ca1' Explanation

Primary Cause

1 Driver of Vehicle #i failed =o perceive

! the approaching train and dan_er of goln_
through signals. (Definite)

Severity Increas_n_

Driver of Vehicle #i made _o attempt at
evasive action. (Definite)

]: Relevant Conditions
.7

i

1 Driver of Vehicle _I was apparently pre-
occup!edwlth thoughts of his trlp. (Pro-

/_ hable)

7 The crossing was wel|. protected with ae-

"'tuat6d sSgnals (at side and overhead) bum

it allows room for passage, (probable)

INJURY CAUSATION

%

_atrlx Cell
• Explanatlo_

2 • . ' Driver of Vehicle #I was wearing available

restraints hut they _ere of no use in this
case. (Probable)

5 The collapse of Vehicle #I from front and

rear /mpacts added to severe injury. (De-
flnlte)
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POST- CP_ H FACTORS

l_atrix Dell Exolanatlon

3 _bulan_e and rescue arrival within I0 m£_...

utes, bu'c extrication was difficult t_kinz
two hours with metal saws. (Definite)

6 The load of Vehicle #I shifted after the

initial impact. (Definite)

9 Ther_ were no fires or e:_loslo_%s, detoL:rs

%'ere set and _ainRain,."d adequately, and the
clean-up operation took four hours. (Defi-
nite)

h

f
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ENCLOSURE F

Durham City Code
Durham I N.C.

Ch. 18 § 9 Locomotive Whistle.

i It shall be.unlawful for any person to blow or allow toI

be blown any locomotive whistle under his control within the city

limits. (Code 1940, C. 28, § 8.)

Knoxville City Code

Knoxville; Tenn.

Ch. 33 _ 8 Blowing Whistles.

It shall be unlawful for any person operating or in charge

of a locomotive engine within the corporate limits of the city

to blow the whistle on the same except as may be absolutely

necessary in the use of the signals as lald down by the rules

and regulations of r_ilway companies, or as required by the

laws of the state. (10-21-0_.)

!i Houston City Code
_ Houston,Texas} :

: Sec. 1843 Blowing Whistles; Blowing out Boiler

_i " All persons are prohibited from blowing any whistles on

_ any locomotive, or single blasts therefrom, within the limits

_I of the city, for a longer period of time than five seconds,
ii
i:

except when there is imminent danger of an accident. All

' persons are prohibited from blo_ing off or blowing out a
_t
J
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bo[_]e_, when crossing any public street or other thoroughfare

within the limits o_ the city. Each and every person violat-

• any provlc_on of this _ctlon shall be fined in any sum,

upon conviction, not less than five dollars and not exceeding

fifty dollars.

Ma_on Cstty2..Iowa

26--29 Sounding of Locomotive Whistles

It shall be unlawful for any person to cause or permit

any locomotive whistle to be sounded within the limits of the

City except for the purpose of making necessary signals

required by law or required for the safe operation of the

railway, and where requisite signals cannot be made by other

means. (R '16, See. 545.)

Chica_o_ Illlnois

188-44. No person owning or operating a railroad shall cause

or allow the whistle of any locomotive engine to be sounded

within the city, except necessary brake signals and such as may

be absolutely necessary to prevent injury to life and property.

Each locomotive engine shall be equipped with a bell-

ringing device which shall at all times be maintained in

.repair and which shall cause the bell of the engine to be rung

automatically. The bell of each locomotive engine shall be

rung contlnuously while such locomotive is running within the

city, excepting bells on locomotives running upon those

railroad tracks enclosed by walls or fences, or enclosed by a
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wall on one slde and public waters on the other sicie, and

excepting bells on locomotives running upon those portlons of

the railroad track which have been elevated. In the case of

these exceptions, no bell shall be _un_or whistle blown except

as signals of danger.

Buffalo s New York

Chapter V. RAILROADS

#4. It shall not be ]awful for any person in the employ of

any railroad company operating within the limits of the city

to permit the whistle of the locomotive [inder his control to

be blown, except for necessary signal purposes. Any person

violabing the provisions of this section shall pay a penalty

of $25.00 for such offense.

NOTE: This restriction is generally associated with a train

speed restriction of 6 MPH and the use of flagmen.

L_nchburst Virginia

I CITY CODE SUPPLEMENT (Railroad)

Sec. 3809. Sounding whistles or horns.

The sounding or blowing of locomotive whistles or horns

within the corporate limits of the city of Lynchburg is hereby

{i prohibited, except as may be necessary for the transmission

of signal,'or in emergency to prevent accidents.

The provisions of this section shall not apply to the :

two crossings of the tracks of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway

°
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Company at Reusens, in tht, vic_nlty of the g. J. Lavino

Ccm!)any, because of the lack of sight distance and warning

ice:_ at these crosslngs.

An3' viulatlon of thlz ordinance shall be punished by a

fine of not less than flve dollars nor more than ten dollars

for each offense. (1931, §704; 6-8-42; 8=28-56; 10-9-56)

State of' Illinois

Under authority delegated to it by the State Legislature

(114-59), the Illinois Commerce Commission adopted General

Order #176 on August 15, 1957, excuslag the sounding Of horns

and whistles at crossings protected by flashing lights. This has

now been incorporated in General Order No, 138, Revised August

22_ 1973, Rule 501.

State of Florida

_351.03 limits signals to bells only in incorporated areas, with

an accompanying speed limit of 12 mph.

!1
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STAT// OF CALIFORNIA

Noven_cr 1Of 1972 "L_N_'_C 79.;03

Honorable Arlen Greqorlo _\_ ,_oThe State S_ate

12th District, San Meteo County ,.:_9.__
State capitol

Secr_ae_to, CA 95814 '_'\ ,_% V_
Dear SeJ3ato£ Gregorio:

- Subsequent to receipt of your letter of October 4_ 1972_ our representative

has discussed the use of train whistles approaching railroad grade crossings :
with _, John Gilroy and Ms. Charlotte Schultz of your staff. I

!

As discussed with them, it may be necessary to sothnd the tra_.n whistle !
even at crossings equipped with automatic gates for the following
reasons:

i. Possibility of a malfunction of the automatic grade crossing protection

due to being struck by vehicles! vandalism or failure of track Circui_ _[
Or signal apparatus.

2. Rail highway crossings are frequently traversed by bicyclists _nd ii

i pedestrians after the protective devices have been actuated by an i
approaching train. I

I 3. Impatient motorists sometimes ignore crossing signals and have been !i
' kno,cm to drive _round protective gate arms in an atte_pt to avoid :

being delayed by a train.
- i

_ 4. Liability on the part of the railroads for failure to use every means

ava_labl_ to avoid an accld_mt.

•n view of the above_ the staff feels _hat in the interest of safety, the
,,., railroads should nat be prohibited from using the train whistles to warn

: persons tha_ a train is approaching.

_ ..... Yoursve_q/tL-uiy

;; PUBLIC UTILITIES C_X_IZSSION

,_ W_LLI_4 R. JOHNSON, 8e&'etary

i ' "
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OPERATING RAI LROAI) RI_'IAI_.DI_I_.YARDS IN TIlE UNITED STA'FFS

(('LASS I [_,ailroads)

Nunlber of
State Yard Railroad Tracks

Alabama llirmingham L&N 40
Birmingham Sou 56
Sheffield Sou 32

i
Arkansas N, Little Rock M.P. 64

Piae Bluff St. L. S. W, 30

California Cityof Induslry S.1:'. 12

East Los Angeles LI. p. 16
Los Angeles S. P, 40
l,_i¢lm'lond S.P. 8
t._oseville S.P, 49
WestColton S.I'. 56

Coler__do Grand Jet. D&RGW 3 I
IJIlehlo AT&SF 16

Connecticut Cedar Hill (E_tst} P. C 45
Cedar llill (West} P, C, 38

Florida Tampa S.C.L. 8

Georgia Allanta Sou 12
Atlanta Sou 65
Atlanta L&N 24
Macon Sou 50

Idaho Pocatello U.P. 40

, C-I
I

i
I

_,_;_.;'.:_ _'._.;_._,2,r_ __,-'-'-.,ir,_'_'-_ __",_''_" '"'"_:': ......... ,. ................................................. :.................. _: ......................_:.z.;,;_..,.;: ......



Nunlber of

State Yard R_lilroad Tracks

Illinois llensenville C.M.S.P.&P, 70
Blue Island I.H. II. 42
Chicago,Clearing B.R. Chgo 44

(East)
Chicago, Clearing B.R. ('bgo 36

(West)
Chicago, Cicero B.N. 43
Chicago, Corwith AT&SF 32
Chicago,59111SI. P.C. 42
F-,St, Louis A, & S. 42
E. St. Louis 1.C.G. 26

Galcsburg (Easll B, N. 49
Galesburg(West) B.N. 35
Madison T.R. R, A. 34
Markam I. C, G. 64
Markam I. (7. G. 45
Proviso C, N.W. 59
Silvio C.R. I, P, 50

Indiana Elkhart P.C. 72

Gal"/ E, J. & E. 58
Gibson (South) I. IL B, 30
Gibson (North) I. IL IL 30

Indianapolis F'. C. 64

Kansas Argentine (East) AT&SF 48
Argentine (West) AT&SF 56
Armoardale C.R.I. P, 40

Kentucky DeCaursey (North) L&N 20
DeCoursey(South) L&N 24
Russell C&O/B&O 32

! Stevens ('&O/B&O 15

j Louisiana Geismcr l, C. G, 6

t blaryland Cumberland (West) C'&O/B&O 32
Cumberland (East) C&O/B&O I6

Massachusetts Boston B&M 22
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Number of

Slale Yard ' Railroad Tracks

Michigan Detroit DT&I 3_
West Detroit P. C, 31

Minnesota Minneapolis B.N. 63
St.Paul C.M.S.P.&P, 40

Missouri Kansas City (East) M.P. 42
Kansas Cily (West) r,,l. P. 32
N.KansasCity B.N. 42

Montana Missoula 13,N. 9

Nebraska Lincoln 13.N. 36
N.Platte U.1'. 62

N. Platte {West) U, P. 42

New Jersey Morrisvine P.C. 38
Pavonia P.C. 32

NewYork Buffalo E.L. 56
Buffalo P.C. 63
DeWitt P.C. 27

Mechanicville B&M 36

, , North Carolina Hamlet S, C.L. 58

: North Dakota Minor 13,N, 40

Ohio Bellevue N&W 42

,: Columbus P.C. 40
z Grandview P.C. 9
i _'larion I:', L, 24c,

Portsmouth N&W l 8

Portsmont h IWest) N&W 35
Sharonville P.C. 35

,,! Stanley P.C. 42
i: Walkridge C&O/B&O 68
_; Willard C&O/B&O 52

Oklahoma Tulsa S, L, S. F'. 40

i

i / o3
t )L

r
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Number of
State Yard Railroad 'l'racks

Oregon Eugene S,P. 32

Pennsylvania Allentown CNJ/LV 19
Connellsville C&O/B&O 15
Conway (East) P.C. $4

Conway (West) P.C. 56
Enola (East) P, C. 33

Enola (West) P.C. 36
Pittsburgh U, R. R, 23
Pittsbusgh Moa-Cona, 22
Rutherford(East) Reading 33
Rutherford (West) Re:Jding 18

nu , • J ,

Tennessee Chattanooga Sou 50
Knoxville Sou 46
Memphis S.L. S, F, 50
Nashville L&N 56

Texas Beaumont S,P. 12
Fort Worth M.P./T. P. 44
Houston S.P. 48

m, i • ,,,

Virginia Alexandria (North) R; F, P, 49
Alexandria (South) R, F, P. 39
Bluefield N&W 13
Lamperts Poinl N&W 36

(empty)
LampertsPoint N&W 36

(loaded)
LampertsPoint N&W 30
Newport News C&O/B&O 15
Roanoke N&W 56

_ Washington Paseo B. N, 47

Seattle B,N, 16

b
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Number of

State Yard Railroad Tracks

Wisconsin Milwaukee C.M,S.P.&P, 35

Abbreviations of Railroad Names Used in this Table*

L&N - Louisville and Nashville T.R.R,A, - Terminal Railroad Assoc. of
Sou- Southern St.Louis
M.P. - Missouri Pacific C.N.W, - Chicago and North Western
St. L.S.W. - St. Louis Southwestern C.R.I.P. - Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
S.P. - Southern Pacific E,J. & E. - Elgin. Joliet, and Eastern
U.P. - Union Pacific C&O/B&O - Chesapeake and Ohio
D&RGW - Denver and Rio Grande Baltimore and Ohio

Western B&M - Boston and Maine
AT&SF - Atchison, Topeka and D.T.&I, - Detroit, Toldeo, and Irnnton

:i
Santa Fe E,L. - Erie Lackawanna

" P.C. - Penn Central N&W -- Norfolk and Western
I

S.C.L. - Seaboard Coast Line S,L.S,F, - St. Louis San Francisco

i C.M.S,P,&P. - Chicago, Milwaukee, CNJ/LV - Central Railroad of New Jersey
: St. Paul and Pacific Lehigh Valley

! I.H,B, - Indiana Harbor Belt Railway U,R.R. - Union Railroad
B.R. Chgo - Belt Railway of Chicago Man-Conn. - Monongahela Connecting

i B.N. - Burlington Northern Reading- Reading Company
:i I.C.G. - Illinois Central Gulf M.P./T,P. - Missouri Pacific/Texas Pacific
_' A. & S. - Alton and Southern R,F.P, - Richmond, Fredericksburg and
'_ Potomac

*These abbreviations reflect mergers; the abbreviations on tile accompanying map frequently

do not reflect mergers.
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SUMMARY OF YARD NOISE IMI)ACTSTUDY

INTRODUCTION

Tile rail yard modeling study el' noise imp:Jet on people tJsed data collected at tile Cicero

Yard of tile Burlington Northern ne:ir Chicago Illinois. The study included tile amdysis of eight

railroad yards from a poptdatJen density ;rod yard layout slandpoint which led to the selection of

tile Cicero Yard for more dataila(] analysis, Characteristics of the noise emitted from tile Cicero

Yard under a range of operating conditions were studied and a model of the yard was developed,

The model was then used to predict tile impact oil people (environmental noise levels) of various

noise abatement activities on different aspects of the Cicero Yard operation,

CASE STUDIES OF RAILROAD YARDS

Eight yards having a wide range of characteristics were selected in order to compare yard

traffic with population densities near them, Such a comparison provides a basis for determining

tile number and frequency of exposure of people to noise from railroad yards, Figures D.I - D.8

are malls of the yards that were studied. Although no detailed studies of tile zoning around the

yards ',,,'eraattempted, the maps provide some indication of land use. Tile configuration of the

yards and tile traffic through the yards were determined by tcleplloning tile yard superintendants

_, or the yard masters. "Fable D.I summarizes the population and traffic data for the, yards,

Tile population informalion was taken from tile 1970 Census of Housing, Block Statistics for

each city. The total populations for tile cities studied were obtained from the 1970 Census of

Population, U.S. Summary. Population densities were derived for strips 250 or 500 ft wide for tile

entire length of the yards and/or for a total of 2000 ft from the retarders. Often, separate popn-

lation density estimates were made for each side of a yard, since people are not evenly distributed

around yards. Figures D. 1 - D.8 contain graphs of tile population distribution for each area. i

Tile population of the cities in which the yards are located ranges from 67,058 (Cicero) to

1,800 (Roseville). Population cannot be considered an index of urbanization since all of the towns J

are in urbani_ed areas generally outside a larger urban city. No yard located in a "rur',d)' area was

studied as sufficiently detailed populatiou statistics were not available for a yard located in other

_ than urbanized areas.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF NOISE NEAR RAILROAD YARDS

Many methods of describing community noise have been proposed, studied, and evaluated, but

the most suitable method for dascribing euvironmenta] noise and its effect on people, in EPA's

I
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RAILROAD YARIJS
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judgment,istheday/'rdg]iIsoundlev_Iin-':LevelsI)ocuulenlj.Ldn may be_btainedfroman

analysisofstatitticalrecordsofnoise_Sehtdt_,1972_.DetailsofIbisprocedt_mareinenclosureA

ofsection8 oftIiistlocunlei1t."Timercc_rtls''usuallyine_insonlgnetictaperecordingsnlad¢at

thetneasurcnlentsitewithrugged,l_rt:tble,higlt-_io_dityt;iperecorders,Permanenlrecordillg._

perlniLprocessingagivennoiserecordillseveraldif_rentw:lys,freeirlgIbeinvestigatorfiomthe

restrictions imposed by Ibe particular mlalysis that ndgllt be suit_lble in tile field,

Figure D.9 shows portions of a time history of noise measured nround 5:00 a.nl, near resi-

deneesabont 400 ft front the boundary,' of a railroad yard. The record from which Figure D.9 was

constructed was produced by playing a nmgntrtic tape recording of the noist: through an A-weighthlg

network bite a graphic level recordt_r. "l'hc figures show solne significant noise events that are not

associated with railroad operations, Those events must be iliminated from statistical analysis of

the information on the tapes if the results are to be descriptive of railroad noise only.

An edited tape, from which all non-r_lilroad noises were removed, was prepared by selectively

interrupting a re-recording of tl,tc orighnd tape. Both the unedited and the edited tapes of railroad

i noise were processed using an electronic sratisfieal analyzer and a digital computer, to produce
statistical analyses like tbte one showri in Figure D.lOa. The tape which was generated is shown in

Figure D.9. Figure D.lOb shows the result era statistical analysis of the edited version ofthe tape

: that generated Figure D. I0a, Tile solid lines in Figure D. 10b represent tile data from Figure D. 1On.

Figure D. 10b shows lbat edithtg out ex tnmeoas events did not cause large changes in the
statistical properties of the recorded noise, ;rod rite effect is typical of cases for which editing was

possible. For times whell the eolnnnmity was active, it was impossible to discriminate between

noises due to railro;_d operations and other noises.

Figure D. 11 sbows the results of u stutlstical analysis of an edited t_lpe recording of noises at

the boundarY.' of a busy yard. Even though a few diesel trucks traveled along a street adjacent to

the boundary, editing the recorded sounds produced negligible changes hi their statistical properties.

Figures D. 12a and D. 12b demonstrate a contrasting situation. Figure D, 12a shows the

results of statistical analysis of an unedited tape recording of noises at tile boundary of the yard

described above during a period of relative inactivity. Since mucb of the noise in the vicinity was

= extraneous (mostly diesel trucks), editing changed the statistical properties of the recorded noise.

Figure D.12b shows the effect of editing this tape, Even though there were few readily noticeable

railroad noises during tile period covered by Figure D,I 2, the continuous background noise is

bigher at tile boundary of the yard than in tbe commuoiW, illustrating tbe contributions of
continuously idling locomotives and other noises associated with the activities of men and machines

assigned to tile yard.

"Energy Mean Level" is one of the parameters sbown in the computer listing_i in Figures D. 10

through D.12. That paranteter, usually called "LEQ" is the level of tile continuous sound that

I_-1 l
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would be associatedwith an ammmt of energyequal to tile sum of the energies of a collection of

discontinuous sounds. The disconfimlous soundsareanalyzed for a specified period of time, and

LEQ isealcLdatedfor that same period. Figure D-13 shows plots of the colnputer-calcalaled LEQ'S
for the observations described above,

MODELING YARD NOISE IMPACT ON PEOPLE

The two types of railroad switching yards are flat yards and hun|p yards. In a fiat railroad

yard there are two major sources of noise - locomotives and ear impact. In hump yards dm squeal

caused by cars passing through retarders is significant.

The development era yard noise model for this Background Document involves the compula-

finn of LDN* for yards which (I) describes the activities of locomotives, t2) determines the

probabilities of occurrence of various levels of retarder squeal and car impact noise, and (3) inte-

grates the cumulative acoustic energy that is developedat a givenpoint in the spacesurrounding

the yard,

Figure D.I 4a sllowscalculated LDN profiles for group relarders iu a typical yard - Ihe
i

Cicero Yard in Chicago. Figure D.14b showsLDN profiles for car-carimpacts. Figure D.14e shows

LDN profiles for locomotive operations in the yard.

The calculated LDN profiles in Figure D. 14 are based on observed levels and I'requetl_:iesof

occurrence of various noises, In addition to ti_e asual geometric attenuation, atmospheric

absorption and ground attenuation effects (Beranek, 1971 ) were included in fire construction of

the figure. Tile levels for th0 individual noise events at the measurement points shown in"

Figure D. I ': were consistent with the points of odgin of the events also shown in Figuro,D.14.

TLe noise levels for retarders and rail car impacts are,i:onsiderably lower than those for lace.,.

i motives, so that the total noise levels from all sources is _pproxisnately thai of locomotives alone,
as shown in FiJur¢ 0.14. The noise levelsdetermined from magnetic tape recordings ofrlois¢

emissions at the West 30th measurement point are also in good agreement with the total noise

emission levels (approximated by locomotive noise), as noted in Figure D, 14c,
Retarder noise levels and impact noise levels in Figaro D,14 generally would be dominant at

community observation points if the locomotive noise levels were lowered by 10 dn(.A). Thus,

retarder and ear impact noise will replace Iocmnotive noise as the most obtrusive noise in the
community near the Cicero Yard, if locomotive exhausts can be muffled sufficiently to lower their

noise by Ifi dB(A) (assuming that no olher sources of locomotive noise produce levels comparable

to exhaust.noise levels).

*Enclosura A of section 8_
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(a) Retarder Squeals

]?IG.D.14a. LDN PROFILES FOR BURLINGTON NORTHERN'S CICERO YARD
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Fi_;_reD.I 5 shows the number of peopleexposed to va:riousLdn around the Cicero Yard,"

Figure D.I 5 indicates that a muffler which quiets locomotive exhaust noise by I0 dB(A) will

Ja:crease by 400 the number of people exposed Io Ldn of 65 or more from the Cicero Yard opera-

lines (assmning that no other sources of ]ocmnotive noise produce levels comparable to exhaust

noi_: levels), The figure also shows that barriers providing a 20 dB(A) reduction of retarder noise

wt*uld decrease by 200 the number of people exposed to Ldn of 65 or more.

Analysis in more detail of Figure D. 15 silows that at tile time of tile study, at the Cicero Yard

approxinlateiy 4,800 people or more were t_xposed to noise levels higher than the Ldn 55 noise

level idt:ntified in the Levels Document (EPA/ONAC report number 550/9-74-004) as being

protective of public health and welfare. Approximately 60 of these individuals wore exposed to

noise levels at Ldn = 75, which clearly is in the region where hearing loss may be a potential threat,

according to the Levels Document, which identifies the potential bearing Tosslevel at Leq(24) = 70
(approximately Ldn = 73),

The application of mufflers which quiet locomotive exhaust noise by tO dB(A) is predicted

to reduce the number of exposed people (to an Ldn of 55 or greater) from 4,800 to 2,000, which

is a 58% hnprovement, From a hearing conservalion point of view, the number of exposed people

to an Ldn of 75 would shrink to zero, or a I00% improvement.
Similarly, the predicted effect of the application of barriers to retarders (_o Figure D, 15)

would he a reduction in the number of people exposed to levels greater than Ldn 55 to 2,800,

.wlich tsa42',_ mptovement. Fro |alearngconserva"_onpon ofvew, the number ofexpos-ed ..... "

• people would shnnk to 0, whlchls a lOOk, improvement, ' ' ' :" .'

Ii '
I'

Pnpulution densities for use in construction of Figure D.I 5 were obtained from the U.$.

Dcpa:rtment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, '
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